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LIFE TIME WARRANTY. K-Karp products are marketed only after strict quality 
controls to certify the strength characteristics established by our experts have been car-
ried out. For this reason all K-Karp rods carry a LIFE TIME WARRANTY - that is to say they 
have an unlimited warranty. Part substitution or repairs are at the discretion of K-Karp 
International. Damage such as: scratches, deliberate breaking, total or partial loss of 
sections or of the entire rod are not covered in the Warranty. TRABUCCO FISHING DIFFU-
SION is the excusive distributor of all K-Karp products. To avoid any possible misunder-
standing, the warranty can only be applied if: • A defect caused by a bad assembly or by 
a wrong assemblage of the rod. This type of defect must be pointed out at the rod pur-
chase time. • A defect in the carbon fabric due to defects in the carbon blank. Obviously, 
even within a LIFE TIME WARRANTY, the use of the rod over an extended period defines 
the progressive lowering of the warranty until its end.  If the rod was been purchased 
many years ago, but is in a quite new/good condition, the warranty is valid. It is almost 
impossible that a rod can break because of a manufacturing defect if it has been used a 
lot of times and for many years. This is because obviously the fault or defect would have 
come to light earlier. In this case the break might be caused by crushing or by impact or 
by improper use of the rod. In this case so the warranty will not be valid. 

It must be clear that TRABUCCO F.D. and K-Karp international will not replace rods that 
have been accidentally broken. All breakages, with or without warranty, will be evalua-
ted by TRABUCCO F.D. The complete rod, even if broken, must be totally returned. The 
broken part will be substituted with a new one at a charge of 40% of the price of the rod 
if the damaged part is the top, and 60% if the damaged part is the handle. For three 
section rods, broken parts will be substituted at a charge of 40% of the price of the rod. 
Prices calculated by referral to the official price list. In a case of recognized breaking, 
a charge of 10% of the total price of the rod will be made in addition to a 25 handling 
charge. In this case the complete rod must be sent to Trabucco Fishing Diffusion by 
mail together with: the original receipt, and proof of payment of the 25 handling charge. 
Transport or freight costs will be paid by the purchaser. K-Karp will provide (in about 10 
working days) to repair or substitute the rod and return it. All transport charges to be 
paid by the customer.  All charges referred to here are to be paid in advance by credit 
card or postal order.

The creation of K-Karp products starts from the 
ideas of the K-Karp team. Our testers spend most 
of their time on the banks of rivers and lakes in 
a constant search for new techniques and inno-
vative solutions, which are then transformed into 
the new products we offer our public. There are no 
better experts in the world to develop fishing equi-
pment. 

K-Karp also has a special department that takes 
the idea behind every product and develops it using 
the best materials and the latest design technolo-
gies. Just after months of work and testing to eli-
minate the smallest defects, our products are rea-
dy to be marketed. K-Karp’s way of work extends 
this process to all its main products, reels, rods, 
pods, luggage and accessories. 
 
Only those products that pass the tests carried out 
in the field and quality controls on materials are 
put into production. In these pages you will find 
the result of our labour at your disposal for the 
greatest sport in the world...Carpfishing. Visit our 
website and read the leading specialist journals to 
keep you up to date on news and the launch of 
new products.



Born and built with materials of last generation as the Radial 
Fused Carbon combined in some parts of the blank, handle and 
plug, with the precious Nano Carbon: this particular and unique 
combination has allowed us to obtain very thin rods, fast and 
lightweight. As usual for K-Karp all the components are selected 
from the best avalaible in the market. Double leg SIC guides, Fuji 
reel seat and Carbon line clip. The four different sizes avalaible 
can cover all the different situation of the European carpfishing, 

from small lakes to big river. The handle is made in HDE, the best 
material avalaible for comfort and grip. Steel cap on the but with 
K-Karp logo.

Code Description Sections Test Curve
158-74-360 Enigma 12'0" 2 3.00lb
158-74-365 Enigma 12'0" 2 3.50lb
158-74-390 Enigma 13'0" 2 3.00lb
158-74-395 Enigma 13'0" 2 3.50lb

Enigma

We cannot hide we are studying this rod since years and now we 
are proud to offer it to our followers as a K-Karp top rod . It is 
made in HM Reinforced Carbon , the only material that allows 
fast casting and striking performance, but still staying soft and 
funny during every fish fight, having a typically parabolic and pro-
gressive action. Prerogative of this rod is having a power reserve 
almost “endless”, ideal feature for fights to the limit or when fish-
ing light tackle. In these situations a stiffer rod could  produce a 
very negative effect to the fight. It can be defined as “the ultimate 
rod”, suitable to the carpers who needs a rod proportioned to the 
vast majority of fishing spots, maintaining sobriety and style in a 

burgundy translucent finish matched with small handmade with 
maniacal precision details. The super slim blank is equipped with 
genuine Fuji screw reel seat and double leg SIC guides, that can 
be used with braided lines.The 12’ model displays as a first guide 
a diameter 40mm guide, while the 13’ a 50mm, more suitable for 
long casting action. High density EVA handle ensures a perfect 
grip in every condition.

Code Description Sections Test Curve
158-85-360 Reaction 12'0" 2 3.00 lb
158-85-390 Reaction 13'0" 2 3.50 lb

Reaction

RODS
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Real carp fishing enthusiasts with the most cutting edge equipment 
know that the tool that makes the difference is the rod. This is why so 
many of them already own K-Karp rods. 

All models, irrespective of their cost, have been designed and stringen-
tly tested to give the very best performance possible. Distance, preci-
sion and strength, these rods have all the characteristics that can be 
desired. Every model has new features, such as the new epoxy varni-
shes used for the bindings, the latest K-Karp anatomic reel-seat to pro-
vide maximum comfort and perfect grip during casting and fighting, 
the quality of Fuji guides and the new tying system that stays clean and 
unaltered over time. 

If you are an expert carp fisherman who wants to excel, or just an ave-
rage enthusiast who wants to improve performance, these rods are the 
right choice for you. 
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Code Description Sections Test Curve
158-70-360 Attraction 12'0" 2 3.00lbs
158-70-365 Attraction 12'0" 2 3.50lbs
158-70-390 Attraction 13'0" 2 3.00lbs

Trinis
New Gold Series designed for those who are not satisfied with just 
average performance. This series is constructed in Mesh Carbon 
to guarantee extraordinary casting performance and an effective 
progressive action during fighting. Characterized by an elegant 
look, they are fitted with oversized guides and top guide suitable 
for long range, ergonomic Fuji reel seat, EVA handle to ensure 
optimal grip during casting and recovery. Distance, precision and 
strength, these rods have everything you could wish for.

Code Description Sections Test Curve
158-66-365 Trinis 12'0" 2 3.50 lb
158-66-390 Trinis 13'0" 2 3.00 lb

K-Karp  now offers its clients a new rod that combines the most 
rigid dictates of the British manufacturer and the modern tech-
nical innovations on materials. Using these standards we have 
developed a rod with parabolic action that has the simple mini-
malist look that is the trend of today  identified at first glance by 
its green colour and translucent ultra slim sections. The materi-
als used are first class: the blank is built entirely in carbon SHM 
while the guides and reel seats are Fuji originals, the brand that 
represents the very best in terms of quality. The overall look is 
enhanced by the handle which uses a special shrink tube, and a 
classy laser-engraved metal cap.

Attraction
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Rod series dedicated to challenging fishing conditions. It follows 
the same criteria of previous models but showing significant im-
provements especially appreciated by extreme fishing conditions 
lovers.  We actually produced the blank using Reverse Radial Car-
bon, increasing rod rapidity and resistance but maintaining a dis-
tinctly parabolic progressive action. It is therefore the ideal rod for 
casting and long range fishing, being possible to manage the long 
ranged fight at best. In order to have better casting performance 
we equipped this rod with double leg SiC guides, starting from a 
diameter 50mm. The dark blue cosmetic and the countless ac-
curate details give to the Violence D a simple but endearing look.

Code Description Sections Test Curve
158-76-355 Violence LD 12'0" 2 2.75lbs
158-76-360 Violence LD 12'0" 2 3.00lbs
158-76-365 Violence LD 12'0" 2 3.50lbs
158-76-390 Violence LD 13'0" 2 3.50lbs

Violence Ld

Enemy
This new model features an incredibly slim and fast blank, as 
a matter of fact the diameter is only 13mm ! While testing we 
stressed this rod to the limit, both while casting and fighting fish. 
The fast parabolic action help to secure rod hold even when play-
ing big fish under the rod tip. Very “fresh” and attractive graphics, 
SIC low frame guides, these rods are available in 12” in 3.00lbs 
and 3.50lbs, 13” version only in 3.00lbs test curve.

cARp Rods
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Code Description Sections Test Curve
158-75-360 Enemy 12'0" 2 3.00lb
158-75-365 Enemy 12'0" 2 3.50lb
158-75-390 Enemy 13'0" 2 3.00lb
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The original name for this rod comes from the special carbon used: 
the Radial Fused Carbon, which is known for its qualities of strength 
and speed. The SiC Ultralight guides ensure lightness and offer ex-
treme casting power, drastically decreasing the resistance on the 
line. The 5lb version is designed to cast big spod or bait rocket, 
while the 4lb, in addition to doing the same job, can be used with 
large marker during the delicate phases of plumbing.  On both ver-
sions a visual signal has been applied  (at one meter from the base) 
to facilitate measuring the depth of the bottom. The blank has been 

specially designed to shape the style launch of the Carper, by ena-
bling outstanding distances to be reached . Extra qualities that will 
be appreciated when fishing are -  the reinforced  joints and the 
fast action. These features have defined The Fusion as exceptional 
-  can even be used for catching big cat fish.

Code Description Sections Test Curve
158-69-360 Fusion Spod 12'0" 2 4.00lb
158-69-365 Fusion Spod 12'0" 2 5.00lb

Adamant XTc
This rod has been made specifically for the carp anglers who 
love to fish in the wider continental waters, river or lakes. The 
XTC acronym stands for Extreme cast, a forced name given after 
the extended testing we made with this rod.The tip action hides 
a great adaptability of the blank mainly during combat, which 
makes it looks like a classic parabolic progressive while maintain-
ing long casting capability. Our tester achieved surprising great 
casting distances right with this blank, thanks solely to the Radial 
Reverse Carbon construction, a peculiar carbon with unique reac-
tivity property. The first guide is a 50mm SiC guides, and it could 

not be other than this since we are speaking about a long casting 
rod, allowing the line to exit the spool of the reel without being 
strangled by a too small guide. We used handmade wrappings 
and protection rings to complete and make it even more nice the 
finish of Adamant XTC. Butt section is equipped with the exclusive 
protection knob laser engraved with K-Karp logo.

Code Description Sections Test Curve
158-82-360 Adamant XTC 12'0" 2 3.00lb
158-82-390 Adamant XTC 13'0" 2 3.50lb

Fusion spod

cARp Rods
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Following the incredible success of the Amnesia 11” here at K-
Karp we decided to start the study and design of a new short 
carpfishing rod. The new Phoenix BSK is the result of more than 
one year of studies and tests. The size is the best choice possible 
for fishing in tight swims or from the boat, a technique that is 
becoming more and more popular. The powerful parabolic action 
enables the handling of record carp at very short distance, and to 
keep control of the fish in snaggy areas. Sic Sea Guides.

Code Description Sections Test Curve
158-71-300 Phoenix BSK 10'0" 2 3.00lb

phoenix BsK

cARp Rods
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phoenix Elite

Full Radial Carbon blank rod designed for those anglers who de-
sire  a very good product without spending too much. Remarkable 
are both the colour, very appealing under direct sunlight, and the 
parabolic progressive action obtained through an accurate com-
puter planning and a wise distribution of the guides. Due to this 
and to a wide range of models we got a versatile rod suitable for 
every situation. To support a very wide range of use, 40mm SiC 
rings were mounted obtaining a perfect mix between stoutness 
and versatility. Phoenix Elite rods are at home with nylon mono-
filaments as well with braided lines,during marginal or long range 
situations. These rods has been made to offer the expert carper 

high level performance tool in every condition. Precision details 
like the allignement spine lines printed at the 2 pieces join and 
the protection butt knob, laser engraved with K-Karp logo are the 
right way to complete cosmetic of such a value for money series 
of rods.

Code Description Sections Test Curve
158-83-360 Phoenix Elite  12'0" 2 3.00lbs
158-83-365 Phoenix Elite  12'0" 2 3.50lbs
158-83-390 Phoenix Elite  13'0" 2 3.00lbs
158-83-395 Phoenix Elite  13'0" 2 3.50lbs

cARp Rods
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These rods are made using S.H.M. Carbon blank which makes 
these rods totally reliable even in the most extreme conditions. 
The action of these rods is very powerful and thanks to the  
power in the tip is also capable of reaching extreme casting 
distance. The slim diameter of the blank and the  progressive 
action of the tip are just perfect during combat. With a such 
high performance blank we decided to combine top quality 

components like HDE wrapping on the handle, SIC guides and 
new generation steel reel seat. Antidote is available in two 
lengths, both with a test curve of 3.00lb and 3.50lb.

Amnesia is a new rod, with a progressive parabolic action, fit-
ted with SiC Ultra Light guides, that combines lightness and low 
friction. K-Karp product lovers, welcomed the Amnesia 11ft, 
created for use from boats or for fresh water bottom fishing, 
where the angler wanted to have fun with small carp . However, 
the Amnesia is also a serious choice thanks to the infinite pow-
er reserve typical of the progressive action it is easily capable 
of tackling the biggest carp. The 12ft model keeps the same 
action, making canals and  quarries its ideal habitat.

Code Description Sections Test Curve
158-84-330 Amnesia XF 11'0" 2 2.75lbs
158-84-355 Amnesia XF 12'0" 2 2.75lbs
158-84-360 Amnesia XF 12'0" 2 3.00lbs
158-72-365 Amnesia Marker 12'0" 2 3.00lbs

Code Description Sections Test Curve
158-80-360 Antidote 12'0" 2 3.00lb
158-80-365 Antidote 12'0" 2 3.50lb
158-80-390 Antidote 13'0" 2 3.00lb
158-80-395 Antidote 13'0" 2 3.50lb

Amnesia XF

Antidote

cARp Rods
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Family of rods designed for those who like to have a full battery 
of quality rods but with reduced encumbrance, thanks to the 3 
pieces construction. The special S.H.M. Carbon made blank al-
lows performance very similar if not identical to a classic 2 piec-
es rod, having the same specs of accuracy, long range cast and 
reliability. The attention we used to produce this rod is extreme: 
50mm SiC guides, longer reinforced guide wrappings, preserving 
bushes in the joi: all this highlight a really one of a kind product. 

Last but not least the reel seat has been designed with computer-
ized techniques and it has been combined with a high density EVA 
handle  that allows a firm grip in all conditions.

All the features youwould want to find in a modern carpfishing 
rod are present here in our new ARATON. Reliable, powerful and 
with a superb progressive action. HM Carbon blanks, double leg 
titanium SIC guides, high density EVA handle make these rods 
absolutely unbeatable at this price level.

Gladio X3

ARAToN

Code Description Sections Test Curve
158-38-360 Gladio X3 12'0" 3 3.00lb
158-38-390 Gladio X3 13'0" 3 3.50lb

Code Description Sections Test Curve
158-41-360 Araton 12'0" 3 3.00lb
158-41-390 Araton 13'0" 3 3.50lb

Series designed in three pieces and constructed in High Modulus 
carbon. The rod has a great reserve of power and an enjoyable ac-
tion comparable to that of a two piece. High quality components 
are used to finish the blank: high density EVA covering on the han-
dle, aluminium ring reinforcements around joints, double foot SIC 
Titanium guides.

Imperial

Code Description Sections Test Curve
158-52-360 Imperial 12'0" 3 3.00lbs
158-52-390 Imperial 13'0" 3 3.00lbs

cARp Rods
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K-KARP reels have quickly become 
successful among carpers. We can say 
that our reels have become a bench-
mark in terms of quality and techni-
cal innovation. K-KARP uses the best 
materials and world-class technology 
in their construction. Our aim is to of-
fer high quality reels and to this end 
we use only components such as: self-
lubricating ball bearings for great flui-
dity in recovery and new design gears, 

spools in cold-cast duraluminium for 
perfect spooling and very long casts; 
single piece Power Fighting handles, 
Runner System clutch with extra-large 
PTFE disks for perfect progression and 
fluidity in any condition. The utmost 
attention has been paid to the mecha-
nics by K-KARP’s staff who are always 
ready to take on the challenges impo-
sed by the market.

K-Karp rEELS
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Dedicated from K-Karp to all his faithful, this reel Big “Free 
Runner” presents a new system for drag insert located 
on the spool. In this new device, setting of the princi-
pal drag and of the extra drag are independent. The 
result is a truly micrometric adjustment system that 
allows you to switch from free to the default mo-
dalty turning the switch about half lap. During 
the fight drag adjustment of one notch, making 
the difference. When playing a fish the angler 
will really appreciate the quick-FPD system, 
which ensures perfect fish control. In addition 
to this the new Endless incorporates a host of new 
technical features - among them being the Power 
Fight handle (turned from solid), the Anti Tangle sys-
tem, the hollow aluminium bail arm that offers light 
weight and strength, and a worm shaft cross winder. Very 
important is the drag system which has been tested with a 
particular process called “Water Proof Dust” that ensures infi-
nite life of the disks even in the presence of water. 7 Long Life 
Bearing and 1 Roller Bearing complete this reel of concentrated 
technology.

Code Description Weight Gear Ratio Capacity Ball Bearings
037-80-550  Endless 6500 420 4.8:1(98cm) Ø 0.30-170m 7+1
037-80-700 Endless 8000 578 4.8:1(103cm) Ø 0.35-440m 7+1
037-80-800 Endless 10000 724 4.3:1(104cm) Ø 0.35-530m 7+1

037-80-551 Endless 6500 Spare Spool
037-80-701 Endless 8000 Spare Spool
037-80-801 Endless 10000 Spare Spool

Fast play Drag 
Brand new drag system featuring a dual-pre-
setting mode that incorporates in one single 
device all the free runner drag facilities. It acts 
directly into the spool, allowing to have a more 
direct, progressive and fine tuning drag sys-
tem. The free spool setting is regulated by the 
inner knob, while to switch to the combat drag 
is enough to half turning the main drag knob. 

•	7	Long	Life	Ball	Bearings
•	1	Long	Life	Roller	Bearing
•	Worm	Shaft	+	SOS	System
•	Infinite	antireverse	“One	way”
•	Dual-Presettings	Fast	Play	Drag	
•	PTFE	Drag	Washers	
•	Water	&	Dust	Proof	drag
•	Duralumin	Power	Fighting	handle
•	AS	Line	Roller	(antitwist	system)
•	Archetto	Hollow	Bail
•	Graphite	Spare	Spool
•	Duraluminum	Spare	Spool	solded	sep-
arately

FasT plaY DraG
Advanced Pre-Setting Dual System

endless

carp reels
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•	7	Long	Life	Ball	Bearings	
•	1		Long	Life	Roller	Bearing	
•	Worm	Shaft	+	SOS	System	
•	Infinite	antireverse	“One	way”	
•	Dual-Presettings	Carp	Runner	Drag	
•	Long	Cast	Duraluminium	Spool	
•	PTFE	Drag	Washers		
•	Salt	&	Dust	Proof	Drag	
•	Line	Guard	Protectors	
•	AS	Line	Roller	(antitwist	system)	
•	Aluminium	Power	Fighting	Handle	
•	Hollow	Bail	
•	Graphite	Spare	Spool	(8000	&	10000)

aDVaNceD 
carp rUNNer sYsTeM

Code Description Weight Gear Ratio Capacity Ball Bearings
037-83-800 8000 680 4.8:1(103cm) Ø 0.30-450m 7+1
037-83-990 10000 830 4.3:1(104cm) Ø 0.35-530m 7+1

excellence
This Big of Free Runners is exceptional for big fish in both freshwaters and the sea. 
Fitted with four sealed anti-corrosion ball bearings and an unlimited anti-reverse Roll-
er Bearing,  aluminium spare spool, anti-tangle system, flow concept bail, worm shaft 
cross winder, one-piece forged fishing handle with oversize ergonomic grip, light alu-
minium alloy body. Exceptional lightness and extraordinary power are the hallmarks that 
make this item outstanding on the market.

carp reels
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•	6	Long	Life	Ball	Bearings	
•	1		Long	Life	Roller	Bearing	
•	Worm	Shaft	+	SOS	System	
•	Infinite	antireverse	“One	way”	
•	Dual-Presettings	Carp	Runner	Drag	
•	PTFE	Drag	Washers		
•	Water	&	Dust	Proof	Drag	
•	Line	Guard	Protectors	
•	AS	Line	Roller	(antitwist	system)	
•	Aluminium	Power	Fighting	Handle	
•	Archetto	Hollow	Bail	
•	Graphite	Spare	Spool

aDVaNceD 
carp rUNNer sYsTeM

Developed to meet the demand for 
products of high quality.  A small forward 
movement of the handle, allows the angler 
to switch immediately from the free runner drag 
to the main drag, ready to play the fish.  The mecha-
nism and gears used deliver the maximum guarantee 
of smoothness, reliability and durability. Worm shaft 
cross winder, CNC fighting handle ans spare aluminum 
spool. A beautiful combination of engineering and design available to K-Karp loyalists. 

Drake lD

Code Description Weight Gear Ratio Capacity Ball Bearings
037-75-080 8000 605 4.9:1(98cm) Ø 0.35-370m 6+1
037-75-100 10000 789 4.7:1(107cm) Ø 0.40-480m 6+1

carp reels
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•	4	SS	Long	Life	Ball	Bearings	
•	1	Long	Life	Roller	Bearing	
•	Infinite	antireverse	“One	way”	
•	Worm	Shaft	+	SOS	System	
•	Aluminium	Bail	Arms	
•	Advanced	Micro-adjusting	
Sensor	drag	

•	PTFE	Drag	Washers		
•	Cold	forged	Long	Cast		
Aluminium	Spool	

•	High	Impact	Line	Clip	
•	Hollow	Bail
•	Duraluminium	Power	Fighting	handle	
•	Anti	Twist	line	roller

aDVaNceD 
carp rUNNer sYsTeM

For the ENIGMA STC we have used the same gear and techincal solution 
of the XTR version, but using different solution to keep the price more 
competitive. As a matter of fact you can find reinforced and oversized 
gear, Worm Shaft + SOS system, first spool made in duralluminium and 4 
ball bearing. The perfect choice for the people who want to fish with top 

quality reels but with a good compromize on price.

enigma sTc 6500

Since the first time we did our step into this project 
we decided that the new ENIGMA XTR would had 
been a perfect fishing machine, and after long te-
sting and improvement we achieved our target. Half 
turn of the handle is enough to close the free run-
ner system and to strike the fish, the smoothness of 
this reel on this will surprise you! The line spooling 
system is perfect thanks to the Worm Shaft + SOS, 
all working on a 9 ball bearing reinforced and over-
sized gear. Duralluminium spool and spare spool, 
Anti Twist line roller with ball bearing are two more 
important features of this perfect fishing machine, 
perfect for medium-long range fishing.

enigma XTr 6500

•	9	SS	Long	Life	Ball	Bearings
•	1	Long	Life	Roller	Bearing
•	Infinite	antireverse	“One	way”
•	Worm	Shaft	+	SOS	System
•	Aluminium	Bail	Arms
•	Super	Strong	SS	Main	Shaft
•	Advanced	Micro-adjusting	Sensor	drag
•	PTFE	Drag	Washers		
•	Cold	forged	Long	Cast	Aluminium	Spool
•	High	Impact	Line	Clip	
•	Duraluminium	Power	
Fighting	handle	

•	Anti	Twist	line	roller
•	Hollow	Bail
•	Duraluminium	Spare	Spool

ENIGMA XTR 
was voted best reels with 
carp runner drag system 
during the  
CARPITALY 2011

BEST IN SHOW 2011

aDVaNceD carp rUNNer sYsTeM

Code Description Weight Gear Ratio Capacity Ball Bearings
037-78-650 Enigma STC 530 4.8:1 (85cm) Ø 0.30-360m 4+1

carp reels
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•	4	SS	Long	Life	Ball	Bearings	
•	1	Long	Life	Roller	Bearing	
•	One	Way	Clutch	System	
•	Worm	Shaft	+	SOS	System	
•	Micro-adjust	freeliner	drag	
•	PTFE	Drag	Washers		
•	Cold	forged	Long	Cast		
Aluminium	Spool	

•	Graphite	Spare	spool	
•	Double	Balance	handle
•	Anti	Twist	line	roller

carp rUNNer
sYsTeM

Code Description Weight Gear Ratio Capacity Ball Bearings
037-79-650 Enigma XTR 515 4.8:1 (85cm) Ø 0.30-360m 9+1

Code Description Weight Gear Ratio Capacity Ball Bearings
037-86-600 6000 452 4.9:1(77cm) Ø 0.40-240m 4+1

Traxion
The new TRAXION is made to meet the requirements of the latest carpfishing tech-
niques like stalking and boat fishing, where total reliability and easy handling are 
very important features. However the solid main gear with four long life roller bear-
ing and the capacity of the spool allows this reel to face many situations also for 
medium-long range fishing. We used a brand new duralluminium double handle for 
maximum control of the fish during the fight and oversized PTFE washers on the 
drag.

carp reels
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Firefox Xc

This reel designed for all situations has an ultra compact body, and exceptional qual-
ity and innovative technical features.The10 LLB ball bearings and 1 roller bearing for 
infinite anti reverse increase the smoothness and fluidity even under stress, while 
the bail arm increases the strength and lightness of a reel that will have the approval 
of many modern Carper.

This reel is dedicated to those anglers who approach the technique of carp fishing 
looking for exceptional value for money. Firefox is loaded with quality features -  the 
Anti Tangle system, the hollow aluminium bail arm and two ball bearings and one roller 
bearing ensures that this reel meets the demands of those anglers.

eternity Xc

Code Description Weight Gear Ratio Capacity Ball Bearings
037-90-600 6000 497 5.2:1(97cm) Ø 0.30-340m 9+1

Code Description Weight Gear Ratio Capacity Ball Bearings
037-91-600 XC 6000 497 5.2:1(90cm) Ø 0.30-340m 2+1

•	9	Long	Life	Ball	Bearings	
•	1	Long	Life	Roller	Bearing
•	Infinite	antireverse	“One	way”
•	Dual-Presettings	Carp	Runner	
Drag

•	Hollow	Bail
•	Long	Cast	Duraluminium	Spool
•	AS	Line	Roller	(antitwist	system)
•	Aluminium	Power	Fighting	Handle
•	Graphite	Spare	Spool

carp rUNNer sYsTeM

•	2	Long	Life	Ball	Bearings
•	1		Long	Life	Roller	Bearing
•	Super	Balance	System
•	Infinite	antireverse	“One	way”
•	Dual-Presettings	Carp	Runner	Drag
•	AS	Line	Roller	(antitwist	system)
•	Aluminium	Power	Fighting	Handle
•	Graphite	Spare	Spool

carp rUNNer sYsTeM
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MODEL ENDLESS EXCELLENCE VX DRAKE LD

SYSTEM SOS SOS SOS

SIZE 6500 8000 10000 8000 10000 8000 10000

WEIGHT (G) 420 578 724 680 830 605 789

BALL BEARINGS 7 CLL 7 CLL 7 CLL 7 CLL 7 CLL 6 CLL 6 CLL

ROLLER BEARINGS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

GEAR RATIO 4.8:1 4.8:1 4.3:1 4.8:1 4.3:1 4.9:1 4.7:1

RECOVERY (±CM) 90 98 104 98 104 98 107

DRAG FAST PLAY FAST PLAY FAST PLAY CARP RUN CARP RUN CARP RUN CARP RUN

CAPACITY (MM/M) 0.35/330 0.35/440 0.35/530 0.35/440 0.35/530 0.35/370 0.40/480

SPARE SPOOL Graphite Graphite Graphite Graphite Graphite Graphite Graphite

EXTRA SPOOL Duraluminium Duraluminium Duraluminium - - - -

MODEL ENIGMA XTR ENIGMA STC TRAXION ETERNITY XC FIREFOXXC

SYSTEM SOS SOS SOS SBS SBS

SIZE 6500 6500 6000 6000 6000

WEIGHT (G) 530 498 452 497 497

BALL BEARINGS 9 CLL 4 CLL 4 9 2

ROLLER BEARINGS 1 1 1 1 1

GEAR RATIO 4.8:1 4.8:1 4.9:1 5.2:1 5.2:1

RECOVERY (±CM) 85 85 77 97 90

DRAG SENSOR DRAG SENSOR DRAG CARP RUN CARP RUN CARP RUN

CAPACITY (MM/M) 0.35/310 0.35/310 0.35/280 0.35/270 0.35/270

SPARE SPOOL Duraluminium - Graphite Graphite Graphite

EXTRA SPOOL - - - - -

carp runner Drag 
This device allows to switch from 
the free spool system to the pre-
setting fish playing drag by just 
turning the handle. The drags used 
on K-Karp reels feature oversized 
washers, and all our reel have 
been deeply tested by our staff be-
fore the release, for these reasons 
we can say that K-Karp reels are 
probably the more reliable reels on 
the market nowadays. 

slow Oscillation system
With this revolutionary system, 
the rotor turns at a very high spe-
ed while the spool makes its turn 
up and down at a slower speed. 
This action delivers perfect paral-
lel winding, thereby avoiding the 
line tension from normal spooling 
movements and therefore making 
longer casting easily possible.

TecHNIcal FeaTUres

DeTaIleD cOMparIsION

X-cross system 
The spooling is very tidy with Cross Winder, providing good casting 
distance and reducing the possibility of tangles. The “X” spooling in 
fact compacts the line and allows a best spooling. This system can 
be employed for both monofilaments and braided lines. 

Hollow Bail
In several models, we introduced 
a aluminum tubolar bail that is lar-
ger than traditional ones. Although 
larger, these new bails are lighter 
and more durable than traditional. 

antitwist line roller
The conventional line rollers, every 
turns of the handle, force the line 
to twist on itself causing annoying 
tangles. The Anti-Twist Line Roller 
dramatically reduces the line twist 
problem and reducing the wearing 
of your line.

super Balance system 
This new technology is obtained just using the latest computers 3D 
softwares, which allows the designing and later the construction of 
perfectly balanced rotors without the addition of external weights.  
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Attraction Combi is an adaptable rods holdall, provides the max-
imum protection for the equipment. It can accommodate up to 
3 individual cases perfect for 12 ‘and 13’ rods, attached  to the 
structure, through practical carabineers, three large pockets for 
landing nets, bank sticks, umbrellas and more.  Double padded, 
straps, zippers and reinforced seams with waterproof bottom, 
safety latches and handles with non-slip padding. The 1800D 
cordura used for construction, have been extensively tested 
over time  to ensure durability and resistance.

Attraction  Combi 3 Rods Holdall 

Rod bag designed to guarantee lightness and ease access, while 
ensuring maximum protection of the equipment. Entirely made 
using K-Karp 1800 denier Cordura, the inside is covered with wa-
terproof fabric, so it can be easily washed without worry, there-
fore allowing the possible transportation when conditions are wet 
or damp. Holds up to 3 set-up rods of 13” and as many with 
no reel fitted, the hard pocket at the top provides extra protec-
tion for the guides and can easily accommodate large diameter 
guides. . Capacity is increased with 2 outer pockets that can hold 
bank sticks,  landing net, umbrella, etc..

Gladio  3 Rods Holdall 

Code Description
193-00-070 Gladio 3 Rods Holdall

Code Description
193-60-200 Attraction Combi 3Rods Holdall 
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Absolute 3 Rods Holdall Absolute Rods slEEVEs

This handy sleeve is made to hold both 
Rod and reel. It can be used alone, for 
short sessions and for when the angler 
wants to minimize the equipment, or, 
matched with the Attraction Combi 3Rod. 
Built entirely out of Cordura 1800D which 
is anti-tear and water resistant it provides 
excellent protection for both rod and reel. 
Available in 215cm length it holds rods of 
12 ‘and 13’.

Attraction Rod slEEVE 

Rod sleeve that can be used on its own 
or attached to the Intrepid Unit Rods Bag. 
Light and manageable with expanded 
EVA-covered handle and neoprene pad-
ding for the reel.

Absolute 3 rods holdalls are designed to 
be light, manageable and easy access 
while ensuring maximum protection for 
the content. Made entirely in 1800 de-
nier cordura, they can hold 3 assembled 
rods plus the same number without reels. 
They are fitted with velcro straps, water-
proof protective base and soft touch rub-
ber ergonomic handles. Perfectly padded 
to protect the equipment, they have been 
tested with over 60 kilos weight. Roomy, 
with three outside  pockets for pegs, um-
brellas and poles. The specialists choice ! 
Available for 13ft rods.

Code Description
193-60-210 Attraction Rod Sleeve

Code Description
193-60-120 Absolute Rod Slevees

Code Description
193-60-110 Absolute 3 Rods Holdall
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Designed for expert carpers, this holdall provides perfect protection for rods and reels during 
transport. The position of the straps and handles balance the bag to make carrying easy. The 
materials used have been tested and selected to be hard-wearing and resistant to all the 
strain a carper’s equipment is subjected to.  The Intrepid  3 rods is padded throughout to 
completely protect the 3 rods. The inside has a waterproof lining, so it can be easily washed 
and is not damaged by carrying wet or damp equipment.  The Intrepid 3 has been tested with 
loads of over 50 kilos, so it is guaranteed reliable and long-lasting over time.

Intrepid 3 Rods Holdall 

33cm

21
5c

m

Code Description
193-00-010 Intrepid 3 Rods Holdall

Code Description
193-00-000 Expedition 3/5 Rod Holdall 

Expedition is designed for expert carpers. It can hold up to 5 rods and is extremely 
versatile. Totally padded to provide full protection, it has been tested with over 60 
kilos weight. Equipped with 2 very roomy outside pockets and an aluminium tube 
for internal support. The bottom is reinforced with artificial leather to protect it 
against stones and gravel. Straps have a special anti-slip lining and are designed 
to stay in the centre of the shoulder when the bag is being carried. It is one of 
the most hi-tech rod bags on the market, designed for carpers and offered at an 
extremely competitive price.

33cm

21
5c

m

expedition 3/5 Rod Holdall
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The Intrepid rod bag developed from the need for a modular unit 
that could be adapted to the requirements of the catch and at 
the same time provide maximum protection for rods and reels. 
It can carry up to 4 12’ or 13’ single rod sleeves, supplied sepa-
rately, attached to the outside of the bag, which also has three 
pockets for carrying the landing net, various banksticks, umbrella 
and more. The materials used have been thoroughly tested to be 
hard-wearing and above all, strong. For this purpose, we opted 
for a tear-proof, waterproof 1800D cordura fabric with PVC. We 
also added double padding, reinforced straps, zips and seams, 
protected, waterproof bottom, safety catches and a padded, an-
tislip handle.

Rod Sleeves can be used with the Intrepid Unit or separately 
to hold rods safely, or for short fishing sessions where we 
need to reduce equipment to the minimum. Made entirely in 
tear-proof, waterproof 1800D cordura, the inside is complete-
ly padded to ensure optimal protection to both rods and reels. 
The large zip on the side makes it easy to use. Available in two 
lengths for 12’ and 13’ rods.

Intrepid UNiT Rods baG 

Intrepid Rod slEVEEs

Code Description
193-00-040 Intrepid Unit Rods Bag

Code Description
193-00-080 Pioneer Rod Holdall

The Pioneer rod holdall has been developped from the need to accommodate 
your three sections rods, both the 12” and 13”. The materials used have been 
thoroughly tested to be hard-wearing and above all, strong. For this purpose, 
we opted for a tear-proof, waterproof 1200D cordura fabric with PVC. We also 
added double padding, reinforced straps, zips and seams, protected, water-
proof bottom, safety catches and a padded and antislip handle.

Pioneer 3 Rod Holdall

Code Description
193-00-050 Intrepid Sleeve 12'

193-00-060 Intrepid Sleeve 13'
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Practical travel bag with good capacity; two pairs of wheels on 
the bottom make it easier to carry when fully loaded.  Made 
in anti-tear fabric with very strong double seams. Three roomy 
outside pockets for accessories. This bag is also designed to 
be carried vertically thanks to two pairs of wheels on the side 
and a handle on the pocket. One of the most versatile bags de-

signed by the K-Karp Team, and certainly the most modern, it 
was an immediate success with numerous carpers for its ease 
of transport and internal capacity.

evasion
TRaCK-saCK 125lT

Code Description Sizes
193-10-060 Evasion Track-Sack 125lt 57x62x37

Brand new multipurpose backpack, 
complete with many accessories to 
meet the requirements of the most de-
manding anglers. The main compart-
ment has a capacity of 25 liters, an SL 
Rig Box and 5 dip boxes are included 
in the top pocket. In the same pocket 
can be stored many other accessories. 
4 Accessory Boxes are included in the 
front pocket. All pockets have doublre 
slider zips and the rigid base provides 
extra protection. Breathable and pad-
ded back and padded shoulder straps 
provide great comfort.

Cayenne RUCKsaCK 50lT

Code Description Sizes
193-20-060 Cayenne Rucksack 46x25x47

Special rucksack designed for stalkers, medium sized witha 70 liters capacity. 
Equipped with 3 external pockets, additional pocket with Unit Box, extra padded 
shoulder straps and sturdy base, covered in non-slip PVC. Made in tear resistant 
double stiched material, as for all K-Karp luggages. Very comfortable.

Gladio RUCKsaCK 70lT

Code Description Sizes
193-20-045 Gladio Rucksack 40x30x61

LuGGAGe
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New big sized rucksack to store a big quan-
tity of product. Four outer pockets with hard 
coating, padded shoulder straps and heavy 
duty PVC coated base. Breathable mesh on 
the back for maximum breathability.

supra RUCKsaCK

Code Description Sizes
193-20-030 Supra Rucksack 75x45x30cm

New medium sized rucksack, with 40 liters capacity. Extremely strong and light-
weight, is perfect for daily session. Heavy duty zips and PVC base, padded shoul-
ders straps, hip and kidney support.

Code Description Sizes
193-20-040 Stalk Shell Rucksack 50x40x20cm

stalk sHEll RUCKsaCK

Multi purpose bag that can be used 
also as a rucksack. With a capacity of 
45 liters can be used for many different 
situations. Rigid and heavy duty base, 
three outer pocket with double zips. 
Padded shoulder straps, double seams 
and anti rip fabric. One of the most ver-
satile bag actually on the market.

LC Bag

Code Description Sizes
193-20-050 Lc Bag 50x40x24cm

Very practical bag that can be carried as a backpack or shoulder bag, designed 
for the stalkers who love to travel frequently in search of their prey. The middle 
section opens like a book and it is divided into three modular parts, where you can 
arrange the material as you prefer. The shoulder straps when not in use can be 
stored in a dedicated pocket, while the bottom base is made of waterproof PVC. 
Made with no tear material and double stitching.

Gladio baG
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Tech Box laRGE

This is the basis for the or-
derly placement of all types 
of hardware. It is designed for 
the angler who always wants 
to have to hand any type of 
gear, at any time and in any 
situation. On the upper part 
there is an outside pocket, 
and on the inside there is a hook 
link and several PVC bags to hold rigs. 
The lower part, rests on a classic removable bivvy table and 
has adjustable feet to adapt to any terrain. Inside there is a 
roomy bag for small items, a PVA Mesh Tube holder and a 
tray with four tubs for rigs. Two velcro tabs allow the possibil-
ity of keeping  the lid open, facilitating each activity.

Multi purpose rigid bag. This can be used 
to store a big quantity of accessory and 
hookbait boilies or particles. The inside 
room can be used to store many other dif-

ferent stuff. Two bags on the side with 
four pot each protect your hookbaits. 

The main compartment have rigid 
aluminium frames which al-

low to use the bag as a 
rig table.

This carrying case is ideal for sorting all the small items of tackle 
and the generous size ensures the total neat storage of each arti-
cle, thanks to the well-designed spaces. At the top there is a large 
hook link, and a handy LED lamp, which allows each operation in 
the dark. In the main compartment there is two retractable draw-
ers, and six bait pots on the bottom. The entire Supra Tech Box 
is supported by four adjustable feet,which helps to keep it clean 
and holds it up off the ground.

supra TECH box

desk Bag

Code Description Sizes
193-30-275 Supra Tech Box 40x30x34/41cm

Code Description Sizes
193-30-290 Tech Box Large 50x32x20cm

Code Description Sizes
193-30-300 Desk Bag 53x30x34cm
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Code Description Sizes
193-60-240 Attraction Hard Carryall 75x37x36cm

Exceptionally rigid bag to carry any equipment, it 
is designed for those who enjoy long walks in all 
weather conditions,always protecting the contents 
of the Attraction Hard Carryall. The top and bottom 
are waterproof and made of a rigid shock-absorbent 
shell made in EVA and PVC, ensuring an  exceptional 
compact. The cover is completely removable through 
a  virtually indestructible large perimeter zip. Two 
convenient side pockets and two front complete this 
bag. Ideal for those not satisfied with common back-
packs.

Attraction HaRd CaRRyall

New rigid bag designed for long fishing sessions. With its 70 lit-
ers capacity it can carry a large amount of equipment, hardware 
and bait. It is possible to use it as a table because the inner 
space is protected by 4 metal ribs that make it extremely 
solid. Designed for the transport with trolleys, it is 
provided with a rich endowment which includes 
1 K Box Rig Storage SL, 4 Accessory Boxes and 
8 bait jars. PU molded washable bottom , re-
movable molded cover, the two side pockets 
contain the jars while the front pocket carries 
the K-Boxes. EVA handle and padded non-slip 
shoulder straps.

evasion PRo dEsK baG

Code Description Sizes
193-20-080 Evasion Pro Desk Bag 63x34x35cm

stalk PRo oRGaNizER
The Stalk Pro Organizer has been designed  for carp stalkers 
or lovers of short sessions, anglers who need to have eve-
rything at hand in a practical, multifunctional and spacious 
bag. The bag contains a table with adjustable legs for rig 
construction, a large central pocket where to store the Unit 
Boxes and other bulky equipment. In the front pocket there 
are 3 Accessosy Boxes and a Rig Box SL. The padded back 

and shoulder straps provide extra comfort. Shoulder straps, 
if not used, can be stored in a dedicated pocket.

Code Description Sizes
193-20-070 Stalk Pro Organizer 43x37x25cm
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The Wander 110 litres is the most capacious of the K-Karp bags. As 
well as ample inside space, it has four outside pockets and a pocket 
on the top of the bag. Side and front pockets also have a mesh com-
partment to hold odds and ends. The ergonomic design shoulder 
strap is well-padded. A fabric covered divider inside the bag helps 
keep its shape even when it is not full. The bottom of the Wander 
110 L is in high density EVA to protect against damage from stones 
and gravel, and can be easily cleaned as it does not absorb water. 
The bottom compartment can be zipped open to provide extra stor-
age for accessory boxes.

Wander eva 110lT CaRRyall

Code Description Sizes
193-10-030 Wander EVA 110lt Carryall 46x71x34

Made in anti-tear fabric with double seams, the Evasion 90 Lt is a 
very versatile bag that can also be used for carrying photographic 
equipment. Top opening with double zip and four roomy outside 
pockets, two on the sides and two on the front. All outside pock-
ets also have a mesh compartment for odds and ends. The bottom 
of the bag is in artificial leather with anti-slip feet. The well-padded 
shoulder strap is designed to stay in the centre of the shoulder dur-
ing transport.

evasion 90lT CaRRyall

Code Description Sizes
193-10-010 Evasion 90lt Carryall 42x38x60

Bag with very capacious main compartment plus two side and one front 
pocket. The fabric is anti-tear polyester and all seams are double to 
make it strong and hard-wearing over time. The bottom is in high den-
sity EVA with a strong zip to give access to more storage space. Ideal 
for carrying bulky equipment or accessory boxes, which can be comfort-
ably arranged inside for transport. Loading equipment is made easy by 
the wide access to the main compartment. Straps are well-padded for 
maximum carrying comfort. Mud and dirt are easily washed off the EVA 
bottom. 

ovation eva 100lT CaRRyall

Code Description Sizes
193-20-020 Ovation EVA 100lt Carryall 44x67x33

Frontier 60lt EVA is a medium size bag that can hold a lot in its top-
opening spacious inside compartment. Equipped with three big outside 
pockets designed to hold all the accessories and odds and ends nor-
mally stored in accessory boxes. The bottom in high density EVA pro-
tects the bag from damage and wear by stones and gravel, and opens 
completely to form a handy compartment for more accessory boxes. 
The top of the inside compartment is equipped with elastic cords to 
hold other equipment or accessories. With its space optimizing design, 
this is a bag that will amaze you for its capacity and practicality.

Frontiers eva 60lT CaRRyall

Code Description Sizes
193-10-000 Frontiers EVA 60lt Carryall 36x52x33
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Code Description Sizes
193-10-070 Intrepid 75lt Carryall 30x62x36

Made in well-tested K-Karp 1200 denier cordura, this bag is 
extremely tough and wear-resistant. Equipped with six big out-
side pockets and a spacious interior, it comfortably holds all the 
equipment needed for a long fishing session.

Intrepid 75lT CaRRyall

Code Description Sizes
193-10-100 Pioneer Carryall 65x35x35

The medium-large dimension of this model means it can take  
large amounts of tackle or other items. The compartment is 
accessible from the top and equipped with double slider open-
ing. Made in well-tested K-Karp 1200 denier Cordura. External 
pockets and padded shoulder strap for comfortable carrying 
complete this product that is offered at an exceptional price.

Pioneer CaRRyall

Code Description Sizes
193-10-020 Passenger 50lt Carryall 34x60x25

The smallest in the K-Karp bag series, but only in size, certainly 
not in space and practicality, which is guaranteed by our testers’ 
experience in the field.  Interior compartment has a capacity of 
50 litres and there are also four very roomy outside pockets all 
with an additional zipped mesh compartment. The bottom is in 
artificial leather with anti-slip patches to protect the bag from 
wear when used on stones or gravel. Like all K-Karp luggage, the 
fabric is anti-tear with double seams to make it long-lasting. The 
padded shoulder strap is designed to stay in the centre of the 
shoulder for maximum carrying comfort.

Passenger 50lT CaRRyall

Code Description Sizes
193-10-090 Conquest Carryall 55x35x30

Bag of medium size, made in the well-tested K-Karp 1200 de-
nier Cordura. It is designed for the transportation of equipment 
during short and medium fishing sessions. It is characterized 
by the central compartment with a double zipper, which is ac-
cessible from the top, three front pockets plus one side pocket. 
Equipped with a shoulder strap for ease of carrying, and a rigid 
bottom.

Conquest CaRRyall

Code Description
193-10-080 Luggage & Accessories Belt

Padded, adjustable belt for use on all K-Karp and other makes 
of bags and rod holders.

Luggage & Accessories Belt
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This roomy bag lets you organize all the equipment needed for 
a long fishing session. Seven outside pockets, two of which 
have detachable bags, one with 6 tubs for bait and one with 
a  Rigs Wallet and Accessories Bag. Five inside pockets with 
velcro closing increase the amount of storage space. Made to 
Absolute line quality standards in 1800 denier cordura, it can 

be carried on the back or with the trolley. Supplied with a pro-
tective cover against rain and dirt.

Absolute 135 lT CaRRyall

Code Description Sizes
193-60-140 Absolute 135lt Carryall 38x82x30cm

This roomy bag lets you organize all the equipment needed for a long 
fishing session. Seven outside pockets, two of which have detachable 
bags, one with 6 tubs for bait and one with a  Rigs Wallet and Accesso-
ries Bag. Five inside pockets with velcro closing increase the amount of 
storage space. Made to Absolute line quality standards in 1800 denier 
cordura, it can be carried on the back or with the trolley. Supplied with 
a protective cover against rain and dirt.

Absolute 45lT oRGaNizER

Code Description Sizes
193-60-150 Absolute 45lt Organizer 30x46x30cm

organizer Cooler Bag small
Cooler bag with zip that allows the lid to be opened just partially to pre-
vent changes in temperature. Two removable trays with eight  screw-
top containers. The compartment can contain 4kg of boilies plus the 
trays. Shaped EVA base protects the bottom of the bag and holds the 
large Unit K-Karp drawers for small objects. Inside and outside pockets 
can hold a lot of accessories for baiting.

Code Description Sizes
193-50-055 Organizer Cooler Bag Small 29x30x20cm

Designed for carrying and storing bait on long trips. The 
main thermic compartment is equipped with double 
transparent PVC sides removable for cleaning, while the 
two side pockets each contain 4 tubs for non-perishable 
bait. On the front is a large pocket with PVC bags for hold-
ing tips and other accessories. The rigid EVA bottom can 
be unzipped to store material and protect it from knocks. 
This is a truly complete article, finished down to the small-
est detail. It comes with a handy anti-slip shoulder strap.

organizer Cooler Bag

Code Description Sizes
193-50-050 Organizer Cooler Bag 30x54x36cm
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Rigid case to store accessories, ready rigs and also boilies. 
Completes the prestigious Firefox series and is supplied already 
equipped with two Lead Bags, a needle tube, a maxi Rig Wallet 
and three tubs for bait. The shaped EVA base is waterproof and 
washable, while the lid can be used as a surface to hold equip-
ment.

Code Description Sizes
193-30-340 Cayenne Organizer Plus 30x24x15cm

Code Description Sizes
193-60-090 Firefox Max Organizer 35x25x16cm

Code Description Sizes
193-30-250 Firefox Multi Organizer 45x30x32cm

Preserving bait at a constant temperature by keeping 
its properties of taste and smell unaltered can help 
increase the number of fish caught. For this K-Karp 
presents the Multi Firefox Organizer Bag, a bag, that on 
top houses a main tray divided into two parts. The first 
opening is a dip area, and the second is a large hous-
ing designed to carry various equipment. A zipper sepa-
rates the lower section which is entirely turned into a 
thermal compartment by using a large layer of insulat-
ing material. This allows the storage of bait or food to 
the desired temperature for a long time.

Rigid utility bag designed with two sections, one of which con-
tains 9 jars suitable for the transport of boilies and the other is 
equipped with an EVA table suitable to contain a number of rigs 
and a section where are accomodated 3 boxes to organize small 
tackles. Stylish and made of 1800D Cordura, enables secure pro-
tection and easy transport.

Firefox mUlTi oRGaNizER

Firefox max oRGaNizER

Cayenne
oRGaNizER PlUs
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Bag for carrying Boilies and other bait sensitive to direct sun-
light. In the 8 tub model, the two separate compartments hold 
4 acrylic tubs each and are totally knock-proof. A description 
of the contents of each tub can be written on the plastic lid 
with special pens that can be cleaned off quickly with a damp 
cloth. The bottom is in artificial leather with anti-slip inserts. 

In the 6 tub model, the tubs are arranged in a single layer and 
separated by removable dividers. 

Bait Bags

Bag designed for storing boilies or 
mixing and storing method ground-
bait. The thermic padding ensures 
proper preservation both during 
winter and summer sessions. It is 
also equipped with a rigid bottom 
and washable interior. It can be 
squeezed closed with the zips to 
take up very little space. The cover 
zips shut to protect the contents 
from rain and sun. Once shut it 
takes up just 8cm. 

Method & Boilies Bag

Code Description Sizes
193-30-010 8 Cans Bait Bag 44x33x33cm

193-30-000 6 Cans Bait Bag 28x15x8cm

Mesh cases essential for the maintenance of the anglers baits. They are ideal for 
storing ready made boilies especially if they are “non preserve-baits”,  the pre-
servative ingredient can often  lessen the effectiveness of any type of bait. For 
this, we studied these mesh cases to maintain adequate ventilation and avoid 
harmful mould. They are available in two sizes.

Air-Dry Boilies Bag 

Code Description Sizes
193-30-165 Air-Dry Boilies Bag Small 26x26x9cm

193-30-166 Air-Dry Boilies Bag Large 36x36x11cm

Thermic Bag
Thermic bag for carrying and storing perishable bait. The inte-
rior, divided into four adjustable compartments, is in a special 
isothermal material that maintains the desired temperature for 
a long time, even when there is a considerable difference with 
the outside temperature. It is very important not only to keep 
the bait at the right temperature, but also out of direct sunlight, 
especially boilies, which makes the Thermic Bag an essential 
accessory in every carper’s equipment. 

Code Description Sizes
193-30-170 Method &  Boilies Bag 27x30cm

Especially for long ses-
sions large containers 

for boilies are needed. For 
this K-Karp, has created 

new containers with airtight 
screw caps, to keep on hand 

a good amounts of bait. Boilies 
Containers ensure the intact 
preservation  of the boilies, also 
ensuring lasting freshness.

Boilies & Dip CoNTaiNeRs

Code Description Sizes
193-30-060 Thermic Bag 28x13x11cm

8 Cans Bait Bag 6 Cans Bait Bag

Code Description
190-74-050 Boilies Container * 4pz

190-74-055 Dip Containers * 4pz

LuggAge
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If you want the best product avalaible to store any type of 
equipment, this organizer is what you are looking for. Its unique 
opening system ensures smooth and quick view of each tool, 
and make you able to take it out easily. On either side has two 
bags, one of which is organized as lead bag, while in the other 
side you can find a K-Box Rigs Storage and three Accessory 
Box. On the bottom you can find one more compartment with a 

Code Description Sizes
193-30-240 Pioneer End Tackle Organizer 30x20x12cm

Very practical organizer with two compartments. In the first is 
an EVA pad complete with pins to hold spread out rigs and a 
compartment with PVC bags to hold up to 50 wound rigs. On 
the other side we have inserted a rigid box with 18 compart-
ments to hold all the accessories needed to construct new rigs. 
Indispensable in every situation.

This small bag is designed to carry rigs and the equipment 
necessary to make them. It’s equipped with two EVA pads, re-
movable for ready rigs, while the space is specially adjusted 
to contain the K-Karp Accessory Box from 2-3 and 4 compart-
ments. The lid has two pockets and an elastic band to contain 
scissors, knot puller, etc..

Code Description Sizes
193-30-210 Pioneer Rig Bag 35x21x8cm

Pioneer Rig Bag

Pioneer
eND TaCKle
oRgaNiZeR

Code Description Sizes
193-30-265 Modula Tackle Bag 38x32x23cm

Modula TaCKle Bag

K-Box Unit Large (346x236x61mm) which can be customized 
as you like.
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Cases equipped with an EVA pad, likely to 
contain a number of made up rigs, and with a 
molded EVA unit to take the boxes which are de-
signed to contain the accessories necessary for 
the construction of rigs. The boxes, are already 
included in the bag. Available in two sizes.

Pioneer HooK liNK Bag

This new organizer have two different storage side 
both equipped with heavy duty zipper. In one side we 
put an high density EVA board and PVC bags where 
you can store a big number of ready rigs and acces-
sories, in the other side you can find one K-Box Unit 
with removable dividers that can hold all the acces-
sories required for the construction of new rigs.

Code Description Sizes
193-30-245 2 Side Rig Bag 26x24x16cm

2 Side Rig Bag

Code Description Sizes
193-30-220 Pioneer Hook Link Bag Small 29x14x5cm

193-30-230 Pioneer Hook Link Bag Large 31x18x5cm

Very practical bag with two compartments. In the first is an 
EVA pad complete with pins to hold spread out rigs and a com-
partment with PVC bags to hold up to 50 wound rigs. On the 
other side we have inserted a rigid box with 18 compartments 
to hold all the accessories needed to construct new rigs.

1200D Cordura wallet equipped on one side with a K-Boxe 
Rigs Storage SL, to hold your ready to use hooklinks, and on 
the other side with 4 Accessory Boxes, removable and cus-
tomizable, designed to contain all the tackles you need to 
build your rigs. Double slider zip.

Cayenne WalleT oRgaNiZeR

Rigs & Accessories Bag

Code Description Sizes
193-30-025 Rigs & Accessories Bag 30x21x10cm

Code Description Sizes
193-30-350 Cayenne Wallet Organizer 36x12x6cm

LuggAge
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Another rigs wallet with 24 hooks on two EVA pads with two 
handy steel bars for hanging hooks. Dimensions: height 29 
cm, width 14 cm and thickness 4 cm.

Double rigs wallet with two EVA pads complete with stops and 
handy steel bars to hold hooks. Pins allow rigs of different 
lengths to be stored. Dimensions: length 40 cm, width 14 cm 
and thickness 4 cm.

Rigs WalleT DoUBleRigs WalleT

Code Description Sizes
193-30-030 Rigs Wallet 29x14x4cm

Code Description Sizes
193-30-035 Rigs Wallet Double 40x14x4cm

Code Description Sizes
193-30-020 Rigs Bag 27x22x5cm

Practical rigs bag with 24 hooks mounted on two EVA pads 
and 8 PVC bags. The rigs bag is also equipped with two 
small outside mesh pockets. Dimensions: width 57 cm, 
length 45 cm and thickness 5 cm.

Rig Bag

Code Description Sizes
193-30-027 Rigs & Spool Organizer 8x35x17cm

Two section organizer - one being a Rigs Wallet, the other 
designed to hold the spools of braided line, leadcores and 
fluorocarbons used for constructing rigs. This latter section is 
equipped with an internal mesh pocket for other accessories 
such as scissors, needles etc.

Rigs & Spool oRgaNiZeR
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High quality rig wallet, made following the high level stand-
ard of the Firefox range. Heavy duty cordura green lining and 
non slip Neoprene handle.

Firefox sUpReme WalleT

Code Description Sizes
193-60-075 Supreme Wallet 30x25x5cm

With this rigid bag covered in 1200D cordura, you can store 
all the small items you need to tie your rigs, and thanks to 
the EVA rigid rig board you can store a good number of ready 
rigs. Three Accessory Boxes with two, three and four compart-
ments are included. 

Hard Case in EVA and covered in 1800D cordura designed for 
the most demanding carpers  will give absolute protection to 
your precious rigs. Inside are transparent resalable PVC bags 
to hold up to 50 rigs. A handy mesh pocket on the lids holds 
other accessories useful for constructing rigs. Soft EVA han-
dle.

Practical and very elegant EVA hard case covered in 1800D 
cordura. Designed to give total protection to your precious 
rigs. Inside are resalable transparent PVC bags to hold up 
to 80 rigs, plus a handy zipped mesh pocket. Another mesh 
pocket on the lid holds other accessories needed for con-
structing your favourite rigs. Handle in soft EVA.

Firefox
HooK liNK oRgaNiZeR

Firefox
HooK liNK oRgaNiZeR Xl

K Wallet

Code Description Sizes
193-60-045 K Wallet 30x13x6cm

Code Description Sizes
193-60-050 Firefox Hook Link Organizer 19x25x10cm

Code Description Sizes
193-60-060 Firefox Hook Link Organizer XL 24x32x6cm
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Bag for storing and carrying all kinds of small object and ac-
cessories, especially sinkers. Extremely practical and func-
tional for keeping all your accessories tidy and immediately 
to hand. The padded material protects the contents against 
knocks. Padded dividers with velcro strips can be positioned 
to suit storage needs. A zipped mesh pocket under the cover 
holds smaller accessories.

Lead
& Feeder Bag

Code Description Sizes
193-30-050 Lead & Feeder Bag 22x14x8cm

Code Description Sizes
193-60-085 Firefox Magic Tube 28x8cm

Rigid case divided into adjustable sections to hold spare reel 
spools and can also be used as a Leads Bag. 

Firefox magiC TUBe

Perfect rigid bag to safely store many delicate products, can 
be used to store spare spool and our Accessory Boxes.

Firefox UTiliTy
Bag

Code Description Sizes
193-60-310 Feeder & Lead Case 26x20x8cm

Rigid bag where you can store leads 
and feeder, the internal compart-
ments can be adjusted and internal 
mesh pocket can be used to store 
small accessory.

Firefox sUpReme
leaD Case

Code Description Sizes
193-60-300 Firefox Utility Bag 29x11x6cm
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Code Description Sizes
193-30-320 Multi Bucket Ø 24cm 

Code Sizes
193-30-180 52x40x25cm

Practical waist bag for feeding with boilies launching tubes 
and catapults. Saves bending to load, allowing the feeding 
area to be kept in sight and considerably increasing precision 
of the launch.  Equipped with adjustable waist belt, front belt 
to hold heavy loads and PVC mesh bottom to keep the boilies 
aerated.

Boilies
FeeDiNg Bag

Code Description Sizes
193-30-150 Boilies Feeding Bag 13x35x47cm

Bag designed by our team to hold buzzer bars at the end of 
a session. Made entirely in waterproof, anti-tear 1200D cor-
dura, can hold buzzer bars together with buzzers. The central 
compartment is padded to prevent knocks that could damage 
the buzzers and has a flap to divide the front bar from the 
back bar. Another two pockets on the front can hold various 
accessories such as spare batteries or the new chain hang-
ers. An indispensable accessory for all modern carpers. 

Buzzer Bar Bag

Code Description Sizes
193-30-125 Buzzer Bar Bag XL 78x23x12cm

Code Description Sizes
193-30-200 Mixing Bowl Large 30x17cm

193-30-205 Mixing Bowl X-Large 40x17cm

Mixing method groundbait is not as simple as just mixing the bait with water. Our 
team knows this and therefore demanded the Mixing Bowl. These two large waterproof 
and washable containers are designed to blend perfectly, each type of groundbait or 
method. A large circular container, allows the angler to maintain a constant perception 
of the groundbait, ensuring a perfectly mixed result, and allows for more priming if 
needed. Available in two sizes: Large for method and small amounts of bait -  X Large 
for large amounts of groundbait.

Mixing BoWl

Bag for storing boots after 
wearing. Washable and 
practical, prevents dirtying 
the tent or car. 

Boots BagMulti Bucket

Multi purpose bucket, 
extremely compact to 
store.

LuggAge
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Bag for carrying camera safely, equipped with padded divider to adapt to the size 
of either reflex or digital cameras. Front pocket for spare batteries or cleaning ac-
cessories, and two side pockets in soft neoprene for small objects. Neoprene car-
rying handle and adjustable shoulder strap.

Camera Bag

Dedicated to all those who just want products from 
K-Karp. Soft and elegant towel with a mesh carry 
bag.

K Towel

Code Description Sizes
193-30-310 K Towel 60X40cm

Another version of the waist bag for personal accessories. This 
bag has a large main section, a zipped outside pocket, two side 
pockets to hold bottles or boilies, an elastic cord in front of the 
outside pocket for accessory boxes. Can be fastened round the 
waist with the quick-release adjustable strap or worn on the 
shoulder.

Waist Bag small

Code Description
193-30-100 Waist Bag Small

Essential bag for personal grooming during long fish-
ing sessions. A real tent toiletries kit. Folds open 
and has a handy hook for hanging up. Contains a 
closable mirror and three pockets to hold personal 
grooming products.

Beauty Case Bag

Code Description Sizes
193-30-130 Beaty Case Bag 15x23x7cm

Code Description Sizes
193-30-140 Camera Bag 13x16x13cm
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Code Description Pcs
190-80-010 Eva Rod Bands 2

eva Rod Bands
Neoprene elastic bands to hold rod sections. Velcro on the 
outside ensures closure, while the inside is lined with rubber 
to prevent it slipping off the rod during transport. Excellent 
used together with an EVA Reel Case. Sold in packs of two 
different size bands.

Tip Protector
Tip Protectors provide a valid 
solution to the protection of 
the tips and butts of your rods. 
Made in EVA and anti-tear 
fabric, they hold the sections 
of your rods firmly together, 
and the neoprene tips protect 
against accidental knocks dur-
ing transport. Excellent used 
together with the EVA Reel 
Case. Sold in packs of two dif-
ferent size bands.

Code Description
193-25-000 Luggage set

Set comprising 13’ rod holder, 50 litre bag and rigs wallet. The 
rod holdall is designed to safely carry three mounted rods plus 
another three without reel, landing net, umbrella and various 
stakes. The 50 litre bag is ideal for holding everything needed 

for a short fishing session. The rigs wallet contains 20 hooks 
mounted on EVA pads and two steel bars. The quality is what 
you would expect from K-Karp products.

+ +

Luggage seT
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Code Description Sizes
193-60-010 Firefox Meal Set 12x33x25cm

Extremely smart and practical hard case in cordura 1800D. 
This set contains fine picnic tableware for two. Contains: 
stainless steel cutlery for two, plates in melamine, insulated 
stainless steel cups, salt and pepper cruet, towel.

Firefox
meal seT

Deluxe Cool meal Bag

Bag equipped with tableware for two and a main insu-
lated compartment for food. The two front bags contain 
stainless steel tableware: forks, knives, spoons, insulated 
cups with screw top, salt and pepper cruet, two melamine 
plates, cheese knife and towel. The main compartment 
is completely insulated and can contain a large quantity of 
food, making you totally independent as far as food is concerned on 
long fishing trips.

Code Description Sizes
193-50-060 Deluxe Cool Meal Bag 31x63x34cm

Cayenne meal Bag

Bag equipped with a food set for two persons, made of sturdy 
1200D washable Cordura . The main compartment, easily ac-
cessible, is thermal and contains 3 food boxes, a cooler for 
drinks with screw cap, salt and pepper jars, napkins, cutlery 
and glasses.

Code Description Sizes
193-50-090 Cayenne Meal Bag 22x15x28cm

Code Description Sizes
193-50-080 Firefox Meal & Drink Case 31x25x10cm

Dedicated to the anglers comfort, the Firefox Meal & Drink Case 
is an Hard Case that contains a full set of cutlery for two in stain-
less steel, melamine plates, stainless steel thermos, 2 stainless 
steel cups, salt, and a terry towel.

Firefox meal & DRiNK Case

LuggAge
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Meal Sets contain high quality tableware and are designed for 
maximum functionality in minimum space. The De Luxe ver-
sion for 2 also includes 2 stainless steel containers for salt and 
sugar, 2 stainless steel beakers, stainless steel cutlery for two, 
2 melamine plates and 1 towel. The standard version Meal Set 
comprises 2 melamine plates, a towel, 2 stainless steel knives 
and forks and a cheese-knife. This is an essential accessory for 

carpers who love long fishing sessions and want the maximum 
comfort and practicality for their “spot”.  

Set of pans for cooking during long sessions. Made in stainless 
steel with a special steel/copper alloy on the bottom for faster 
heating. Handles are in heatproof resin. The set consists of 
2 pots with lid and a frying pan, and comes in a handy, rigid 
carry case.    

Meal Set
& Meal Set De lUX

Code Description
193-50-030 Cooking Set

Code Description
193-50-040 Walker Thermic Bag & Bottle Set

Code Description Sizes
193-50-020 Drink Set 37x8x18cm

The Drink Set con-
sists entirely of stain-
less steel accessories. 
The set comprises 2 
hand towels, two coffee 
spoons, 2 containers for 
salt/sugar, 2 cups with 
handle and an insulated 
bottle. The set is contained in a practical, handy shoulder bag. 
Together with a Meal Box it makes the perfect set for long 
sessions. The bag is covered in an insulating material that 
keeps the inside of the bag and its contents at a constant 
temperature.

Drink seT

Cooking seT

Practical container for carry-
ing and storing drinks. Made 
in a special isothermal mate-
rial that keeps the tempera-
ture of the bottle constant for 
a long time, whether hot or 
cold. The bottle included has 
a double pouring system.

Walker Thermic
Bag & BoTTle seT 

Meal Set de Lux

Meal Set

Code Description Sizes
193-50-010 Meal Set de Lux 23x23x10cm

193-50-000 Meal Set 27x27cm
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The whole K-Karp bivvy production has been 
designed and tested to offer to the traditio-
nal carp angler as well for the outdoor life 
enthusiastic the best they can find on the 
market. The new bivvies are equipped with 
the most advanced mounting systems and 
configurations that make them more versa-
tile for carp fishing activity in any environ-
mental situation. All this is offered, as usual, 
at the convenient K-Karp price.

K-Karp DOMES
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Enigma Dome
This is the choice of the best Italian and foreign Carp anglers. The 
Enigma Dome is a bivvy that has a strong structure in light alloy 
and allows for quick installation even in adverse conditions. The 
breathable fabric reduces condensation and can support a wa-
ter column of 5000 mm ensuring the most total impermeability. 
The inner tent increases the comfort during the winter sessions, 
while the back window helps the aeration in the hottest days. The 
external poles, in addition to their speed of assembly, extend the 
interior space, giving  comfortable accommodation even during 

long sessions. The veranda enhances the comfort, while the three 
windows with mosquito nets ensure an adequate circulation of air 
even under intense heat. Supplied with screw pegs and a handy 
removable floor tear.

This is the choice of the best 
European Carp anglers. 

Code Description
191-30-150 Enigma Dome

Material: Waterproof PVC 5000 mm hydrostatic head

Frame: Connected aluminium poles

Capacity: 2 man plus equipment

Closed Size: 120x25x25cm

Weight: 13.2kg

3.00m 3.40m

1.
65

m

INNER TENT

•	Frame	Cover	with	inner	tent
•	Heavy	Duty	Waterproof	groundsheet
•	Seams	in	120G/SQM	PE	all	heat	
welded

•	Aluminium	rings	and	tent	pegs
•	Adjustable	Tension	Poles
•	2nd	door	with	mosquito	net
•	Aeration	back	window
•	Central	lantern	hook
•	Carrying	bag

FEATURES

DOMES
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Designed from our team and tested in 
the harshest field testing in order to 

offer an unmatched product.

•	Frame	Cover	with	inner	tent
•	Heavy	Duty	Waterproof	ground-
sheet

•	Seams	in	120G/SQM	PE	all	
heat	welded

•	Aluminium	rings	and	tent	pegs
•	Adjustable	Tension	Poles
•	2nd	door	with	mosquito	net
•	Central	lantern	hook
•	Carrying	bag

FEATURES

Designed from our team and tested in the harshest field testing 
to define the actual quality in order to offer an unmatched prod-
uct. Its wide structure designed to accommodate 2 XL anglers 
can stand the strongest winds thanks to its aerodynamics profile 
with no “sail effect”.The external cover is supported by reinforced 
resistant alloy pre-assembled poles that ensures quick assem-
bly and disassembly; the inner chambre is removable and black 
coloured. it is made of a specific insulating fiber that avoids any 
moisture and increases comfort in cold and wet weather. Frontal 
veranda is very large and can offer shelter to different kinds of 

equipment or big sacks or buckets of baits. Three big foldable win-
dows gives a very good sight of exterior. This rugged dome is sup-
plied with reinforced zips to increase durability, Heavy Duty floor 
that can be used with no problem even on the roughest ground, 
carry bag and screw pegs.

Reaction Dome

Code Description
191-30-160 Reaction Dome

Material: Waterproof PVC 5000 mm hydrostatic head

Frame: Connected aluminium poles

Capacity: 2 man plus equipment

Closed Size: 164x20x20cm

Weight: 11.9kg

INNER TENT

2.50m 2.95m

1.
50

m

DOMES
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•	Frame	Cover
•	Removable	Heavy	Duty	PVC	
Waterproof	groundsheet

•	Seams	in	120G/SQM	PE	all	
heat	welded

•	Aluminium	rings	and	tent	
pegs

•	Adjustable	Tension	Poles
•	2nd	door	with	mosquito	net
•	Aeration	back	window
•	Central	lantern	hook
•	Carrying	bag

FEATURES

Innovative four season two-person bivy. Preassembled frame 
made of 10 mm diameter aluminium poles ensures great stabil-
ity even in extreme windy conditions. Despite the big size it is 
very easy to set up thanks to the “delta” side junctions; actu-
ally it is sufficient to peg the rear part and then pull forward the 
whole structure and you are done. Enemy dome is wide enough 
to accomodate two anglers and all the equipment they need, 
ensuring an exceptional insulation even in very challenging con-
ditions. The outer sheet is made of HT tissue and can withstand 
a water column of 5000mm: even the most violent storm cannot 
produce such a quantity of water!

Supplied with a frontal transparent window that 
can be obscured or substitute with a mos-

quito net in the warm season. Remov-
able PVC floor. Supplied with pegs 

and carry bag.

Enemy Dome

Material: Waterproof PVC 5000 mm hydrostatic head

Frame: Connected aluminium poles

Capacity: 2 man plus equipment

Closed Size: 110x22x22cm

Weight: 12.3kg

2.90m

1.
50

m

2.70m

Code Description
191-30-170 Enemy Dome

Innovative four season 
two-person bivy.

DOMES
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•	Frame	Cover		
•	Heavy	Duty	Waterproof	groundsheet
•	Seams	in	120G/SQM	PE	all	heat	
welded

•	4	telescopics	poles	
•	Zip-in	removable	front	panel	with	
doors

•	Heavy	Duty		tent	rings	
•	Tent	Pegs
•	Carrying	bag

FEATURES

In addition to greatly expanded landscape tents range, K-Karp, decided to also 
introduce a brolly, able to withstand any weather situation. The Excellence, is 
dedicated to all Carpanglers , lovers of short sessions and mobile fishing, where 
a shelter for quick assembly, no doubt helps with the move. It has three windows 
with mosquito net, two on the sides and one on the main entrance, which also 

includes a transparent layer of PVC, ensuring excellent visibility . If necessary, 
all the windows can be covered to prevent excessive morning light. In summer, 
the front can be removed, transforming the Excellence in a convenient um-

brella oval. The structure is remarkably robust and can withstand extreme 
conditions of wind and rain, thanks to four aluminium poles in that can  

be screwed directly on the ribs of the umbrella. Excellence has 
pegs with screw anchorage and includes the bottom tear-
washable. The best solution for short fishing sessions.

Excellence Brolly

Material: Waterproof PVC 5000 mm hydrostatic head

Frame: Tilt opening system

Capacity: 2 man 

Closed Size: 183x15x15cm

Weight: 8.9kg

R1=1.50m		
R2=1.75m		
R3=1.25m

Code Description
191-30-110 Excellence Brolly

Excellence Brolly is able to 
withstand any weather
situation.
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Material: Waterproof PVC 5000 mm hydrostatic head

Frame: Quick System

Capacity: 1 man plus equipment

Closed Size: 113x16x16cm

Weight: 4.3kg

1.
40

m

2.50m 2.50m

Code Description
191-30-180 Electa Quick Dome

Electa Quick Dome

•	Frame	Cover		
•	Removable	Heavy	Duty	Waterproof	
groundsheet

•	Removable	front	panel	plus	mos-
quito	net

•	Seams	in	120G/SQM	PE	all	heat	
welded

•	Aluminium	rings	and	tent	pegs
•	Tension	Poles
•	Carrying	bag

FEATURES

Fast opening bivy, we grant it will be ready in less than 10 sec-
onds! The ideal choice for those who loves fast sessions and still 
requires the same comfort of bigger bivies. Ideal choice too for 
those who loves wondering fishing and still requires efficient shel-
ter. External sheet can withstand a water column of 5000 mm 
of water. Reinforced fiberglass poles are supported by the Quick 
System, the true heart of this bivy that allows one of the faster 
mounting actions on the carp scene. Floor made of thick PVC is 

a true barrier to external moisture giving extra comfort in cold 
weather. It is axctually a four seasons bivy for fast sessions and 
can easily host an angler with all the equipment he needs. It can 
eventually used by two anglers as well. Supplied with pegs and 
carry bag.

Fast opening bivy, we grant 
it will be ready in less than 
10 seconds!
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Cayenne Pro Dome was designed by our team especially to con-
front the warm periods of the year, times when everywhere we go, 
we seem to find the extremes of alternating swarms of annoying 
insects to violent storms. In fact.This bivvy, has a strong structure 
in light alloy with a  front portion that can be replaced by a large 
mosquito net, the only true shield between the angler and any 

insect. In case of cold or rain the Carp angler, can replace the 
front screen door with the towel in less than thirty seconds, form-
ing a veritable  unassailable bivvy. Includes floor and pegs screw 
anchorage.

Material: Waterproof PVC 5000 mm hydrostatic head

Frame: Connected aluminium poles

Capacity: 2 man plus equipment

Closed Size: 94x16x16cm

Weight: 5.8kg

2.65m

1.
35

m

2.05m

Code Description
191-30-190 Cayenne Pro Dome

•	Frame	Cover		
•	Removable	Heavy	Duty	Waterproof	
groundsheet

•	Removable	front	panel	plus	mos-
quito	net

•	Seams	in	120G/SQM	PE	all	heat	
welded

•	Aluminium	rings	and	tent	pegs
•	Tension	Poles
•	Carrying	bag

FEATURES

Cayenne Pro 

Cayenne Pro was designed 
by our team especially for 
short sessions.
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Similar in shape  to other K-KARP tents, the Shield Dome is 
extremely stable, light and quick to pitch.  Ideal for use in all 
short fishing sessions where you don’t want to waste a lot of 
time on preparations. Just assemble the fibre poles and slide 
them into the reinforced sleeves and pockets for a reliable shel-
ter. Transparent panels improve visibility inside the tent, and the 
ground sheet insulates the spacious interior. The Shield Dome 
can also be pegged, and its aerodynamic shape provides safe 

Capacity: 1 Man

Closed Size: 58x12.5x12.5cm

Weight: 5.3kg

Material: Waterproof 200D PU 2000 mm hyrdorstatic head

Frame: 7 metal sticks + 2 aluminium poles x 2 configurations

Capacity: 1 Man

Closed Size: R1 146 cm x 6 / R2 125 cm x 1

2.10m

1.
30

m

1.20m

Code Description
191-30-040 Shield Dome

Code Description
191-30-070 Wind Shield 1 Man

Wind Shield
K-Karp umbrella tents resulted from the need to have the 
most versatile accessories in our equipment. The two Wind 
Shield versions presented here can be used for short out-
ings when it looks like rain, for shade on hot summer days, 
to protect from damp during night fishing sessions or sim-
ply combined with a tent as a shelter for equipment. The 
brolly is at its best when everything has to be put up or 
taken down as quickly as possible. 

R1 R2

R1	=	1.46m
R2	=	1.25m

•	Frame	cover	
•	Waterproof	groundsheet	
•	Heat	welded	seams	in	120G/SQM	PE	
•	7	rings	and	7	tent	pegs
•	Carry	bag

FEATURES

•	Frame	cover
•	Groundsheet
•	Tent	pegs
•	Carrying	bag

FEATURESShield Dome
shelter even in the event of 
high winds. 

DOMES
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Large aluminium table, suitable for rig making during long fish-
ing sessions. Designed with raised edges and adjustable tel-
escopic legs (only XL version), it is a steady flat space for your 

Tent Pegs Tube
Rigid tube to hold all the tent pegs needed 
to erect your bivvy. Can hold more than 10, 
preventing them from damaging other equip-
ment. In 1200 denier fabric with a handle cov-
ered in expanded material for a better grip.

Pioneer Table 

Code Description Sizes
193-30-075 Tent Pegs Tube 32x12cm

Code Description Sizes
191-20-040 Pioneer Table W/Bag 39x24x17.5cm

191-20-050 Pioneer Table W/Bag Xl 50x30x16.5/23cm

Tent Pegs Wallet
Wallet containing 10 steel tent pegs with drill points to provide 
maximum hold in the ground. The head of the pegs is in super-
resistant nylon resin.

Code Description Sizes
193-30-070 Tent Pegs Wallet 55x27cm

Magnet
The easy solution to attach to the tent 
objects as bait alarm receiver, cellular 
phone, small lamps etc... Every blister 
includes 2 different size magnets.

Code Description Pcs
190-50-210 Magnets 2

Kit with 10 stainless steel bivvy pegs and hammer all in one bag. 
The pegs feature screw point and metallic head which allows to 
use them also in the hardest ground.

Hammer
& Peg Kit

Code Description Sizes
193-30-065 Hammer & Peg Kit 43x9x9cm

keys, cellular phone , cups etc. It is coated with a strong paint 
which is heat and crackling resistant. Legs can be closed again 
easily and it is equipped with a bag for transport. 
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Pod	Lamp	XL

Tent		Lamp

Cap		Lamp

Camping	Lamp

Pulsar	Led

Pod	Lamp	Compact

Practice green lamp with up to 23 low power LEDs and polar-
directional beam. Designed for use inside the tent it is fitted with a 
magnet that provides a firm grip on metal parts and a convenient 
hook to hang it wherever convenient. It works with 4 AA batteries. 
The version with Remote Control, enables switching on and off 
remotely.

Tent Lamps

Code Description
190-51-000 Tent Lamp with Magnet
190-51-010 Tent Lamp with Magnet & Remote

Multifunction LED lamp, created to accompany the carper. It 
can be used as a hand torch or it can be turned into a handy 
and stable tripod. The Large model, works with 3/9 AA batteries, 
and is used in open spaces, the Compact which uses 1/3 AAA 
batteries fits perfectly in the tent to facilitate any operation.

Pod Lamps

Code Description
190-51-020 X-Large 5 Leds
190-51-025 Compact 3 Leds

Lamp designed to enable any operation carried out in the dark. 
Its 19 leds can illuminate, without problem, the inside of the tent, 
and outside it lights up a very wide area. Works with 2 x CR2032 
batteries.

Camping Lamp

Code Description
190-51-030 Camping Lamp 

Led lamp designed to illuminate all night time precision 
operations, such as the renewal of rigs, or the unhooking of a big 
carp. Its structure permits its use on any peak cap as a normal 
head lamp. Works with 2 x CR2032 batteries.

Cap Light

Code Description
190-51-040 6 Leds + Flashing Function

Code Description
190-51-050 Pulsar Movement Sensor Lamp

Lamp equipped with night movement detector. Thanks to this 
innovative lamp you will have no more problems and you will 
find yur shoes or clothes during the exciting moments when the 
bite alarm starts screaming in the middle of the night. It will be 

sufficient your movement to turn the lamp on. It can eventually 
used as a common lamp using the switch.

Pulsar Moovement Sensor Lamp
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This sleeping bag is a real protective shell against the cold and 
damp. The Fire Fox Sleeping Bag is a sleeping bag for “Five Sea-
son” use -  ideal for addressing the most critical situations of the 
winter, where the body is subjected to a severe trial. It has a rein-
forced zip and increased padding in the most sensitive areas of 
the body. The neck is protected by a padded flap and in the area 
of the hands, there are openings, closed with a zip,that enable 
operations such as reading a book,while still keeping the body 
warm. Two large pockets allow you to anchor the headboard and 

footboard of the bed, while an adjustable strap preserves a per-
fect set-up, eliminating the annoying problem of the involvement 
of the sleeping bag during the night. To define the quality, one of 
our staff told us: If you are not comfortable in a Fire Fox, it must 
mean that  are two of you in the same sleeping bag! Sometimes 
just a few words can describe everything!

After developing various bedchair models over the years, we 
designed the Reaction, which is bigger, stronger and more 
comfortable than any other chairbed presently on the market. 
The aluminium  frame ensures lightness and is equpped with 
no less than 3 pairs of telescopic legs with mudfeet. The well-
padded and breathable upholstery is attached to the frame 

with a new system. In terms of stability, size and finish,  Reac-
tion is second to none.

Reaction Bedchair

Code Description
191-10-280 Reaction Bedchair

Code Description
191-15-005 Firefox Sleeping Bag

Sizes: 205x95x35cm

Sizes: 225x93x8cm

Reaction is bigger, stronger and more 
comfortable than any other bedchair 
actually on the market. 

Firefox Sleeping Bag

BedchaiRS & acceSSoRieS
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enemy Sleeping Bag

New sleeping bag that ensures complete protection from cold and 
damp. The sizes are really generous for use with larger bedchair 
and have a new comfortable pillow that can be removed if nec-
essary. It features reinforced zippers that prevent the escape of 
heat and extra padding in the most sensitive areas of the body. 
Two large pockets allow you to place it firmly on both sides of the 
bed, while an adjustable strap it preserves a perfect set-up, elimi-

nating the annoying problem of the windings during the night. The 
interior is completely made comfortable and warm micro fleece, 
while the exterior is tear resistant and completely washable.

Sleeping bag dedicated to mid-season and the summer with in-
ternal fabric in soft, warm micro fleece. The outer shell, breath-
able, prevents condensation, leaving the body dry. Despite the 
large size (230X90cm), attaches easily to the bed through the 
pockets and adjustable belt. Comes with handy carrying case in 

which, when folded, occupies a minimum size. The measures 
are in fact held 45x25x25cm.

enemy Bed chair

enemy cover Blanket

Code Description
191-10-220 Enemy Bedchair

Code Description
191-15-110 Enemy Sleeping Bag

Code Description
191-15-120 Enemy Cover Blanket

Sizes: 203x83x40cm

Sizes: 220x90cm

Sizes: 230x90cm

New 8 feet top level bedchair with 
aluminium frame and ultra 

comfortable padding.

New sleeping bag that ensures complete 
protection from cold and damp. 

Sleeping bag dedicated to mid-season and the 
summer with internal fabric in soft and 
warm micro fleece. 

New 8 feet top level bedchair with aluminium frame and ultra 
comfortable padding. The aluminium frame make this bed-
chair extremely lightweight keeping unrivalled strenght and 
stability. We used a new fabric for the outer shell which is 
breathable and extremely easy to wash, adding a new shape 
pillow to give the best head support possible. Telescopic 
legs with mudfeet and heavy duty elastics used to guarantee 
perfect seat tension and comfort. This bedchair can be used 

without any problem even from XXL sized carp angler.

BedchaiRS & acceSSoRieS
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enigma Bedchair

New bedchair with innovative ergonomic design for maxi-
mum comfort. Upholstery has been designed to support 
the body, prevent incorrect posture of the spine and 
help keep the neck at the right angle, The fabric used is 
breathable and waterproof, The very strong frame is sup-
ported by Fast-Lock system telescopic legs and the latest mud 
feet. These outsize feet prevent the bed from sinking into soft 

ground and help improve overall stability. The exclusive design of 
the structure in light alloy makes it extremely light without com-
promising on strength. 

Sizes: 208x89x52cm

A new concept bed, designed to satisfy all carp anglers 
who spend lots of time on the banks of their favorite water and 

demand the maximum comfort without compromise.

A new concept bed, designed to satisfy all carp anglers who spend 
lots of time on the banks of their favorite water and demand the 
maximum comfort without compromise. The design carries the 
highest comfort level,  furthermore, the central padding, allows  
proper relaxation of the back, avoiding discomfort and thanks to 
its breathability it ensures well-being even in summer. The perim-
eter portion is occupied by a special tear-proof fabric, which sim-

plifies all types of washing. Each leg is adjustable and anti-mud, 
and can be adjusted in extension thanks to Fast Lock System. 
Finally a bed that doesn’t fear any comparison!

Code Description
191-10-290 Enigma Bedchair

cayenne Bedchair
The exclusive design of the structure in light alloy 

makes it extremely light without 
compromising on strength. 

Hand Wheel
Aluminium 

Frame

Mud Feet

Sizes: 200x75x38cm

Code Description
191-10-060 Cayenne Bedchair

BedchaiRS & acceSSoRieS
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The All Seasons sleeping bag is made in a high 
quality water-resistant, breathable fabric 
that maintains warmth inside 
the bag while preventing 
the formation of 
condenses. 

Code Description
191-15-000 All Seasons Sleeping Bag

Code Description
191-15-080 All Seasons Pillow

Code Description
191-15-090 Relax Ergo Pillow

all Season Sleeping Bag

Relax ergo PillowPillow designed to increase the comfort of your bedchair. It fea-
tures a no-peeling  anti-allergic fleece which is extremely soft 
and comfortable - well adapted to winter or spring sessions, 
and on the other side we used a pure cotton fabric suitable for 
the summer session. The removable pillowcase can be easily 
washed. Fits all K-Karp bedchairs, but can be used with most 
beds on the market.

Ergonomic pillow that is shaped perfectly, providing support for 
the head and neck. It adapts to the shape and weight of the 
head, “cradling” the neck, and supporting the spinal column. 
This provides the best natural comfort — ideal for a real proper 
rest.

all Season Pillow

Sizes: 230x95cm

Sizes: 52x30x15cm Sizes: 45x30x10cm

The All Seasons sleeping bag is made in a high quality water-re-
sistant, breathable fabric that maintains warmth inside the bag 
while preventing the formation of condensation. The lining is in 
the best quality flannel. Padding comprises a special porous ma-
terial that helps maintain both the inside temperature and the 
output of moisture produced by condensation. This sleeping bag 
offers excellent protection whether in autumn or the middle of 
winter. The specially designed pillow provides a comfortable sup-
port for the head and the neck, keeping the head/body perfectly 

aligned to ensure restful sleep. The zip runs almost the whole 
length of the bag, making it esy to get into. 2.30m long and 96cm 
wide, it is very roomy even if used wearing overalls or other winter 
clothes. Sold with a practical fabric carrying bag.

all Season cover Blanket

Bedchair blanket with 100% cotton outside 
and soft, warm fleece inside. A good size, it 
measures 2.30m x 1.40m. Supplied with a 
handy space-saving carrying bag measuring 
72 x 46 x 46 cm. Ideal for winter or night 
fishing session enthusiasts, it is warm and 
comfortable in the lowest temperatures. The 
special padding makes it breathable and pre-
vents the formation of condensation.

Bedchair blanket with 100% 
cotton outside and soft, warm 
fleece inside.

Code Description
191-15-010 All Seasons Cover BlanketSizes: 230x140cm

Sizes: 72x46x46cm

BedchaiRS & acceSSoRieS
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This is a new bed with six legs, which ensures great strength 
and lightness in transport. The cover is woven through a thick 
padded fabric ,which is tear-proof and water repellent, making 
it easier for washing. Each leg has mud-feet which are, fully 
adjustable, perfect for use on any shape of any ground. This is 
the ideal choice for those who expect great comfort, combined 
with  exceptional value for money.

Gladio Bedchair

Code Description
191-10-300 Gladio Bedchair

Code Description
191-15-100 Chairs & Beds Pouch

Code Description
191-15-025 Air Pillow

191-15-026 Confort Air Pillow

Air pillow for chairbeds or chairs. Once in its bag it takes up 
very little space. Comfortable and practical, it is available in 
two versions, with the Comfort model being higher.

air Pillow
& comfort air Pillow

Convenient pocket to be applied to the chair or bedchair. It 
can be used with all products, not just with K-Karp. Enables 
the angler  to store all the objects that should not become dirty 
or just to have them handy.

chairs & Beds Pouch

Code Description
191-15-060 Single Additional Leg

191-15-070 Double Additional Legs

Highly practical accessories to 
increase the stability of your bed-
chair. Available in 2 versions with 
single or double telescopic legs. 
Both versions are equipped with 
the fast-Lock system and can 
be fitted to most chairbeds on 
sale and to different parts of the 
frame.

additional Bed Legs

Sizes: 40x24cm

BedchaiRS & acceSSoRieS
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Code Description
191-10-160 Image Chair

Code Description
191-15-030 Bedchair Feet Cover

Sizes: 208x76x34cm

This is the ideal choice for those who expect great comfort, 
combined with  exceptional value for money.

Comfortable padded folding chair. Position can be changed 
by adjusting the straps. Can be adapted to all K-Karp recliners 
and not only. Size: back height 48cm, seat width 46cm, depth 
47cm.

This cover protects the bedchair feet from mud, sand and dirt 
in general to prolong the life of the bedchair. Made in water-
proof, anti-tear material, it can easily be washed.

image chair

Bedchair Feet cover

Bedchair Bag
Very practical bag in waterproof, anti-tear Cordura 
1200D for packing away the bed at the end of a 
session. The length of the padded shoulder strap 
is adjustable for easy transport. The bag also has 
ergonomic handles, a reinforced main zip and spe-
cially reinforced seams to make it long-lasting over 
time, This bag can comfortably hold any of the K-
Karp chairbeds.

Code Description
191-15-040 Bedchair Bag

BedchaiRS & acceSSoRieS
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This chair offers
maximum comfort 

in all situations.

This chair offers maximum comfort in all situations. Absolute 
Chair is wider, stronger and lighter than all the other chairs we 
made in the past. The frame is entirely in strong aluminium and 
weighs less than 6kg. The upholstery, with integrated foam pillow, 
is extremely comfortable, moulding to the shape of the body and 
providing ergonomic support. The back is adjustable from 90° 
upright to 0°completely flat. With four mud feet and a new safety 
system to lock the legs. Generous size: seatback height 70cm, 
seat width 64cm, depth 64cm.

Absolute Chair

Code Description
191-10-150 Absolute Chair

Code Description
191-10-240 Enemy Chair

Code Description
191-10-320 Enigma Chair

Enemy Chair

Enigma Chair

The new ENEMY Chair is a new model made for those peo-
ple who don’t accept compromise on quality and comfort. The 
aluminium frame is extremely solid and lightweight added with 
reinforcements on stress point, with a total weight of less than 
6 kg. Premium quality padding and extra ergonomic head sup-
port will make you feel good even after many hours of fishing. 
Fully adjustable reclining back from 90° to 0°, non-slip mud 
feet safely fixed to heavy duty adjustable legs. The sizes of this 
chiar is probably the most generous currently on the market. 
Back height 70cm, seat width 64cm, depth 64cm.

Aluminium frame chair with specific design that allows a com-
bination of unmatched resistance and lightness. Ergonomic, 
breathable tear resistant padding with, very confortable thanks 
to the inbuilt pillow. The Magnum Soft rubber knobs allow ad-
justment of the backrest from 0 to 180 degrees to get a flat 
position. The telescopic legs use the Fast-Lock system and are 
equipped with mud feet that can rotate up to an angle of 90 
degrees. 

Dimensions: 71x65x36/100cm

For those people
who don’t accept 

compromise 
on quality 

and comfort.

ChAirs
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This chair is practically a complete fishing station. The chair is 
equipped with a practical small tray for accessories and a robust 
rod rest. The back can be adjusted with two Magnum Knobs po-
sitioned at the base of the chair back.  The PVC coated polyester 
fabric ensures it is completely waterproof. The frame is in steel 
for perfect stability with the rod inserted. The telescopic legs are 
equipped with the automatic adjustment Fast-Lock system and 
mud feet. The back is 60cm high, the seat  53cm deep and 62cm 
wide. This very particular chair was an immediate success with 
carpers all over Europe for its versatility and practicality, and also 
for its use in other types of fishing like feeder.

Combat Chair

Code Description
191-10-020 Combat Chair

Code Description
191-10-230 Supra Chair

Code Description
191-10-310 Reaction Chair

supra Chair
This chair feature the best compromise possible between com-
fort and easy transport. For its generous size can be used also 
during long session, situation where good comfort is extremely 
important to stay without any problem long time on the shore. The 
full aluminium frame offer good stability and total reliability, even 
when used by “big boy”. Fully padded back  with special head 
support, anti-mud feet. Backrest height 64cm, seat width 55cm, 
depth 50cm.

New medium sized chair dedicated to those who love one-day ses-
sions or a few hours ones. It offers all the comforts you should ex-
pect from a chair, in fact, it has adjustable backrest using the su-
per resistant Magnum Knobs system, while comfortable armrests 
provide a comfortable and relaxing sitting. The Reaction Chair has 
a thick padding and water-repellent cloth for easy washing. The 
frame is made   of light alloy for easy transport and mud legs are 
fully adjustable thanks to the proven Fast Lock System. 
Dimensions: 56x53x36/100cm.

reaction Chair
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We made this chair thinking to all the people who fish mainly on 
daily session, good comfort thanks to the fully padded rest wich 
is fitted with fully waterproof and breathable fabric wich is also 
extremely simple to wash. The feet are adjustable independently 
and provide good stability on any terrain, while the arms ampli-
fy the opportunity to relax while waiting. The alloy frame makes 
transportation effortless even after long walk to the swim. Back-
rest height 52cm, seat width 48cm, depth 42cm.

Extremely compact and versatile chair, perfect for roving carp an-
gler or to be used as a bivvy chair. The alloy frame is solid and 
lightweight, the best you can have when you need long walk to 
the swim. All seams are reinforced to ensure total reliability for 
long time, the fabric used is rip proof, breathable and totally wash-
able. Telescopic legs with soft rubber feet to avoid damage on the 
bivvy groundsheet. Dimensions: backrest height 52cm, seat width 
48cm, depth 50cm.

Essence Chair

Code Description
191-10-250 Daily Chair

Code Description
191-10-270 Essence Chair

Daily Chair

Code Description
191-10-260 Tourer Chair

Tourer Chair
Compact and light, this chair is the best choice possible for 
stalking angler who want to have maximum comfort thanks 
to the arm rests. The feet are indipendently adjustable and 
provide good stability on any terrain, thanks also to the non-
slip mudfeet. Incredibly lightweight aluminium frame for easy 
transport. Backrest height 58cm, seat width 53cm, depth 
42cm.
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Code Description
191-10-050 Easy Fold Chair

Easy Fold ChairChair Bag

Code Description
191-10-140 Intrepid Chair

Code Description
191-15-050 Chair Bag

intrepid Chair
Compact folding chair, strong and comfortable. Ideal seat for 
guests or short fishing sessions. The armrests make it perfect for 
reading or to tie rigs. Size: back height 54cm, seat width 49cm, 
depth 36cm.

Code Description
191-10-130 Peregrin Chair

Peregrin Chair
Light alloy frame with hard-wearing dark green anodized finish. 
High backrest gives better support; cover is padded on main rest 
points. Folding, light and easy to transport. Ideal for short fishing 
sessions. Size: back height 50cm, seat width 50cm, depth 40cm. 

Practical bag made in tear-proof, waterproof Cordura 1200D for 
packing away the chair at the end of the session. The length of 
the padded shoulder-strap can be adjusted for easier transport. 
The ergonomic handles, reinforced main zip and reinforced seams 
ensure it will be long-lasting over time. This bag can easily contain 
any of the K-Karp chairs (apart from Mesh Fold and Easy Chairs 
that come with their own carry-bags).

Large, extremely light folding chair. Frame built entirely in alumin-
ium coupled to an acrylic resin and nylon central joint. Ideal for 
those who already have a lot of equipment and want to reduce 
weight, or those making a first approach to this sport. The water-
proof PVC coated polyester fabric moulds to accommodate the 
body. The enveloping shape has been designed to give the best 
support to the back. A handy bottle or glass holder is included on 
the right armrest. Sold with a practical waterproof carry bag.

ChAirs
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Innovative trolley which allows you to keep up the load in any sit-
uation of rough terrain or slope. Reacion Barrow is robust, quick 
to assemble and adjustable in both length and width so it can 
be adapted to transport every kind of equipment. Supplied with 

tubeless wheels, locking points for elastic ropes and low profile 
chassis. Cordura covered side banks for better load protection. 
In a nutshell the best all grounds trolley you can buy.

reaction Barrow

Code Description
192-30-180 Reaction Barrow

Max Plus Barrow
This new barrow will surprise you for the 
important new features you can find. 
The frame is made using tubular bars ex-
tremely strong and lightweight. Front and 
side bars are totally adjustable and allows 
you to have an important maximum load-
ing area (100cm lenght, 95cm wide, 50cm 
high). Both rear legs have mud feet. This 
barrow can be easily disassebled to easy 
transport and storage. Thanks to the two 

wheels is possible to load an incredible quantity of 
tackle without compromizing manoeuvrability.

Code Description
192-30-170 Max Plus Barrow
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Code Description
192-30-110 Hummer Flat Trolley

hummer Flat Barrow
This travel Trolley is the favourite of most of the 
European carp anglers.  Its innovative design al-
lows the angler to load a big quantities of tackle. 
The wide distance between the wheels reduce the 
effort required to push it and can easily deal with any 
kind of ground. The tubeless wheels helps to don’t get 
stocked in mud. The back legs that support the Hum-
mer Trolley when it is loaded, are telescopic and adjust-
able and they can be folded back during  transport.

Code Description
191-20-020 Spider Cord

191-20-010 Hook Cord

This trolley can easily transport tackle for  
long fishing sessions. Functional, compact 
and completely disassemblable. Loading plat-
form dimensions are adjustable. The trans-
port handle height can get up  to 105 cm for 
an easy  travel in any trek. Dimensions: length 
60 cm, width 35 cm.

Code Description
192-30-150 Cayenne Trolley

Code Description
192-30-160 Ero Plus Trolley

Cayenne Trolley Euro Plus Trolley
Euro PlusTrolley is designed 
for the carp angler who prefer 
sessions, and does not carry 
large amounts of tackle. The 
steel frame can be completely 
disassembled, making it easi-
er to transport. The solid rub-
ber wheels are totally reliable, 
and the large diameter allows 
easy transport even over rough 
ground. The length of over a 
metre makes transporting rod 
bags easy, and the width of 
54cm, allows safe and stable 
housing of various bags and 
luggage.

Elastics to fix the tackle on the trolley. The cord is 
equipped with strong plastic hooks on the ends. 
The elastic has a diameter of 8 mm and is 120 cm 
long. The Spider Cord is made up of six  8mm elas-
tics 57 cm long linked to a steel central ring. The 
extremely strong nylon hooks at the end of each 
elastic, safely hold all the tackle. Both products 
come in a blister pack.

loading Elastic Cords Hook Cord

Spider Cord
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Sizes: 131x80x10.5cm

Cayenne Evo Mat
The new Cayenne mat measures 130x80cm and when opened 
is large enough to safely protect your bigger and vivacious carp. 
The raised outer edges help the fish to stay in the center of the 
mat. It is filled with a thick and highly protective foam padding. 
Construction is really lightweight and waterproof material pre-

vents absorption of water. Special PU coating is extremely com-
fortable for the carp and it is easy to wash. Thanks to the many 
zips every part od the padding is removable. 

Code Description
193-40-140 Cayenne Evo Mat

Attraction Evo Mat

Code Description
193-40-110 Attraction Evo Mat

Excellent mat ideal for unhooking and release the fish back to 
the water. The side walls and bottom are generously 

padded for ultimate protection. The floating stuffing 
help to introduce the carp in the water with great 

ease. The PVC coating prevents dangerous dam-
age to carp mucus and can be easily washed. 

Velcro reclosable tops prevent the fish dam-
age when shaking. The mat also can contain 
several liters of water to avoid dehydration 
of the carp. Thanks to the sturdy straps that 
pass under the mat can be used, once made 

the tare, as weighing bag.

Sizes: 105x55x21cm

Evolution Pro Mat
The new unhooking mat Evolution Pro Mat have generous meas-
ures 128cm x 80cm and when open, it can safely house and 
protect the biggest and most lively carp. Is built with the outer 
edges in relief to help the fish to remain in the center 
of the mat, making it easy taking of big and lively fish. 
The padding system with micro “polyball” makes it ex-
tremely light, while the special PU coating is extremely 
comfortable against fish and easily washable. It can be 
fixed to the ground in windy conditions through 6 clips 
attached to the corners and is easily transportable 
when folded, with comfortable handles.

Sizes: 128x80cm

Code Description
193-40-035 Evolution Pro Mat
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Sizes: 120x40cm

Code Description
193-40-020 Super Mat

Code Description
193-40-150 Cayenne Evo Sling

Code Description
193-40-120 Evolution Pro Sling

super Mat
Exceptional mat for unhooking,weighing and re-
turning the fish to the water. This mat has been 
developed to comfortably hold the fish during 
the unhooking, weighing and return itto the 
water.  The mat is fitted with a velcro closure 
system that avoids the carp falling dangerously 
in the case of sudden movements. The closure 
mesh also enables the angler  to always have the fish 
under control when inside. The sides are generously padded to 
offer the maximum protection.  The inside is PVC dressed - this 
avoids dangerous damage to the carps mucus, and can be eas-
ily  washed. Super Mat is able to keep and to protect the biggest 
carps, a record even!

Cayenne Evo sling
The new K-Karp weighing bag has 4 floats that support the bag 
when into the water. Two side zippers facilitate the carp access, 
while the mesh maximizes the exchange of water for carp safety 
and to facilitate weighing operations and release. Measures are 
120cm long, 84 wide and 55cm deep. Made only with “carp 
friendly” materials and designed to accommodate and give full 
support to the carp during weighing. Double handles at the ends 
to safely lift and carry the fish. Reinforced stitching on all pres-
sure points.

Evolution Pro sling
Weighing sling apt to check the weight of extra large carp. Is con-
venient to carry thanks to the support ribs can be folded into two 
parts. The “D” shape, with the opening hinged shorter sides is 
absolutely appropriate to the shape of fish can be weighed and 
avoid dangerous turn. The sling is made with reinforced seams 
and sides immune to problems of deterioration. The handles are 
attached to support ribs with double stitched to ensure robust 
and safe weighing points. The special material that makes up 
the bottom prevents the loss of protective mucus of fish, while 
drainage holes ensure a proper weighing.

Code Description
193-40-010 Long Net Weighsling

long Net weighsling
Weighing sling produced from the same material as the Easy 
Net, but in rectangular shape, for the carp angler that prefers 
to hold the fish in a more contained space during the weighing 
process. Two strong side zippers close the sack once the fish 
has settled inside. The sack is supplied with a Nylon waterproof 
bag.

Code Description
193-40-130 Total Air Sack

Total Air sack
Big sized carp sack with waterproof PVC bag. For this product we 
used the best materials available, slime friendly and extremely 
soft. Oversized zip closure with clip, ventilated corners. The K-
Karp team is allways working to keep maximum attention to carp 
safety and care, that’s why we pay much attention to details and 
we recommend to keep not more than one carp on the same 
carp sack. We used a bright red foam floats on the rope, to im-
mediately detect where the carp sack is located.

Sizes: 118x58cm

Sizes: 120x100cm

Sizes: 120X55cm

Sizes: 104x50cm
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Padded, shaped bag, designed for the trans-
port and  protection of the Specimen Scales. 
The back pocket can contain the spare digit-
al scale batteries. sizes: heigth 27 cm, width 
20 cm, depth 6 cm.

specimen scale Bag
Extremely precise scales, for 50 kgs or 25 
Kgs weight capacity and detailed respec-
tively in 200 and 100 grams. Stainless steel 
hook. The setting regulation is made with 
a special button which is placed under the 
hook.

specimen scale

Code Description
190-50-360 Specimen Scale Bag

Code Description
190-50-300 Specimen Scale 50kg

190-50-350 Specimen Scale 25kg

ovation sack
Perforated weighing bag designed for anglers who demand preci-
sion, even for small and medium-sized catches. The  construction 
of the fabric allows rapid draining of excess water, thereby ensur-
ing accurate weight readings.

Code Description
193-40-070 Ovation Sack

Sizes: 85x55cm

intrepid weighsling

Weighing bag, constructed in lightweight, durable and suitable 
materials perfect for protecting the condition of the fish. The 
generously sized and sturdy straps make it easy to weigh even 
oversize carp.

Code Description
193-40-080 Intrepid Weighsling

Sizes: 100x65cm

This compact size unhooking mat is designed specifically for an-
glers who love short sessions and insist on safeguarding the care 
of every fish caught. The padding is not excessive and provides 
convenient transportation without unecessary bulk. K-Karp rec-
ommends Easy Pro Mat in any situation also for barbel fishing.

Easy Pro Mat

Code Description
193-40-060 Easy Pro Mat

Sizes: 100x60cm

Advanced weighsling set
Practical set for the carp care once the fish has 
been landed. Includes three  truly indispensa-
ble tools -  the large well-padded mattress, the 
weigh scales up to 25Kg and a convenient bag 
(110x65cm) for weighing in light perforated mate-
rial. A perfect trio to protect each capture!

Code Description
193-40-090 Advanced Weighsling Set

Sizes: 110x65cm
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Catcher landing Net
The Team K-KARP has not accepted any compromise in terms of 
quality in the production of this landing net. The best available ma-
terials have been chosen, combined with processes of workman-
ship checked in every least detail. The handle entirely manufac-
tured from carbon, introduces a lamination composed by different 
degrees of woven carbon among them to combine the rigidity and 
strength to the correct lightness. The lifting pressure points have 
been enhanced with Hde to guarantee the optimal lifting. Fitted 
with a clip that  allows the net to be kept adjacent to the handle 
during the phase of approach and subsequently to release when 
the fish enters  the net. The arms are made in solid carbon, with 
the same construction technique employed for the handle and the 
spreader block is made from anodized alluminium and both are 
virtually indestructible. The very capacious net, has been designed 
to not damage the fish. This product is undoubtedly an object of 
high prestige, that will  fully satisfy even the most demanding an-
glers.

It is no secret that every carp angler always 
wants to know precisely the weight of their 
biggest catches. This requirement is not al-
ways just to boast in front of friends, but for 
pure personal satisfaction. This ethical mo-
tive, has led K-Karp,when thinking of lovers 
of precision,to introduce an electronic bal-
ance up to 40kg, with an accuracy of 20 
grams. This is a tool that ensures accurate 
recording of each fish caught, setting the 
weight with absolute precision.

specimen Digital scale
weigh Bar

For effortless easy weighing this is an essential accessory for the 
accurate weighing of big carp. Double handle.

Code Description
190-50-380 Specimen Digital Scale

Code Description
084-42-180 Catcher W/net * 180cm

Code Description
190-50-370 Weigh Bar

The landing net-weighing sling Gladio is characterized by a 
number of innovative features to help your fishing and offer the 
ultimate in care of the fish. One piece Carbon handle 180cm long, 
ultra-resistant carbon arms, with a hexagonal mesh built with a 
specific yarn that is not entangled and does not harm the fish, 
steel block with quick release system. But the real peculiarity is 
that the mesh, when detached, it becomes a real weighing sling 
with handles and sides with double-stitched immune to the dete-
rioration, zipper closure on top, while reducing the diameter of the 
mesh near the background prevents the loss of protective mucus 
of fish.

Gladio l/Net & weighsling

Code Description
084-40-700 Gladio L/Net & Weighsling *1.80cm
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Code Description
084-40-200 Cayenne Landing Net * 180cm

Practical very short length landing net, perfect for  short fishing ses-
sions for the anglers that have less time or transport room.  The 
telescopic handle is made from composite fibre, and reaches, once 
opened the length of 1,80 mt. Along the handle we put a particular 
rubber inserts for assuring a correct and sure grip and handling. The 
included head, is mounted with solid fibre arms and the capacious 
net has a particular hexagonal pattern that prevents the carp getting 
tangled. The spigot block is made with a special resin,  which is very 
resistant, and doesn’t suffer variations from low and high tempera-
tures.

Cayenne landing Net

Eternity landing Net
This landing net, has a stiff, low diameter 
Powerfibre handle , and is finished at the 
points of handling, with non-slip grip. Pre-
cision threading, was obtained from a full 
block of resistant alloy, and is firmly se-
cured to the handle. The head has carbon 
arms of 100cm and a gape of 105cm. The 
steel block features a unique quick release 
system which is highly secure and reliable, 
and closes  the arms quickly once the carp 
is netted. The net is made with a hexago-
nal mesh using  a yarn that will not cause 
fish damage  and also avoids snagging.

landing Net Float
The Landing Net Float is designed to simplify the job of netting 
the carp while playing the fish. The net float allows the enitire 
landing net to float just on the surface and ready to action. The 
Net Float will prevent also the mesh snagging on the lake bed, 
that’s the last thing you want to happen when playing a record 
carp.

Code Description
084-40-500 Eternity Landing Net * 180/1

Drake
landing Net

Super-strong design features a deep, soft net mesh, re-
inforced arms that locate into the high-quality polished 
block and a 6’ one-piece handle. A real work-horse 
of a landing net. Don’t let the price deceive you. The 
Drake landing net is favoured by many top carp anglers.

Code Description
084-40-300 Drake Landing Net

Code Description
193-30-190 Landing Net Float
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K-Karp spirit head

Code Description
084-41-180 Intrepid Net Handle * 180cm

intrepid Net handle
The Intrepid Landing Net  is quite simply stunning. Featuring slim, lightweight 6’ handle with a fitted net 
float and a clip to retain your landing net mesh to prevent snagging when netting carp. The machined, pol-
ished, aluminium spreader block is the latest design on the market.

Code Description
084-40-650 Pioneer Handel * 180cm

High level net handle, made in full H.M. Carbon. Unrivalled for stiffness and thin diameter, feature HDE 
(High Density Eva) non slip handle which is also extremely comfortable to use. High precision solid metallic 
screw fixed to the handle with an innovative system for the maximum reliability even on the extreme situ-
ations.

Pioneer Net handle

Code Description
084-40-600 Hurricane Handel * 180cm

New net handle with 1K Woven Carbon printing, extremely lightweight and totally reliable can easily handle 
the bigger carp to the unhooking mat. The special carbon used allows to drastically reduce the diameter 
and to keep good stiffness. Anti slip wrapping and solid metallic screw.

hurricane Net handle

Code Description
084-40-400 Spirit Handel * 180cm

spirit handle
These new net and handle are superb value for money. Featuring fiberglass handles and very strong land-
ing net block.

The original “”superlight free flow mesh”” as featured on the market  Landing Nets Heads. Ex-
tra deep to safely retain your capture whilst arranging weighing scales and unhooking mat.

Code Description
084-40-350 Spirit Head
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The K-Karp range of PODS has been extended this year with 1 new 
model to meet different carpfishing needs. Like all products de-
signed and marketed by K-Karp, also in this case our staff and test-
ers carried out the development and testing of every single product 
to assess their stability, duration and ease of adjustment. The strict 
tests our pods undergo before being put on the market mean we can 
supply you with products of the highest quality standards. We have 
also opted for a variety of shapes to satisfy individual needs and to 
ensure ease of use and exceptional stability on all kinds of ground. 
Every pod is highly adjustable, especially in height, to overcome the 
various obstacles that can be met in European waters.   

We have tried to eliminate unnecessary adjusting screws, reposition-
ing those remaining in an intelligent way, to make them more practi-
cal to use and as far as possible prevent the chance of line becom-
ing hooked during fishing.  

All pods are supplied with carry-bags designed individually to per-
fectly contain all the parts. The materials used for the bags (up to 
1200 denier) are extremely hard-wearing and the extra-strong zips 
are matched by strong comfortable grip handles. 

This is an evolution of the Cayenne.Some changes have been made concerning the 
structure, and the central hub, increasing the strength of the terminals, and the 
ability to clamp securely. These characteristics make it one of the most versatile 
pods on the market. Additionally  the look of the buzzer bars has been improved 
and are now more ergonomic and more appealing.The legs, keep the practical and 
robust locking system Fast Lock, perfect to suit any terrain. The central hook, allows 
for  a weight to be added to increase stability. The Cayenne Giant Podis equipped 
with a very durable Cordura carry bag.

Cayenne Giant Pod

Code Description
192-00-135 Cayenne Giant Pod

rod Pod
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This is one of most versatile, functional, most highly ad-
justable pods. Impressive also for its size and stability, 
given by the use of a tripod mounted on telescopic legs 
which can be adjusted individually to suit the ground or 
increase the area of rest surface in case of strong winds. 
In addition, there are holes at the end of the legs to in-
sert an anchoring stake.  Aluminium is the main material 
used for this pod, making it easy to position and reduc-
ing the weight, which can be a problem with many pods, 
all without compromising its strength and reliability. The 
central base is equipped with a new system with a cen-
tral pivot which can be turned to any angle, either fron-
tally or laterally, within a 360° radius. The central arm 
can also be made longer to correctly position the rods. 
Buzzer bars are not included in the price.

Sniper Pod

Excellence Pod

Probably the most versatile of all the Pods produced by the K-
Karp Team. Packs very small for transport, but once open its 
size and stability are surprising. Constructed in stainless steel, 
it adapts to any kind of placement, even the most improbable, 
thanks to the adjustable central bar that turns on a floating 
pivot and can be locked at practically any angle, either frontally 
or laterally. Inclination of the telescopic feet is self-locking by 
means of aluminium hooks fixed to a central steel pivot. Speed 
of assembly and positioning are the main features of this ex-

ceptional pod, ideal for short or medium range use. The Sniper 
pod comes with a practical carry-bag. The price does not include 
buzzer bars.

* Buzzer Bars not included

* Buzzer Bars not included

Code Description
192-00-100 Excellence Pod

Code Description
192-00-000 Sniper Pod

ROD POD
rod Pod
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reaction Pod

Very stable and easy tu use. Reaction Pod evolves from Pioneer 
Pod and it has been designed to match the most various fishing 
situations. The most evident evolution is the great stability, ob-
tained thanks to the new locking system in the main frame, with 
2 parallel aluminium tubes adjustable in height until 1280mm. 
Supplied with a couple of buzz bars for 4 rods. Telescopic legs 
that allow to reach a 1000m heigth. Quick assembling thanks to 

the telescopic legs, the Fast Lock system and the specific central 
frame design. A reliable mate for challenging sessions.

Code Description
192-00-230 Reaction Pod

 The Imperial Pod, is destined to become the faithful com-
panion of many Italian and foreign carp  anglers, thanks to 
its exceptional strength, accompanied by a massive aspect. 
Though extremely compact it offers excellent stability on any 
terrain and its four telescopic legs, united in one central steel 
hub means it can be placed anywhere. The facility to rotate the 
main body, provides infinite combinations, for the inclination of 
the rods, to cover any fishing situation from “the lake behind the 

house” to the infinite expanse of water without borders. Fast Lock 
locking systems, make this item exceptionally robust, versatile 
and practical. Equipped with Buzzer Bar and Cordura carrying bag.

Imperial Pod

Code Description
192-00-170 Imperial Pod

rod Pod
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Enduro Pod

Avenger Pod

One of the best Pods designed and made by the K-Karp 
team. Constructed in a perfect combination of stainless 
steel and aluminium for unique stability and incompa-
rable ease of transport. Completely articulated and po-
sitionable on any ground by means of pressure locks. 
The steel central bar is completely adjustable to the best 
angle depending on the ground and adaptable to the rod 
sections. The aluminium Buzzer Bars, which are includ-
ed, are fixed to the structure with a double bar that 
prevents any rotation or movement during use. The 
adjustable legs have steel ferrules to penetrate 
deep into the ground. Supplied with carry bag.

Very practical and functional with a truly reduced size 
during transport. The legs are fixed to the central frame 
and lock on the special clips that have been designed 
with an oblique cut that makes them already perfectly 
angled for use. Made entirely in steel to be long-lasting 
and eternally reliable. Supplied with Buzzer Bars with the 
front “candelabra” fixed on two different arms to prevent 
any undesired movement during fishing, especially dur-
ing hooking. Ideal for fishing in lakes with regular banks 
or  where there are rods or other obstacles in the fishing 
path, as the front legs can be angled at over 20 degrees, 
allowing the rod to be positioned above the obstacle. 
Supplied with carry bag which has a special pocket for 
the spare candelabra which is also available.

Code Description
192-00-010 Enduro Pod

Code Description
192-00-020 Avenger Pod

New pod for use with 3 rods, light and stable. Double aluminium 
tube central frame with maximum length of 1290mm. This design 
is currently one of the most reliable and stable. The special alu-
minium frame grants a complete absence of ascillations and a 
perfect alignment between the pod itself and bite indicators. Sup-

plied with 2 telescopic legs of 1000mm that can significantly raise 
the pod when needed. Easy to pack releasing legs and buzz bars.

Code Description
192-00-220 Buller Pod

Buller Pod

rod Pod
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New pod designed for carpers that perfer a double pole configu-
ration, more stable and versatile. It is supplied with a couple of 
buzz bars for 3 rods use and has a central telescopic 1240mm 
long frame. Easy to pack releasing legs and buzz bars. The spe-
cial aluminium tubes are light and stable granting a perfect al-

lignment between pod and bite detectors. Supplied also with 2 
460mm extensions for legs extension.

drake Pod

Code Description
192-00-240 Drake Pod

Newly designed rod pod, extremely compact and lightweight. It 
uses a built around a central core that houses all four legs held 
in place by a block closure. Stable, manageable, robust and re-
liable, is likely to be transferred from one location to another 
mounted, without tipping over as with other types of pods and 
can be disassembled in few seconds. Fully adjustable, is pre-
sented with 3 rods buzzer bars and four adjustable legs, which 
allow you to level the pod in the right position even in the most 
uncomfortable swims.

Gladio Pod

Code Description
192-00-210 Gladio Pod

A value for money four rod pod with excellent sta-
bility. The double rest prevents the buzzer bars 
from turning if subjected to pressure. Length 
can be quickly and easily adjusted to suit rods 
of different lengths. Entirely constructed in alu-
minium, it can be quickly positioned on all types 
of ground.  Perfect for rivers or private fisheries.

Intrepid Pod

Code Description
192-00-120 Intrepid Pod

rod Pod
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Bizon Maxi Pod
This is the evolution of the Bizon Pod, which has emerged 
as one of the most popular pods, for its excellent techni-
cal characteristics.  The size of the stabilizing legs have 
been increased, while maintaining a very low weight.  For 
the construction a lightweight aluminum profile is used, 
for both the body and the buzzer bar. The Bizon Maxi 
therefore, while retaining all the adjustments that char-
acterize the Bizon, is perfect to use, even in harsh swims 
where it is difficult to correctly position the rods. Available 
in  “three rods” version, with carry bag.

Code Description
192-00-160 Bizon Maxi Pod

Catcher Pod
The main feature of Catcher is its speedy assembly, 
which makes it unique in the rod pod market. It is con-
structed entirely of aluminum, including buzzer bars, 
and is dedicated to those who are close to Carp Fishing, 
who carry out fast, short fishing sessions and all those 
who wish to move often. Despite the weight, which is 
only 1.5kg, it is very stable on all types of terrain. The 
central bar is adjustable in length as well as the 4  tel-
escopic feet.The last great feature is the  really unbeat-
able price.

Code Description
192-00-200 Catcher Pod

Bizon Pod
It’s hard to find products of this quality at this price. Very light construction in aluminium profile; 
front and back buzzer bars can be easily positioned on the pod; the length of the body can be 
adjusted to suit the length of the rods. The aluminium profile makes the entire structure very 
stable, the double support prevents the buzzer bars rotating if subjected to pressure. Available 
in three rod version with carry-bag.

Code Description
192-00-150 Bizon Pod

rod Pod
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Code Description
192-25-250 Anti Draw Back Rest

Buzzer Bars
Buzzer Bar models are in stainless steel or in aluminium. Most 
of them are telescopic so they can be extended. A little plaque 
in each Buzzer Bar shows that they have been tested with the 
maximum care.

Screw & Bankstick

Hanger

Bank stick with steel drill point to penetrate the toughest grounds - 
they can be used to build a simple rod pod in every situation. They 
are fitted with a steel bar to help screw into the hard ground.

Drop indicator of great stability even on windy days. The 
head  can be adjusted in intensity to allow the correct line re-
lease. Two 28 gr weights to increase the weight are included. 

Code Description
190-20-000 Stainleess Steel Inox 4 Rods Tel.

190-20-010 Stainleess Steel Inox 3 Rods Tel.

190-20-020 Aluminium 3 Rods telesc.

Telescopic 3 Rods Aluminium

Telescopic Arms

Code Description
192-07-000 Screw End Bankstick L

192-07-100 Screw End Bankstick XL

Code Description
190-10-030 Bank Stick S.S. Inox 30cm

190-10-050 Bank Stick S.S. Inox 50cm

190-10-075 Bank Stick S.S. Inox 75cm

190-15-030 Bank Stick Aluminium 30cm

190-15-050 Bank Stick Aluminium 50cm

190-15-075 Bank Stick Aluminium 75cm

Code Description
190-40-060 Stiff Hanger Blue

190-40-070 Stiff Hanger Red

190-40-080 Stiff Hanger Green

190-40-090 Stiff Hanger Yellow

190-40-010 Chain Hanger Blue

190-40-020 Chain Hanger Red

190-40-030 Chain Hanger Green

190-40-040 Chain Hanger Yellow

190-40-050  Weight x Hanger 2pz

Bank Stick
K-Karp has a wide range of bank sticks, in steel or aluminium. 
All models are telescopic and available in three different sizes; 
reinforced point  for good penetration into the ground.

Anti Draw Back rest is designed to grip 
the rod tightly eliminating the danger 
of slippage during the run of the carp. 
The innovative spring lock system 
works in just one direction and releas-
es the rod only when the angler picks it 
up. Suitable for almost every rod from 
10 mm up to 35 mm, it’s fitted with 
a stainless steel thread with adjusting 
nut.

Anti draw Back rest

Code Description
190-50-220 Quick Adaptor

Quick Adaptor
This Connector is for the quick attachment and 
release of bite alarm devices, without having to 
screw and unscrew every time which can some-
times mean it is difficult to align properly. Ideal 
for long journeys or short sessions.
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Carbon Bankstick

Carbon Buzzer Bars
A new buzzer bar series manufactured with Woven Carbon. 
They are all telescopic and made for 3 rods. The models vary 
for the indicator connection needed and have the possibility 
to insert a stabilizing peg. Each of them are tested with the 
maximum care to ensure that they work perfectly.

Bizon & Imperial Buzzer Bar
Three/Four rod Buzzer Bar in aluminium that can be used with a 
pod or held by bank sticks. They are really useful when rods must 
be close to the ground.Fitted with brass inserts.

Series of bank stick manufactured using  Woven Carbon. Refined 
look and strength are their principal features along with reinforced 
points  for good ground penetration. The bushes on the top allow the 
correct placement of the attachment. Each of them are tested with 
the maximum care to ensure they work correctly.

Master Butt Super Butt SS rod restSlim ButtLuminous rod rest Luminous rod rest

Code Description
192-20-060 Carbon 3 Canne Telescopico

192-20-070 Carbon Plus 3 Canne Telescopico

192-20-080 Carbon Premium 3 Canne Telescopico

Code Description
192-25-230 Luminous Rod Rest

192-25-240 Luminous Rod Rest

192-25-100 MASTER BUT GRIP

192-25-110 SUPER BUT GRIP S / S

192-25-200 SS ROD REST

192-25-210 SLIM BUTT GRIP

192-25-220 SOFT BUT GRIP

Code Description
192-20-090 Bizon Buzzer Bar 3 Rod

192-20-100 Bizon Buzzer Bar 3 Rod XL

192-20-110 Imperial Buzz Bar * 4 Rods XL

Code  Description
192-05-030 Carbon Bankstick *30cm

192-05-050 Carbon Bankstick *50cm

192-05-075 Carbon Bankstick *70cm

rod Clips
K-Karp clips are in a non slip “Soft Touch” rubber that allows them 
to fix to the rods safely and to easily release on the strike. The lu-
minous Rest are made in a phosphorescent material, which allows 
the rapid location of fishing rods even on the darkest nights. When 
the brightness fades, simply recharge it with a light beam, to make 
it highly visible again for several hours.
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•	Vibro	&	Mute	Mode	Selection	to	help	you	position	your	rods	
correctly	without	having	to	turn-off		your	alarms

•	Micro	Adjustable	Sensitivity	&	Tone	
•	Manual	Switch	ON/OFF	to	reduce	power	consumption	when	
switch	off

•	Memory	Function	both	on	the	Alarms	and	the	Receiver	re-
tains	all	personal	settings	when	changing	batteries	or	turn-
ing	the	alarm	off

•	Power	Out	Socket	fully	integrated	with	Drake	Hangers	
System	

•	Compact	and	Weather-Proof	body	made	by	high	impact	ABS	
with	Soft	Touch	treatment

•	Weather-Proof	cone	speakers
•	Non-Slip	Rubber	Rod	Seat	designed	with	a	deep	U	to	held	
securely	your	rods	and	prevent	rod	slide

•	Stainless	Steel		3/8”	screw	with	Lock	Rin

•	Multicolour	Led	Selection	System	with	7	cool	colours	to	
choose	(Blue,	Red,	Green,	UV-Blue,	Pink,	Yellow	and	White),	
just	by	pressing	“C”	button	key

•	Ultra	Bright	and	Long	Life	high	quality		Leds	which		
are	easily	visible	during	the	day

•	Automatic	Detection	System	to	easily	sync	your	alarms	with	
the	receiver	or	extend	the	set	into	a	4+1	system

•	Long	Range	Signal	(150/200m	depending	on	conditions)	
with	Auto	Range-Test	Function

•	Integrated	Automatic	Night	Light		to	help	you	position	your	
rod	centrally	onto	alarm	during	nightime	by	using	a	long	life	
and	low	consumption	diode	

•	Ultra	Low	Battery	Consumption	with	Low	Level	Battery	Warn-
ing	both	on	the	receiver	and	the	alarm.	Constantly	monitors	
battery	condition	ensures	you	know	when	your	battery	is	due	
for	replacement

•	Run‘N	Drop	Bite	Detection	differentiation	both	on	alarms		
and	receiver
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Pulsar NTX is a ultra-reliable, compact, high quality, bite indicator set packed with the latest generations technology and with a great mo-
dern appearance. By keeping a compact case we succeeded to offer all the functions required by a modern carp angler. It fits perfectly 
in the latest “less is more” trend in carp fishing, where all the gear needs to be as compact and subtle as possible. This great set shows 
again that the K-Karp team is putting many efforts in making excellent quality products for a fair price. This great wireless 3+1 set is very 
easy to be extend to a 4+1 by the also available loose alarm Pulsar NTX (019-26-110).

Code Description
019-26-100 Pulsar NTX 3+1 Bite Indicators Set

PULSAR NTX 3+1 Bite Indicators Set

Bite Detection Sensor
Our magnetic sensor guarantees precise and 
true bite detection, while the deep soft rubber 
rod seat held securely your rod. 

Stainless Steel Thread
Pulsar features stainless steel thread and pla-
stic r-ring to give the alarms a secure connection 
and perfect alignment.

HIGH
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MULTICOLOR	LeD

NIGHT	LIGHT	SeNSOR

VOLUMe	CONTROL

NON-SLIP	ROD	SeAT
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battery	condition	ensures	you	know	when	your	battery	is	due	
for	replacement

•	Vibro	&	Mute	Mode	Selection	to	help	you	position	your	rods	
correctly	without	having	to	turn-off		your	alarms.	

•	Micro	Adjustable	Sensitivity		&	Tone	with	visual	identification	
on	the	led	column

•	Memory	Function	both	on	the	Alarms	and	the	Receiver	re-
tains	all	personal	settings	when	changing	batteries	or	turn-
ing	the	alarm	off.	

•	Power	Out	Socket	fully	integrated	with	Drake	Hangers	
System	

•	Compact	and	Weather-Proof	body	made	by	high	impact	ABS	
with	Soft	Touch	treatment

•	Weather-Proof	cone	speakers
•	Non-Slip	Rubber	Rod	Seat	designed	with	a	deep	U	to	held	
securely	your	rods	and	prevent	rod	slide

•	Stainless	Steel		3/8”	screw	with	Lock	Ring

•	Multifunction	led	column	with	leds	running	function	to	differ-
entiate	between	a	run	and	a	drop	back

•	Ultra	Bright	and	Long	Life	high	quality		Leds	which	are	easily	
visible	during	the	day

•	Run	‘N	Drop	Bite	Detection	differentiation	on	alarms
•	Integrated	Tent	Lamp	with	multicolour	led	function	for	easy	
bite	detection

•	Dip	Switch	encoding	System	to	easily	sync	your	alarms	with	
the	receiver	or	extend	the	set	into	a	4+1	system.		

•	Long	Range	Signal	(150m	depending	on	conditions)	with	
Auto	Range-Test	Function	

•	Night	Light	Mode	(Turn	on	the	alarm	and	press	“O”	button	to	
switch	on/off	the	Night	Light	function)	to	help	you	position	
your	rod	centrally	onto	alarm	during	nightime	by	using	a	long	
life	and	low	consumption	diode	

•	Ultra	Low	Battery	Consumption	with	Low	Level	Battery	Warn-
ing	both	on	the	receiver	and	the	alarm.	Constantly	monitors	

Stainless Steel Thread
Pulsar features stainless ste-
el thread and plastic r-ring to 
give the alarms a secure 
connection and perfect 
alignment.

Features
K-KARP BITE INDICATION SYSTEM

Code Description
019-26-000 Pulsar XT 3+1+1 Bite Indicators Set

PULSAR XT
3+1 Bite Indicators Set
with PuLsar Xt LaMP

Pulsar XT is a ultra-reliable, compact, 
high quality, bite indicator set packed 
with the latest generations technology. 
This great wireless 3+1 set is very easy to 
be extend to a 4+1 by the also available loo-
se alarm Pulsar XT (019-26-010).

BITE INDICATORS
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•	Ultra	Bright	and	Long	Life	high	quality	Leds	
•	Multicolour	Central	Led	for	easy	rod	recognition
•	Adjustable	Led’s	Brightness
•	Adjustable	Led’s	Delay	Time	
(10”-20”-40”-80”-Always	On)

•	Magnet	Connector	
•	Dip	Switch	encoding	System	to	easily	sync	with	
your	alarms	

•	Long	Range	Signal	(100m	depending	on	condi-
tions)

•	Side	Switch	On/Off	button	easily	accessible	
•	Works	with	three	1.5V	AAA	batteries

Features

BITE INDICATORS
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The new Drake Plus Bite Alarm Set feature a new 
shape with soft touch mat finish and improved com-
ponents. The new generation of Nite-Glo Led give in-
credible visibility in any weather conditions, and the 
internal electronic components have a special coating 
which protect from rain and humidity. The wireless 
system used is totally reliable and have a range of 
50 meters*. The leds have 30 seconds memory and 
is possible to set volume, sensibility and tone in four 
different level,on the bottom of each bite alarms there 
is an output jack where illuminated bite indicators can 
be connected. The bite indicators works with MN-ZN 
9V battery while the receiver with three AAA battery.

Code Description
019-25-900 Drake + Bite Alarm Set  3+1
019-25-910 Drake + Bite Alarm Set  4+1

DRAKE PLUS Bite Alarm Set
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K-KARP BITE INDICATION SYSTEM

BITE INDICATORS
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New and improved, the Drake Plus Bite Alarm featu-
re Nite-Glo Led and magnetic bite detectors. Compact 
and attractive shape with mat black soft touch finish. 
Internal electronic components have a special coating 
which protect from rain and humidity, and make pos-
sible to set in four different level volume, tone and 
sensibility. The led have 30 seconds memory and on 
the bottom there is an output jack where illuminated 
bite indicators can be connected. Available in four dif-
ferent colours: blue, green, yellow and red. Works with 
MN-ZN 9V batteries.

New and improved, the Drake Plus Bite Alarm feature Nite-
Glo Led and magnet bite detectors. Compact and attractive 
shape with mat black soft touch finish. Internal electronic 
components have a special coating which protect from rain 
and humidity, and make possible to set in four different le-
vel volume, tone and sensibility. The led have 30 seconds 
memory and on the bottom there is an output jack where 
illuminated bite indicators can be connected. Available in 
four different colours : blue, green, yellow and red. Works 
with MN 21/23 12V battery.

Drake XTR Bite Indicator

Drake Plus Bite Indicator

Code Description
019-25-890 Drake XTR Bite Alarm 9V

Code Description
019-25-880 Drake Plus Bite Alarm

•	easily	tuning	thanks	to	four		
weatherproof	buttons			

•	Four	different	adjustable	grade	of	sensitivity
•	elements	resistant	speaker	
•	Nite-Glo	sensitive	led	with	30	seconds	
(approx.)	latching	time

•	Fully	integrated	system	with	Drake	Hangers
•	Magnetic	rollers	coated	and	shaped		
to	increase	friction

•	Drop	bite	detection
•	Resin	coated	electronic	circuit
•	Water	resistant	case
•	Works	with	MN-ZN	9V	batteries

•	easily	tuning	thanks	to	four	weatherproof	buttons
•	Four	different	adjustable	grade	of	sensitivity	
•	elements	resistant	speaker	
•	Nite-Glo	sensitive	led	with	30	seconds	latching	time
•	Fully	integrated	system	with	Drake	Hangers
•	Magnetic	rollers	coated	and	shaped	to	increase	friction
•	Drop	bite	detection
•	Resin	coated	electronic	circuit
•	Water	resistant	case
•	Works	with	MN21/23	batteries

BLUE

RED YELLOW

GREEN

Features

Features
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Code Description
190-40-510 Drake XTR Stiff Hanger *Blue
190-40-520 Drake XTR Stiff Hanger *Red
190-40-530 Drake XTR Stiff Hanger *Green
190-40-540 Drake XTR Stiff Hanger *Yellow

Drake XTR Stiff Hanger
Drake XTR Illuminated Stiff Hanger is designed to face any situations, from long ran-
ge fishing as well as to short and medium range. It’s fitted with a sliding weights to 
allow the angler to regulate the line tension. Drake XTR features a fully integrated, 
self-tensioning line system entirely made by stainless steel and it’s suitable for both 
mono or braided lines. The smooth rounded heads ensures tangle-free operations. The 
fluorescent head features a led illuminating system, with 20” latching time. It plugs 
into all Drake Bite Indicator.

Drake XTR Drop Hanger
The new Drake XTR Drop Hanger is the best bite indicator 
you can have actually in the market for medium and short 
range fishing. The line tensioning system doesn’t need to 
be regulated and can be used both with braided lines or 
monofilaments. The smooth rounded heads ensures tan-
gle-free operations. The fluorescent head features a led 
illuminating system, with 20” latching time. It plugs into 
all Drake Bite Indicator.

Code Description
190-40-610 Drake XTR Drop Hanger *Blue
190-40-620 Drake XTR Drop Hanger *Red
190-40-630 Drake XTR Drop Hanger *Green
190-40-640 Drake XTR Drop Hanger *Yellow
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Drake Plus Stiff Hanger
Drake + Illuminated Stiff  Hanger is designed for use in all situations, 
from long range distance work, as well as medium and short distance.  
The Sliding weight allows adjustment to the tension of the line, while the 
release system can be used with monofilaments and with braided line. 
The head has a color fluorescent lighting system with 20” of memory. 
Compatible with all Drake Bite Indicators and Bait Alarm Plus. There is in 
addition a place for the insertion of a star light  or beta light.

Code Description
190-40-410 Drake Plus Stiff Hanger *Blue
190-40-420 Drake Plus Stiff Hanger *Red
190-40-430 Drake Plus Stiff Hanger *Green
190-40-440 Drake Plus Stiff Hanger *Yellow 

Drake Drop Hanger
Suitable for short and medium distance use,  Drop 
Hangers have fluorescent coloured  heads and ligh-
ting system with 20 seconds a.c. The line tensioning 
system is adjustable and is perfect for both braided 
and monofilament lines. The device lights up when the 
buzzer is activated and confirms whether the bite  is a 
“run” or a “drop back”. Available in four colours, Drop 
Hangers are compatible with all Drake Bait and Bite 
Indicator Alarms.

Code Description
190-40-310 Drake Drop Hanger *Blue
190-40-320 Drake Drop Hanger *Red
190-40-330 Drake Drop Hanger *Green
190-40-340 Drake Drop Hanger *Yellow 

GREEN RED BLUE
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Black Queen has been revealed in these two years, one 
of the most popular and reliable bait boat. The new bo-
ats released nowadays feature a brand new micro-
processor to regulate the speed. This ensures the 
user very fine control on the engine power, thus 
ensuring fast and accurate responses.This is the 
ultimate proof that K-Karp Staff is introducing 
new technologies combined to strict quality 
controls, together with constant testing by ex-
perienced designers and engineers, to continue 
improving performances. For these reasons we 
are sure it will be the best baitboat onthe market 
for many years. The trimaran design feature allows 
for perfect steadiness and a better flow. The upper deck 
and the underwater part are silicon linked to guarantee easy 
maintenance and a perfect water tightness. The main safety 
system always keeps the boat under control - when the signal 
between the remote control and the boat becomes weak be-
cause of excessive distance or for flat batteries the safety 
device determines the immediate return of the boat. Obviou-
sly the main functions are to contain and carry boilies, seeds 
or pellets inside its big tanks, and also deliver the baited rigs 
to every place and area in the swim that the angler wants. 
To complete this fantastic baitboat, we have added a new 
sonar. This fantastic accessory is called Fish Finder. It can be 
easily attached to the boat changing the main opening cover 
lid. With this accurate Fish Finder the angler will always be 
able to find the right area to place the baited rig and to know 
that it is always in exactly the right place.

*Visit	our	website	to	know	more	about	the	warranty	terms	and	download	the	informative	brochure.

Black Queen Bait Boat

Code Description
190-72-000 BLACK QUEEN BAIT BOAT

190-72-200 BOAT BATTERY SOLAR RECHARGER

190-72-250 CAR CHARGER

190-72-300 BLACK QUEEN MAIN BATTERY

190-72-400 K-KARP BLACK QUEEN * FISH FINDER KIT

Solar Panels Recharger
The solar  panels recharger allow to be completely indepen-
dent during the long fishing sessions. It is enough a good il-
lumination to allow the complete recharge of the batteries. 
For the maximum performance of the panels we advise to put 
them perpendicularly to the solar rays.

24 MONTHS WARRANTY*

NEW 2012

Dimensions: L680mm - W490mm - H250mm

Weight: 8.5kg – including handset and batteries

Bait Tank: 2 independent

Hoopers: 2 independent

Bait capacity: 4kg approx.

Maximum speed: 80meter/minute without weed guard 
60meter/minute with weed guard.

Electrical system: 12V DC
Range: 500 – 1000 meters depend on weather and environmental 

conditions

Radio handset: 6 channel, 40 Mhz
Lights: 2 front, 2 rear, 1 port, 1 starboard, 4 battery status

Propulsion: 2 x maintenance-free propeller
Batteries: 1 x 12V/10AH lead-acid for bait boat, 8 x Ni-MH AA 

1500mAh 1.2V rechargeable battery for the remote 
control handset

Running time: 2+ hours (at max speed)
Accessories: AC-DC 12V home charger for bait boat 1pc 

AC-DC 12V home charger for handset 1pc 
Carry bag

Optional 
Accessories:

Car charger for remote control handset 
Car charger for bait boat
Solar recharger for remote control
Solar recharger for baitboat battery

Remote	Control
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After the huge success of Black Queen, K-Karp presented 
another boat smaller than its predecessor.The success of the 
Black Queen has enabled K-Karp to present another smal-
ler trimaran baitboat - The Tormenta is equipped with a 1,5 
kg tank for bait and one independent hopper to deliver the 
baited hook into the feeding zone. Designed and built to the 
same standards as the Black Queen the Tormenta is suitable 
for canals, lakes, and carp fisheries pond. The Tormenta bait-
boat can be equipped by a fantastic accessory - a new sonar 
called Fish Finder. This can be easily applied to the boat chan-
ging the main opening cover lid. With this accurate Fish Finder 
the angler will be able to always find the right place to put his 
baited rigs and will always know where his baited hooks are.

*Visit	our	website	to	know	more	about	the	warranty	terms	and	download	the	informative	brochure.

Tormenta Bait Boat

Code Description
190-72-050 K-KARP TORMENTA BAIT BOAT

190-72-100 BOAT BATTERY SOLAR RECHARGER

190-72-250 CAR CHARGER

190-72-310 TORMENTA MAIN BATTERY

190-72-410 K-KARP TORMENTA* FISH FINDER KIT

Solar Panels Recharger
The solar  panels recharger allow to be completely indepen-
dent during the long fishing sessions. It is enough a good il-
lumination to allow the complete recharge of the batteries. 
For the maximum performance of the panels we advise to put 
them perpendicularly to the solar rays.

24 MONTHS WARRANTY*

Dimensions: L5400mm - W380mm - H220mm

Weight: 4 kg – including handset and batteries

Bait Tank: 1 independent

Hoopers: 1 independent

Bait capacity: 1.5kg approx.

Maximum speed: 80meter/minute without weed guard, 
60meter/minute with weed guard

Electrical system: 12V DC
Range: 500 – 1000 meters depend on weather 

and environmental conditions
Radio handset:  6 channel, 40 Mhz

Lights: 2 front, 2 rear, 1 right side, 1 left side, 3 battery status

Propulsion: 2 x maintenance-free propeller
Batteries: 1 x 12V/9AH lead-acid for bait boat, 8 x Ni-MH AA 1500mAh 

1.2V rechargeable battery for the remote control handset.
Running time: 1,5 + hours (at max speed)
Accessories: AC-DC 12V home charger for bait boat 1pc

AC-DC 12V home charger for handset 1pc
Carry bag

Optional 
Accessories:

Car charger for remote control handset
Car charger for bait boat
Solar recharger for remote control
Solar recharger for baitboat battery

TORMENTA

Remote	Control

NEW 2012
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•	Durable	and	strong	Aluminum	bracket		
•	Stainless	steel	shaft	
•	Corrosion	resistant	
•	Adjustable	shaft	height	
•	Integrated	battery	meter	
•	Tilting	Head	with	extandable	Tiller	
•	Advanced	Rotating	Head	
•	5	forward/2	reverse	speeds	
•	Weedless	3-blade	propeller	
•	Spare	propeller	
•	Input	DC	12V	
•	Packable	to	small	size	
•	With	34	lbs,44	lbs,	
54	lbs	thrust	

•	Two	year	warranty

Features:

V-shaped bow inflatable boat, built with the best quality mate-
rials reinforced with thermally sealed  seams, antislip hard alu-
minium bottom and rigid keel. Thanks to its stoutness, stability 
and load capacity this boat is dedicated to the toughest tasks. 
Made with 3 +1 independent air chambers provide maximum 

safety under all conditions. Supplied with oars, foot pump, re-
pair kit and carry bag.

Range of high quality and reliable electric motors. Very con-
fortable thanks to the titting head with extensible tiller and 
extremely stout thanks to stainless steel stem plate and 
strong aluminum bracke. Very practical thanks to the mini-
mum pack volume when removed for storage. Available in 3 
thrusts for best fitting to all bodies of water normally faced 
by different fishing methods for which can be used. They 
come with a spare propeller and have a two-year warranty 
against manufacturing defects.

K-Boat 270

Aquapower Trolling Motor

Code Sizes No.Of Chamber Max H.P. Maxload
100-01-000 270x152 3+1 10 484Kg / 3.5men

Code Lbs 
Thrust Voltage Rec. AH Max. 

Curr. Speeds Weight 
Kgs

100-02-000 34 12v 100AH 32 5F / 2R 9.50

100-02-010 44 12v 120AH 42 5F / 2R 12.00

100-02-020 54 12v 120AH 50 5F / 2R 12.25

•	Non	Slippery	Aluminium	floor
•	Hard	keel
•	Heavy	duty	engine	mount
•	2	aluminium	paddles
•	Pump
•	Repair	kit
•	Carry	Bag

Features:
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This new rig box is made following the same quality stardard 
of our well known K-Karp boxes. This rigs storage feature a 
thinner shape which allow to store two rigs boxes on the same 
space where before was possible to store just one rig box. Fit-
ting the rig still easy and fast thanks to the special bar for the 
hooks and the pins. Two small compartment inside allow to 
store other small accessories.

K-Box Rigs Storage SL

Code Description
190-74-102 K-Box Rigs Storage SL

K-Box Rigs Storage
K-Karp have designed these special rigid boxes for rig protec-
tion. Inserting the rigs is easy and fast, attaching the hooks to 
the special bar and fix the line with the special pins. This box 
can carry over 50 rigs to be instantly ready for use in every 
situation. There is further space inside to store other small ac-
cessories to tie new rigs. 

Code Description
190-74-100 K-Box Rigs Storage

Sizes
340x84x25mm

Magic Boxes
Special plastics boxes that don’t absorb the flavours, ideal for 
the storage and transport of your favourite baits. Preserve the 
baits, maintaining the nutritional value and the integrity of the 
flavours will increase the possibilities of success.

Code Description
190-74-000 Magic Box Double 5.5pt
190-74-010 Magic Box 2.2pt

Sizes:	340x93x47mm

Magic	Box	2.2pt

Magic	Box	Double	5.5pt
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Code Description
190-74-131 Accessory Box 2 Compt.
190-74-132 Accessory Box 3 Compt.
190-74-133 Accessory Box 4 Compt.

*Accessory	Boxes	not	included

K-Box Unit Pro

K-Boxes Units

Accessory Box

Unit large and medium are the best to contain all carpfishing 
accessories. The divisors are removables to personalize each 
box. You can fill them with hooks, rockets, leads, and so on, 
but also small tools thanks to the accessory boxes.  K Boxes 
are equipped of strong tops, shock resistants, on which you 
can find a meters and inches meter, very useful for rigs. The 
spring lock zips are reinforced. 

These boxes allow you to put in all your small tools, in a orderly way 
far from water and dust. They are perfect for swivels, clips, sleeves 
and others small accessories. All the Units perfectly fit with all the 
accesory Boxes.

The new K-Box Unit Pro is able to store an incredible quantity of small accessories. 
In this unit is possible to fit two Rig Storage SL, eight Accessory Box, and many other 
rigs materials. Like the other Unit (medium and large) this box have meters and in-
ches scale printed on the top.

Code Description
190-74-125 Unit Pro

Code Description
190-74-120 Unit Medium
190-74-110 Unit Large

Unit	Large	Sizes
346x236x61mm

Unit	Pro	Sizes
364x286x61mm

Unit	Medium	Sizes
236x221x61mm

2	Compartments

4	Compartments

3	Compartments
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CAMOU LINE  & FLUOROCARBON

All The Xtreme lines are sold within a tin 
to guarantee the line extra protection and 
enable the line to be kept in a permanent 
darkness and out of direct sunlight as well 
as to provide the line with a constant level 
of humidity. Always remember to return the 
unused line to the tin and store away from 
heat and direct sunlight. To maintain the line 
in pinpoint conditions please always remem-
ber to wipe your line with a damp cloth at 
the end of every session, this will remove any 
debris and increase the lifetime.

Please take extra care when loading your 
XTREME line onto your reel’s spool, always 
allow the spool to spin freely when loading 
into the reel, applying a good level of re-
sistance by gently trapping the line betwe-
en your fingers or loading the line from a  
warm bucket of water thus to reset any 
memory coils, giving you a perfectly filled 
reel’s spool. 

Suggested Knots: Double Grinner / Albright 
Special / Grinner / Half Blood / Palomar

Each spool is labelled every 200m for the maximum accuracy when loading your monofilament into 
the reel. This will allow you greater flexibility when partially loading your spools and give you the 
indication of how much line you’ve left.
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•	High	Abrasion	Resistance
•	Low	Stretch	Monofilament
•	Superior	Knot	Strength
•	Molecular	Treatment

The XTREME Fluorocarbon is the ultimate choice for the allround 
carpers,  offering an ultra low visibility and the ultimate camoufla-
ge. By using the latest line extrusion technology, XTREME exhibits 
outstanding suppleness with the stiff wiry feel often found on su-
per tough reel lines. The fluorocarbon coating adds weight to the 
line for a superb sinking action,  high knot strength  and increased 
the abrasion resistance for fishing in heavy weed or snaggy swims, 
all combined with a low stretch and memory free. Whilst the super 
smooth surface  aids  casting  distance  and  accuracy.

Fluorocarbon Coated  line

Code Color yds/m Ømm
198-33-280 Transparent 1100/1000 0.286 9.80 22
198-33-300 Transparent 1100/1000 0.309 11.95 26
198-33-350 Transparent 1100/1000 0.354 15.80 35
198-33-400 Transparent 1100/1000 0.405 21.15 47

The XTREME CAMO lines as the name itself suggests, has been 
specially designed to withstand extreme fishing conditions as 
gravel bars and snaggy swims. Produced by innovative techno-
logically copolymers, Xtreme features a tremendous abrasion 
resistance, high knot strength, a low stretch and totally memory 
free,  thus combined to a great suppleness and a slow sinking 
rate. The Camo Green Colour is designed to fish in heavy weed, 
while the Camo Brown is perfect on high abrasive  gravel  bars 
and  snaggy  swims. 

advanced Camouflaged line

CAMO GREEN CAMO BROWN

TRANSPARENT

Code Color yds/m Ømm
198-31-280 Camo Green 1100/1000 0.286 9.80 22
198-31-300 Camo Green 1100/1000 0.309 11.95 26
198-31-350 Camo Green 1100/1000 0.354 15.80 35
198-31-400 Camo Green 1100/1000 0.405 21.15 47

198-32-280 Camo Brown 1100/1000 0.286 9.80 22
198-32-300 Camo Brown 1100/1000 0.309 11.95 26
198-32-350 Camo Brown 1100/1000 0.354 15.80 35
198-32-400 Camo Brown 1100/1000 0.405 21.15 47

mainlines & leaders
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This is an excellent braided line wholly yarned by Dyna-Tex. This special fibre has been invented and developed by our Karp K-Team. 
Dyna Tex is characterized by an extraordinary compactness associated with a very small diameter compared to the tensile strength and 
it present “zero” elongation. This combination makes it ideal for fishing at long range and even extreme range. Moreover, the strong 

resistance to abrasion and knot strength provide a virtually unlimited use over time and in any 
fishing situation. Especially good when used in swims containing snags, weed and gravel where 
wear resistance is essential. The green colour gives camouflage on most lake bottoms. 

K-Karp line represents the first choice for ex-
pert carp anglers. This is because our lines deli-
ver excellent quality and high performance that 
places them at the very top of the market.  They 
are all developed following studies on polymers 
and their molecular union, creating new mixes 

with higher and more specific characteristics. 
The absence of memory, the low stretch and 
the abrasion resistance are some of the featu-
res that are found in these lines. During the ma-
nufacture and the spooling, K-Karp lines are te-
sted with  maximum care, this mean, metre by 

dYna-TeX sinking Braid
The Dyna-Tex Sinking braid is the choice of many members of the K-Karp Team for its exceptional 
sinking ability under all conditions. To produce this feature  a very small percentage of Sinking 
Fiber has been added. This is a polymer with a high 
specific gravity that ensures sinking even in swims 
where algae and mud  are present. Its ultra compact 
special structure makes it ideal for fishing on any type 
of  bottom including weed, sand, and gravel -  while the 
dark green colour gives camouflage in every situation. 

dYna-TeX Power Braid

Code yds/m Ømm
198-50-030 500/457 0.24 30 13.61
198-50-040 500/457 0.28 40 18.14
198-50-045 500/457 0.3 45 20.41
198-50-050 500/457 0.34 50 22.68
198-50-060 500/457 0.37 60 27.22

198-51-030 1500/1371 0.24 30 13.61
198-51-040 1500/1371 0.28 40 18.14
198-51-045 1500/1371 0.3 45 20.41
198-51-050 1500/1371 0.34 50 22.68
198-51-060 1500/1371 0.37 60 27.22

Code yds/m Ømm
198-55-030 500/457 0.34 30 13.61
198-55-035 500/457 0.37 35 15.87
198-55-040 500/457 0.4 40 18.14

198-56-030 1500/1371 0.34 30 13.61
198-56-035 1500/1371 0.37 35 15.87
198-56-040 1500/1371 0.40 40 18.14

mainlines & leaders
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mono Plus

metre, diameters and strength are guaranteed to be the same. 
Made in small batches to enable the highest level of quality 
control to be maintained throughout the production process. 
We are sure that we can offer high technical specification lines 
with the highest quality in all their available lengths.

sinking Plus
Sinking Plus line uses advan-

ced dyeing technology to create 
a camouflage with five different 

tonal colours that alternate every  30 
cms. This unquestionably breaks up the 

shape and appearance of the line, helping it to blend in and disappear 
whatever its surroundings . It is without any doubt, one of the most tech-
nological lines on the market nowadays, enabling maintenance of sinking 
quality and an incredible abrasion resistance. Despite all these qualities, 
it maintains its softness along with low stretch and it doesn’t suffer the 
torsion effect. Ideal in clear waters when camouflage is necessary.   

Carp-Fishing specific line with excellent knot strength, very good abrasion resistance, 
complete absence of memory and super soft. It is exceptional for its extra low stretch 
characteristic. The best line for wary fish in difficult swims with sunken and hidden 
obstacles. Its light brown colour, nearly neutral, makes a perfect camouflage on every 
type of bottom. 

Code yds/m Ømm
198-05-280 330/300 0.286 10.43 23
198-05-330 330/300 0.331 14.97 33
198-05-370 330/300 0.370 16.78 37

198-06-280 660/600 0.286 10.43 23
198-06-330 660/600 0.331 14.97 33
198-06-370 660/600 0.370 16.78 37

198-07-280 1300/1200 0.286 10.43 23
198-07-330 1300/1200 0.331 14.97 33
198-07-370 1300/1200 0.370 16.78 37

Code yds/m Ømm
198-15-250 330/300 0.255 8.36 18
198-15-280 330/300 0.286 9.80 22
198-15-300 330/300 0.309 11.95 26
198-15-320 330/300 0.325 13.85 31
198-15-350 330/300 0.354 15.80 35
198-15-400 330/300 0.405 21.15 47

198-16-250 660/600 0.255 8.36 18
198-16-280 660/600 0.286 9.80 22
198-16-300 660/600 0.309 11.95 26
198-16-320 660/600 0.325 13.85 31
198-16-350 660/600 0.354 15.80 35
198-16-400 660/600 0.405 21.15 47

198-17-250 1300/1200 0.255 8.36 18
198-17-280 1300/1200 0.286 9.80 22
198-17-300 1300/1200 0.309 11.95 26
198-17-320 1300/1200 0.325 13.85 31
198-17-350 1300/1200 0.354 15.80 35
198-17-400 1300/1200 0.405 21.15 47
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Carp-Fishing specific line made by a special process 
that gives it 6 different tonal colours, which is there-
fore, the best camouflage now available on the mar-
ket. Excellent abrasion resistance, very good knot 
strength and softness are the most important featu-
res. Ideal for mixed bottoms with weed/silt/ gravel 
etc as it blends perfectly. 

Carp-Fishing specific line. Excellent abrasion resistance, complete absen-
ce of memory and super soft. Suitable  for long and average distance casts 
due its fluency. Very fast line pickup on the strike. Its brown/red colour 
makes a perfect camouflage in every type of bottom.

HI-FLOW is manufactured and spooled observing all the strict 
rules of K-Karp standards. However it has a very competitive 
price. This line is particularly strong, abrasion resistant and 
it has a good knot strength. We suggest to use Palomar, dou-
ble Palomar or Grinner knots. Its dark colour is perfect for 
all lake beds.

Camou

mono

Hi-Flow

Code yds/m Ømm
198-10-280 330/300 0.286 9.07 20
198-10-330 330/300 0.331 13.60 30
198-10-370 330/300 0.370 15.87 35

198-11-280 660/600 0.286 9.07 20
198-11-330 660/600 0.331 13.60 30
198-11-370 660/600 0.370 15.87 35

Code yds/m Ømm
198-00-280 330/300 0.286 9.07 20
198-00-330 330/300 0.331 13.60 30
198-00-370 330/300 0.370 15.87 35

198-01-280 660/600 0.286 9.07 20
198-01-330 660/600 0.331 13.60 30
198-01-370 660/600 0.370 15.87 35

198-02-280 1300/1200 0.286 9.07 20
198-02-330 1300/1200 0.331 13.60 30
198-02-370 1300/1200 0.370 15.87 35

Code yds/m Ømm
198-20-250 330/300 0.255 5.80 13
198-20-280 330/300 0.285 7.15 16
198-20-300 330/300 0.309 8.50 19
198-20-320 330/300 0.325 9.45 21
198-20-350 330/300 0.354 10.50 23
198-20-400 330/300 0.405 13.50 30

198-21-250 660/600 0.255 5.80 13
198-21-280 660/600 0.285 7.15 16
198-21-300 660/600 0.309 8.50 19
198-21-320 660/600 0.325 9.45 21
198-21-350 660/600 0.354 10.50 23
198-21-400 660/600 0.405 13.50 30

198-22-250 1300/1200 0.255 5.80 13
198-22-280 1300/1200 0.285 7.15 16
198-22-300 1300/1200 0.309 8.50 19
198-22-320 1300/1200 0.325 9.45 21
198-22-350 1300/1200 0.354 10.50 23
198-22-400 1300/1200 0.405 13.50 30
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This Monofilament has been introduced exclusively for the creation of Shock Le-
aders. Effectively having  “Zero Memory” thanks to its unique rigid structure, it 
has been tested to resist the most agressive and powerful casting. Moreover, the 
special treatment Super Cast allows extreme casting distances, speeding the flow 
of the line through  the guides and by its increased  natural resistance to abrasion. 
It is also ideal when  using a shock leader as anti abrasion piece, enabling fishing 
in areas where there are many sharp and rough obstacles. The 
brown colour ensures a unique camouflage on any bottom.

At the request of a wide array of Carp 
anglers, K-Karp has designed the new 
monofilament Mimetic which is dedicated to those who love to fish 
rivers or in waters where many obstacles are present. Its camou 
color ensures a perfect camouflage on the bottom and, in clear 
water conditions it helps to break the visibility of the line thanks to 
alternation of shades of green and brown. Resistance to abrasion, 

This brand new fluorocarbon  is made with a high 
density copolymer which gives great resistance to 
abrasion, outstanding sinking feature and  unri-
valed knot strength. This  fluorocarbon is 100% 
waterproof  ensuring the preservation of its qua-
lities that  remain unchanged even after days of 
constant use. Invisibility is also guaranteed in cle-
ar   water , so it is ideal for making innovative stiff 
rigs, D-rigs or rigs of the very latest generation.In 
the larger diameters it also lends itself to repla-
ce  lead core with invisible snag leaders, to catch 
even the most difficult carp.

Fluocarbon

mimetic mono

shock leader impact

Code yds/m Ømm
198-35-500 110/100 0.500 34.96 77
198-35-600 110/100 0.600 38.20 84
198-35-700 110/100 0.700 41.70 92

Code yds/m Ømm
198-30-450 22/20 0.450 13.69 30
198-30-500 22/20 0.500 16.86 37
198-30-600 22/20 0.600 25.49 56
198-30-700 22/20 0.700 30.75 67

good knot strength and the low elasticity of Mimetic 
make a really tough line suitable for the most chal-
lenging waters. The price is highly competitive and it 
is available up to 0.50mm diameter.

mainlines & leaders
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Code yds/m Ømm
198-24-300 330/300 0.309 8.50 19
198-24-320 330/300 0.325 9.45 21
198-24-350 330/300 0.354 10.50 23
198-24-400 330/300 0.405 13.50 30
198-24-450 330/300 0.450 15.00 33
198-24-500 330/300 0.500 18.00 40

198-25-300 660/600 0.309 8.50 19
198-25-320 660/600 0.325 9.45 21
198-25-350 660/600 0.354 10.50 23
198-25-400 660/600 0.405 13.50 30
198-25-450 660/600 0.450 15.00 33
198-25-500 660/600 0.500 18.00 40

198-26-300 1300/1200 0.309 8.50 19
198-26-320 1300/1200 0.325 9.45 21
198-26-350 1300/1200 0.354 10.50 23
198-26-400 1300/1200 0.405 13.50 30
198-26-450 1300/1200 0.450 15.00 33
198-26-500 1300/1200 0.500 18.00 40



DT Lead Core is set up using Dyna Tex in 
two different main colors: Weed and Camo. 
It is notable for its extraordinary resistance 
to abrasion and the larger diameter of the 
internal lead, thanks to which the line rests 
perfectly on any type of bottom -  remaining 
invisible to even most wary  carp. The crea-
tion of eyes or loops for swivel or main reel 
line attachment  is provided  by a special 
lubricant treatment called Fast Knot, which 
compacts the fibres and increases durabi-
lity.

This is an exceptional ultra soft braided 
line. It present two sinking types, Fast and 
Slow , and two different camouflage colors.
The particular design of its Dyna Tex fibres, 
has resulted in a softness that makes it al-
most completely undetectable  to the carp 
when it eat the bait . The addition of a small 
percentage of Sinking Fiber with a greater 
specific weight, provides a quick sinking 
making it perfect for hard bottoms and for 
very wary carp.

lead Core

elusive

WEEDCAMO

CAMO BROWNCAMO GREEN

Code Color Mtrs
198-75-045 WEED 5 45
198-75-060 WEED 5 60

198-76-045 CAMO 5 45
198-76-060 CAMO 5 60

Code Color Mtrs
198-70-015 Camo Green 20 15
198-70-025 Camo Green 20 25
198-70-035 Camo Green 20 35

198-71-015 Camo Brown 20 15
198-71-025 Camo Brown 20 25
198-71-035 Camo Brown 20 35
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Braided line covered with an easily remova-
ble sheath of PVC  has exceptional resistan-
ce to abrasion and the perfect sinking ac-
tion. This combination represents the best 
way to create the modern combi rigs, termi-
nals formed by a rigid portion accompanied 
by a softer section that ensures high mobi-
lity rigs making rigs that increase the anti-
ejection effect. The interior braid is the new 
Dyna Tex compound with micro filaments 
giving high abrasion resistance. There are 
two colours: Camou Brown and Camou 
Green,  both camouflaged and very dark 
in tone. These are ideal for camouflage on 
both muddy and sandy bottoms and also on 
those covered with weed. To verify the true 
color “camou effect”, we recommend to wet 
the braid that will totally change the color 
acquiring absolutely a camouflage color.

eazy strip

Code Color Mtrs
198-60-025 Camo Green 16 25
198-60-035 Camo Green 16 35
198-60-045 Camo Green 16 45

198-61-025 Camo Brown 16 25
198-61-035 Camo Brown 16 35
198-61-045 Camo Brown 16 45

Code Color Mtrs
198-65-025 Camo Green 20 25
198-65-035 Camo Green 20 35
198-65-045 Camo Green 20 45

198-66-025 Camo Brown 20 25
198-66-035 Camo Brown 20 35
198-66-045 Camo Brown 20 45

X-Tra Tough
The Dyna-Tex X-Tra Tough is a braided line 
completely constructed with Dyna-Tex and 
an added High Resistance fibre. It has been 
introduced specifically for the toughest of 
fights in very inaccessible areas. Its excep-
tional resistance to abrasion, wear, and its 
perfect sinking action ensures tenacity and 
resistence in all settings. Its unique fibre 
compactness   allows the creation of semi-
rigid terminals which enhance the round 
effect of the hook in the mouth of fish. The 
colours of green and brown give excellent 
camouflage on all types of bottom.

CAMO GREENCAMO BROWN

CAMO GREEN CAMO BROWN
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02011/0 04 06

02 04 06

D-Rig

The shape of this hook make it perfect 
for D-Rig presentation, thanks to the 
long shank the bait can slide perfectly 
and the rotation is guarantee from the 
turned eye. Forged and PTFE coated, is 
perfect for particles or pop-ups.

0201 04 06

Code Size Pcs
197-31-010 01 10
197-31-020 02 10
197-31-040 04 10
197-31-060 06 10

Anti-Eject

The ANTI-EJECT hooks have medium 
lenght curved shank, straight point and 
down turned eye. These hooks are the 
best choice for fishing in waters plan 
with a lot of pressure. Perfect for bal-
anced presentation, can be used both 
with particles and boilies. Thanks to the 
new manufacturing process these hooks 
allows to fast and secure hooking in any 
conditions. PTFE coated.

02 04 06

Code Size Pcs
197-33-020 02 10
197-33-040 04 10
197-33-060 06 10

Turn
Down

Perfect hook for the most advanced 
rigs. The unique shape of the Turn Down 
give immediate rotation once the carp 
sucks the bait, this feature is extremely 
important when fishing in high stressed 
waters. Like all the other hook have 
chemically sharpened point and is PTFE 
coated. We recomend this hook for pop 
up or balanced presentation.

Code Size Pcs
197-34-020 02 10
197-34-040 04 10
197-34-060 06 10

Continental Boilie

Our new Continental Boilie hook is 
the most versatile hook you can get. 
It can be used for many different pres-
entation and feature a superb weight/
strenght ratio. We reccomend this hook 
for fishing in open water. Forged and 
PTFE coated.

0201 04

Code Size Pcs
197-32-010 01 10
197-32-020 02 10
197-32-040 04 10

0201 04

The Chod

This special hook is the perfect choice 
to create the latest generation Chod 
Rig or eventually well balanced rigs that 
comtemplates the use of pop-up boilies 
and ultra-short fluorocarbon hookleng-
hts. As for all other hooks of this fam-
ily the PFTE coated point is chemically 
sharpened and extremely resistant.

Code Size Pcs
197-35-020 02 10
197-35-040 04 10
197-35-060 06 10

The anti-glare surface treatment guarantees 
the maximum camouflage and offers addi-
tional protection to the hook, preserving the 
integrity of the point for a longer time.

Reinforced and chemically sharpened point 
last longer and have a better penetration, 
dramatically decreasing the chances to un-
hook the carp.

K-Karp hooks are subjected to a special 
process insuring the hook eye is perfectly 
closed, for maximum security and reliability 
of your rigs.

Anti
Snag

This hook is the best choice possible for 
heavy duty usage, perfect for bottom or 
balanced presentation. PTFE coated and 
forged, this hook can guarantee per-
fect and safe hooking ratio. The special 
chemically sharpened point makes it ex-
tremely durable even on rocky bottoms.

Code Size Pcs
197-30-009 1/0 10
197-30-010 01 10
197-30-020 02 10
197-30-040 04 10
197-30-060 06 10

Non
Reflective

System

Chemically
sharpened point

Full Closed Eye
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Code Size Pcs
197-10-010 01 5
197-10-020 02 5
197-10-040 04 5
197-10-060 06 5

Code Size Pcs
197-05-009 1/0 5
197-05-010 01 5
197-05-020 02 5
197-05-040 04 5
197-05-060 06 5

The unique shape of this hook is perfect 
when the target are suspicious and wild 
carp. Long and sharp point with medium 
sized barb and the turned ring allows to 
set the hook easily in any conditions, 
thanks to the perfect rotation this hook 
can have in the carp’s mouth. European 
K-Karp team have tested this hook in re-
ally extreme conditions, and we can def-
initely say that this is one of the strong-
est hook in the market. Hi-Carbon steel, 
turned point, short shank, perfect to be 
used also with oversized boilies.

01 02 04 06

Series 8354

“The most used hook by carp anglers, thanks 
to its versatility of use. The 8354 is the hook 
to use if you are looking for an edge when 
using subtle rigs, in particular with short 
hooklinks,  and short hair-rig presentations. 
The extra wide gape, short shank, with a 
straight eye and in turned point pattern sets 
the hook every time. In our opinion they are 

060402011/0

Code Size Pcs
197-00-010 01 5
197-00-020 02 5
197-00-040 04 5
197-00-060 06 5

This straight, long shank hook with an in 
turned eye, constitutes the most effec-
tive solution to very wary   carp, when 
the long run, type D-rig is required. It 
seems to have a knack of producing 
more bites and positive hooking in these 
situations. The hook shape is modelled 
to bring an instant penetration. K-Karp 
hooks utilise the latest cutting system, 
low friction coating technology. In our 
opinion they are the best for strength, 
sharpness and durability.

Series 8353

06040201

Series 8210

the best for strength, sharpness and du-
rability.

Series 8355

Straight eyed hooks are used in many fish-
ing situations. If you superglue the shank of 
these hooks to floating baits and have the 
point directed away from the bait then the 
line will come straight off the eye and away 
from the surface.  The hooking ability of the 
straight eye hooks can be improved dramati-
cally by creating a line-aligner using shrink 
tubing.  In our opinion they are the best for 
strength, sharpness and durability.

1/0 01 02 04 06

Series 8723

The top used all-rounder hook 
suitable for boilie, pop-up presen-
tation.

The progressively curved, medium 
to long shank and 20 degree down 
turned eye maximises strength, 
and the 8723 has a legendary 
reputation for turning, setting and 
staying in. In our opinion they are 
the best for strength, sharpness 
and durability. 

Code Size Pcs
197-22-040 04 5
197-22-060 06 5
197-22-080 08 5

04 06 08

Code Size Pcs
197-25-009 1/0 5
197-25-010 01 5
197-25-020 02 5
197-25-040 04 5
197-25-060 06 5
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A combination between a swivel and a strong fabric coated  
elastic . Very useful for fishing long range or  with the use of  
heavy leads.

Code Size Pcs
196-42-008 08 10
196-42-010 10 10
196-42-012 12 10

Code Size Pcs
196-47-006 06 6
196-47-008 08 6
196-47-010 10 6

Code Size Pcs
196-46-002 02 6
196-46-004 04 6
196-46-006 06 6

Code Size Pcs
196-41-009 09 20
196-41-010 10 20

Code Size Pcs
196-48-006 6 6

Code Size Pcs
196-49-010 10 10

Uni-Link Swivel

Essential swivel with a oversize ring  particularly useful  for 
the construction of helicopter sliding rigs or just for a rigs 
connector.

Shock Swivel heli Swivel

A high resistance rolling 
swivel, used for the great 
majority of  Carp Fishing 
rigs.

Rolling Swivel
The ring fixed in the swivel  
enables a greater freedom 
of rotation and  therefore 
is ideal in the construction 
of Stiff Rigs.

Functionality and strength 
have been united in this 
new swivel. With this mod-
el it is possible to quickly 
replace any hook lengths 
from the main line, includ-
ing the Lead clips.

Extremely strong swivel with 
a sure and rapid unhook. 
With this revolving model 
it is possible to quickly re-
place any hook length from 
the main line, including 
lead clips.

Compra-Lock Speed Lock
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Oval form stainless steel ring, ideal for various rigs con-
struction and  particularly 
for the “D” rig.

Code Size Pcs
196-45-020 2.0mm 20
196-45-030 3.0mm 20
196-45-037 3.7mm 20
196-45-044 4.4mm 20

Code Size Pcs
196-44-045 4.5x2.7mm 20
196-44-060 6.0x3.0mm 20

Code Descrizione
196-41-000 Swivel Display / 135 Blisters

Complete display of 5 
blisters each reference of 
the brand new Non Reflex 
Swivels.   

A burnished stainless steel 
ring, with bevelled angles 
for avoiding line damage. 
Ideal for the construction 
of different advanced rigs 
including the  D rigs or use 
simply as link.

The Running Snap has been designed for the easy attachment 
of hooklinks, on helicopter rigs. It can be easily attached to a 
swivel and used with a lead 
clip too. Code Size Pcs

196-52-010 L 10

Running Snap

Quick Snap 
& Tube

Complete Display

Round Ring

Code Size Pcs
196-43-010 L 20

Quick Links is the easiest 
way to allow quick attach-
ment of leads, or hooklinks.

Quick Link

A rapid unhook swivel  
with antitangle tube, ideal 
for use with the lead clip 
and perfect for fishing with 
PVA mesh, Allows for a  
very quick  change of hook 
lengths.

kwik Change

oval Ring

Code Size Pcs
196-51-010 S 6
196-51-020 M 6
196-51-030 L 6

Code Size Pcs
196-50-004 04 10
196-50-006 06 10
196-50-008 08 10

Extremely versatile and strong 
snap in burnished stainless 
steel, ideal to connect leads or 
other items of terminal tackle. 
The rounded edges prevent 
damage to the line, supplied 
with sleeves tubes. 

k-karp Non Reflective System

K-Karp is using a new high-precision mechanical process ap-
plied to any hook or swivel that ensures a unique smooth-
ness and a higher tensile strength . The Non Reflex System 
treatment guarantees the opacity of each swivel, elimina-
ting the reflection of sunlight, which might arouse suspi-
cions,  of even the most  wary of carp. This special tre-
atment, prevents corrosion and oxidation, increasing the 
useable life span of each item.   
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Metal Clip
The Metal Bolt Clip creates an extremely safe and strong rig 
system, ideal for long range or big river fishing. 

Sleeve Rig
The Safety Sleeve Rig provides effective bolt rig system and 
extremely safe, as the lead is released under light tension 
when snagged. 

Uni Link
Uni-Link leaders can be assembled to use with just about 
any kind of lead arrangement, from free running rig to heli-
copter or bolt clip set up. 

Code Pcs Cm Lb Color
190-01-010 2 60 45 Camou Brown

190-01-020 2 60 45 Camou Green

190-01-030 2 90 45 Camou Brown

190-01-040 2 90 45 Camou Green

XTR Clip
The Ready Core XTR Clip allows secure connection of the leads 
and feeders on your main line. Ensure that it’s released when 
it remains stranded, but in the meantime thanks to the XTR 
Safety clip W/ Pins used offer total reliability for extreme cast. 

Code Pcs Cm Lb Color
190-01-110 2 90 45 Camou Brown

190-01-120 2 90 45 Camou Green

Code Pcs Cm Lb Color
190-01-150 2 90 45 Camou Brown

190-01-160 2 90 45 Camou Green

Code Pcs Cm Lb Color
190-01-130 2 90 45 Camou Brown

190-01-140 2 90 45 Camou Green

Ready-Core Sleeve Rig

Ready-Core Metal Clip

Ready-Core XTR Clip

Ready-Core Uni Link
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XTR Ready-Core wall Displayer

A complete range of ready tied leadcore leaders, all 
assembled without compromises to the highest qua-
lity standard. Ready Core are strictly hand-tied using 
Dyna Tex Leadcore only, this to ensures the maxi-
mum abrasion resistance. Whilst the 2 camou co-
lours darken down significantly when wet and can 
therefore be selected to match the lake bed.

Code Description
190-01-000 Ready-Core* Wall Display

XTR Gated
Clip Rig

Code Pcs Cm Lb Color
190-01-210 2 90 45 Camou Brown

190-01-220 2 90 45 Camou Green

Code Pcs Cm Lb Color
190-01-190 2 90 45 Camou Brown

190-01-200 2 90 45 Camou Green

Code Pcs Cm Lb Color
190-01-170 2 90 45 Camou Brown

190-01-180 2 90 45 Camou Green

Chod Rig heli Rig
Bolt rig set ups see the most of use 
today and our XTR Gated Clip is prob-
ably the most versatile and safe lead 
clip, offering a unique and safe bolt 
rig system.  The strong wire gate lock 
the swivel and the lead securely, while 
ensuring the lead will always pull free 
if it becomes snagged. Thus to create 
an extremely safe and effective bolt rig 
system, suitable for long-range fishing 
and tangle-free. 

Chod set ups are one of the most popular 
presentations nowadays, very inconspic-
uous on the lakebed and safe. The Ready 
Core Chod Rig are hand tied with the 
best components, spliced at both ends 
and glued for extra security. The bot-
tom end is fitted with an Heli Beads and 
Quick Link Snap to allow quick changes 
of the lead. The Chod Rig creates one 
of the finest pop-up presentation, using 
an ultra-short hooklength allows to get a 
tangle-free, lays perfectly over any type of 
bottom debris and anti-eject solution.

Ready to use Helicopter rig system, 
hand tied with the best components, 
spliced at both ends and glued for 
extra security. The bottom end is fit-
ted with the Heli beads and quick link 
snap to quickly change the lead, while 
the silicone stop and the swivel can 
be moved up the leadcore when fish-
ing heavy silt or weed, Offering great 
versatility and a totally tangle-free and 
long range set-up. 

Ready-Core XTR Gated Clip Rig

Ready-Core Chod Rig

Ready-Core Heli Rig
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XTR Safety Clip w/pins
The brand new Xtr Safety Clip W/Pins creates an extremely 
safe and effective bolt rig system, ideal for weedy and snaggy 
venues. Can be used also for fishing in big river thanks to the 
locking system of the swivel. 

Code Pcs
190-00-480 6 Sets

Code Pcs
190-00-410 10 Clips + Nails

Code Pcs
190-00-430 5 Sets

Code Pcs
190-00-400 5 Sets

Code Pcs
190-00-440 5 Sets

Code Pcs
190-00-420 10

Code Pcs
190-00-490 6 Sets

XTR Gated Clip
XTR Gated Clip is the most versatile and safe lead clip, offering 
a unique bolt rig system. The strong wire lock the hooklinks and 
the lead securely.

Lead safety clips suitable for making Bolt rigs. The package in-
cludes practical Nail Blocks, and pins that have a firm attach-
ment of the swivel inside the clip. They are suitable for the use 
of swivel Speed Links number 9.

Practice pack of five camouflage lead clips  each of which is 
accompanied by a  anti-reflective swivel, a Cone Rubber and a 
Nail Block. These ultra-resistant Lead Clips are tested for cast-
ing weights more than 5 ounces.

Particular camouflaged soft rubber cones.These are ideal to 
build traditional bolt lines of the last generation.  If necessary 
they can be used as a sliding assembly.

This Bolt assembly is strengthened by a metal structure that 
holds the lead during stronger casting. It  allows the loss only 
in case of becoming snagged up, thereby protecting the carp. 
The pack includes five clips accompanied by Metal Bolts on anti 
reflection swivels and Rubber Cones.

Lead Clip

These new soft rubber cones are now even more durable, 
ensuring greater grip and resistance against  impact with ob-
stacles. The dark green colour makes a perfect camouflage 
against any type of bottom.

Rubber Cones

Lead Clip Set Metal Bolt Clip Set

Safety Sleeves

Code Pcs
190-00-140 Regular / 20

190-00-145 X-Long / 21

XTR Anti Tangle Sleeves are designed to fit swivel eyes and cre-
ate anti-tangle set ups pushing the rig away from the lead and 
mainline when casting as well as protecting your swivel knot, 
improving the effectiveness of your rigs.

Anti Tangle Sleeves 
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Running Rig Bead
The Running Rig Bead is specially designed for use with running 
rigs incorporating leadcore or other tubing systems. The soft 
rubber compound acts as a shock bead, while the innovative 
angled profile is designed to hold in place the lead sitting a 
much better angle to eliminate tangles and help to get those 
extra distance when fishing at long range.

Code Pcs
190-00-290 5

Code Pcs
190-00-280 10

Code Pcs
190-00-285 10

Code Pcs
190-00-270 10

Code Pcs
190-00-120 20

Run Rings
Perfect for the sliding rig construction offering the solution to 
the wary instinct of the carp. The large diameter of the ring re-
duces the wear, making a very soft rig. 

K-Karp shock bead has been designed to slide over the 
swivel to protect knots and prevent tangles.Ideal for marker 
float, running lead, helicopter rig or any set up that requires 
a buffer type bead.

Chod set ups are one of the most popular presentations nowa-
days. The unique design of our bead allows  to tie this set-up on 
leadcore, tubing or directly on the main line with ease. It’s safe 
and very inconspicuous on the lakebed.

The Tulip Bead is specially designed to be used as a front 
stopper on the helicopter, chod or any running rig set up. The 
innovative design features a tapered head that eliminates 
tangles because the bead has no edge to catch on, While 
the groove si designed to fit securely any pva bags or string.

Tulip Beads

Chod Bead

Soft rubber beads with tapered internal profile, suitable for 
helicopter rig or to protect knots in situations extreme. Blis-
ter pack of 20 pcs. 

heli Beads

knot protector Beads

Soft rubber beads with internal tapered profile to protect the 
knots. Blister pack of 20 pcs.

Multi Beads

Code Size Pcs
190-00-150 6X12mm 20

190-00-160 6X25mm 20

Code Size Pcs
190-00-260 6mm 30

190-00-265 8mm 30

Code Size Pcs
190-00-170 6X30mm 20

Soft rubber beads in 6mm and 8mm with different diameter 
holes in the two parts to be used as outdistance.  Blister 
pack of 30 pcs.

pro Rubber Beads

6x25 mm

6x12 mm

6x30 mm
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Code Pcs
190-00-030 10

Soft
Rubber Cones
Soft rubber cones, to use with Lead Safety Clips and antitangle 
tube. Blister pack of 10pcs. 

Code Pcs
190-00-020 10

Green color lead safety clips, extremely resistant. 

Lead
Safety Clips

Round rubber beads, avail-
able in 3 different diame-
ters. Blister pack of 30 pcs. 

Ruond
Rubber Beads

Code Size Pcs
190-00-200 4mm 30

190-00-210 6mm 30

190-00-220 8mm 30

Rig Sleeves for the construction 
of the anglers hand made rigs. Available 
in 3 different diameters. Blister pack of 10 pcs. 

Rig Sleeves

Code Size Pcs
190-00-300 S 10

190-00-310 M 10

190-00-320 L 10

Code Pcs
190-00-040 10

High quality Safety Clips, made by a special plastic mix that  
makes it both elastic and resistant at the same time. Studied 
for releasing the lead in case of snagging. Blister pack of 10

Extra
Lead Safety Clips

Safety
Cone Clips
Very resistant lead clip can be used with 4 ounce leads or more. 
Designed for releasing the lead in case of snagging on obsta-
cles. Blister pack of 5 clips and 5 cones. 

Code Pcs
190-00-000 5 Sets

Code Size
190-00-180 da 4mm a 12mm

Round rubber Beads dispenser filled with 
different diameters from 4mm to 12 mm.  

Beads Dispenser Code Size
190-30-400 1m *1.00mm

190-30-410 1m *1.50mm

190-30-420 1m *2.00mm

190-30-430 1m *2.50mm

190-30-440 1m *3.00mm

Code Size
190-30-300 1m *1.60mm

190-30-310 1m *2.40mm

190-30-320 1m *3.00mm

Shrink Tubes TrasparenTShrink Tubes
A black colour 
shrink tube, 
with 1:3 reduc-
ing factor. The 
quality materi-
als used guar-
antee  high re-
sistance, which is 
an essential character-
istic for the realization of advanced 
rigs. Pack in 1 mt. Blister. 

A transparent shrink tube, 
with 1:3 reducing fac-
tor. The quality ma-
terials used guaran-
tee  high resistance, 
which is an essential 
characteristic for 
the realization of ad-
vanced rigs. Pack in 1 
mt. Blister.
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Code Size
190-30-100 2m *0.75mm

190-30-110 2m *1.00mm

190-30-120 2m *1.50mm

190-30-130 2m *2.00mm

Code Size
190-30-200 2m *1.00mm

190-30-210 2m *1.50mm

190-30-220 2m *2.00mm

Silicon Tubes

pvC Tubes
Green colour camou PVC tube. The particular colour allows the tube 
to be perfectly camouflaged  on every type of bottom . Excellent for 
the construction of the anglers anti-tangle rigs. 2,00 mt. Blister pack.     

Silicone tube, ideal for the construction of advanced rigs. The mate-
rial used is very soft and elastic, resulting in a  very supple use. The 
particular colour allows the tube to be perfectly  camouflaged on 
every type of bottom. 2,00 mt. Blister pack.

Code Pcs
190-00-460 5 Sets

Clips generated from mixtures with a high percentage of resins that 
provides flexible sealing under all circumstances. Their structure is 
more discreet than usual ones, ensuring a successful presentation in 
difficult situations when the carp are suspicious.

Lead Clip kit

Code Pcs
190-00-470 5 Sets

Kit for the construction of extraordinary Run Rigs with the terminal 
junction of Hawaian Snap carabiners gives the very best perform-
ance  for sealing and practicality. The new compounds of compo-
nents ensure a long life and durability even when encountering 
sharp obstacles . The kit includes a long anti abrasion PVC tube, 
ready to cut to the desired length.

Run Rig kit

Code Pcs
190-00-055 3 Sets

Set for the construction of  low resistance helicopter sliding rigs. 
Each set is composed of 3 Shock Rubber Beads, 3 soft rubber cones, 
3 UniLink swivels and 3 rubbers beads. Blister pack. 

Slide heli Rigs

Code Pcs
190-00-060 3 Sets

Set for the construction of 3 Metal Bolt rigs. Each set is composed 
of 3 rubber cones, 3 metallic clips , 3 plastics bases and antitangle 
tube. Blister pack. 

Metal Bolt Rigs

Code Pcs
190-00-050 3 Sets

Lead Run Rigs
Set for the construction of 3 low resistance sliding rigs, known as 
the Run Rig. Each rig uses of 1 rubber cone, 1 rubber shock bead, 
1 swivel, 1 sliding ringlet and the tube for safety when  fixing the 
lead. Blister pack. 

Code Pcs
190-00-065 3 Sets

heli Rigs
Set composed of 3 ready assembled helicopter rigs, including  anti-
tangle tube. Simply attach to the main line or to the hook length. 
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Bait & Boilie Stop 
A low profile boilie stop that sticks perfectly to the bait. Can be used in 
various situations with different types of baits or different dimensions. 
Available in 3 shapes and colour. Blister pack.

Boilie Stop

Code Color Pcs
190-20-090 Table Clear 3
190-20-095 Table Orange 3

Soft rubber boilie stop, ideal for every type of bait. The conca-
ve form has been designed for  correct positioning of the hair 
loop into the bait. Available in two colours, transparent and 
orange. Blister pack. 

Code Color Pcs
190-10-500 Clear 126

Extend Bait Stopper
These stoppers enable you to extend the hair without having 
to tie a new leader/rig! This will allow you to easily change the 
bait size in a while or just lengthen your hair, making more 
profitable even the hardest days. Moreover it keeps the bait 
better fixed on a hair. Each rack has 3 different sizes. 

Code Size Pcs
190-10-450 Small 50
190-10-460 Medium 50
190-10-470 Large 50

Elastic rings for the creation of va-
rious rigs. The small ones can be 
used to band small pellets while 
the medium and large are used 
as boilie or other bait stops or to 
adjust the length of a double bait 
or snow man.

pro Bait Bands

Code Description Color Pcs
190-10-320 Boilie Stop Yellow 144
190-10-330 Boilie Stop Red 144
190-10-340 Boilie Stop Transparent 144

190-10-350 Bait Stopper Yellow 352
190-10-360 Bait Stopper Red 352
190-10-370 Bait Stopper Brown 352

190-10-390 Big Bait Stopper Yellow 128
190-10-400 Big Bait Stopper Red 128
190-10-410 Big Bait Stopper Brown 128

Boilie Stop

Bait Stopper Big Bait Stopper

Code Pcs
190-10-530 30

The unique profile our stops is designed to fit into the 
hook shank acting as a buffer for oval or round ring. 
Allowing to create the ultimate anti-eject set ups.

XTR Ring Stop
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Xtr Bait Bands
Soft and transparent 
silicone rings, ideal for 
quickly attaching pel-
lets and other baits  
without using the hair 
rig system. Blister pack. 

Code Size Pcs
190-10-250 M 20
190-10-260 L 20
190-10-270 XL 20

Code Size
190-20-180 1m / 2.2mm
190-20-190 1m / 2.5mm

Transparent shrink tube applied to protect the bait from 
small fish and  shrimps, without limiting its effectiveness. To 
use it, simply cut  a piece of shrink tube a little less wide than 
a boilie and  pass it through vapour to tighten. Tightened to 
the bait, the tube can be reduced and trimmed with scissors. 

Boilies Shield

Code Size Pcs
195-68-200 0.6g 10
195-68-210 1.0g 10
195-68-220 1.4g 10

The Xtr Fast Change is a brilliant pop-up weight system that al-
lows the counter weight to be altered in seconds. The unique 
low profile will blend in with any lake bed and prevents damage 
to line whilst elastic locks weight firmly in place. The weight is 
attached simply by stretching a piece of the elastic and placing 
into the slot, once located it can be moved by moistening the 
line and gently sliding. Designed for balancing pop-ups, pinning 
down the last few feet of mainline as an alternative to leadcore 
and for keeping hook links tight to the bottom. Finished in non-
reflective black and non-toxic material.

XTR Fast Change pop-Up weights

Code Color
190-10-200 Yellow
190-10-210 Orange
190-10-220 Red

Floating foam tablets, available in three different colours, for 
the construction of floating or balanced rigs. 

Foam Squares

Code Size
190-10-510 M / 7mm
190-10-520 L / 10mm 

Maggot
Clip
The K-Karp Maggot Clips are razor sharp and feature a chemi-
cally sharpened needle point to threading maggots on the clip 
neat and easy. Manufactured from hi-carbon steel with an 
anti-reflective coating  to improve bait presentation, Maggot 
Clips are perfect for many different situations like high pres-
sured lake, cold weather fishing when carp prefer natural and 
small sized baits, or even for big barbel fishing.

Code Size Pcs
190-10-540 5mm 100
190-10-550 8mm 100

The Bait Disc have been designed to hold your hook bait on the 
hair safely and securely, improving the presentation of pop-up 
or other soft baits. Just insert the bait disc between the bait and 
stopper for better support when casting at long range, or even 
between the bait and the hook shank to space pop-up set-ups. 
As the shape of the Bait Discs it makes it very difficult for Cray-
fish to pull them off.

Bait Discs
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Fine Splicing

Boilie Splicing

Boilie Needle

Boilie Drill

Sliding Needle

Sliding Drill

Sliding Sw Hook

knot & hook puller

The Knot Puller is a useful device to tighten all 
your knots to perfection, to avoid any chance of 
knot slippage and test their strengths. Featuring 
a stainless steel hook perfectly balanced to fit 
into the most commonly used swivels as well as 
loops. The soft rubber handle ensures a firm grip 
even with wet hands.

Code Description
190-10-025 Knot & Hook Puller

Eazy Strip

Eazy Strip represents the easier and quicker way 
to strip all the coated hoolink materials. Manufac-
tured from solid anodized alluminium, Eazy Strip 
features an inner nail that allows to remove the 
outer coating neatly without damage the inner 
core. A must to have item for all the coated hook 
links lovers.

Code Description
190-10-030 Eazy Strip

XTR Needles
This new set of stainless steel needles has been 
developed by K-KARP TEAM to meet every need. 
Made following the most modern trends, they 
differ from each other in the color of the handle 
to be easily recognized in the accessories box. 
Ergonomic soft touch handle.

Code Description
190-20-350 XTR - Fine Splicing
190-20-360 XTR - Boilie Splicing
190-20-370 XTR - Boilie Needle
190-20-380 XTR - Boilie Drill

Special tools selection featuring retractiles nee-
dles made by stainless steel. These needles are 
really easy to use, even when it’s particular cold 
or when used by not expert carpers.

Sliding Tools

Code Description
190-20-050 Sliding Drill 
190-20-060 Sliding Needle
190-20-070 Sliding Sw Hook

Code Description Pcs
190-20-230 Pro Core Needle 2

pro Core Needle
A very thin and strong stainless steel needle, 
essential accessory to create your favourite rigs 
and leaders. 

Fluo Needles
New needle series with specially bright colors, 
as usual for all the latest series of needle there 
is a different color for each model, to detect im-
mediately the type of needle you need inside 
your tackle box. Special ergonomic and non slip 
handle.

Code Description
190-20-300 Fluo STL Needle
190-20-310 Fluo STS Needle
190-20-320 Fluo SWS Needle
190-20-330 Fluo DR2 Needle
190-20-340 Fluo RHK Needle

Fluo SWS Needle

Fluo RHK Needle

Fluo STL Needle

Fluo STS Needle

Fluo DR2 Needle
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Nut Drill
A special strong drill for the  preparation of Tiger 
Nuts or any other hard baits. The particular pro-
file of the point allows to  perforate the hardest 
bait in a simple and precise way.

Code Size
190-20-045 Standard
190-20-047 X-Large

Code Description
190-20-085 Absolute Tool Set

Absolute Tool seT
High-quality stainless steel needles set, es-
sential for all the demanding carpers. Ergo-
nomic grip handle to facilitate all the baiting 
operations. 

Code Description
190-20-010 Super Drill
190-20-020 Ago x Boilie Small
190-20-030 Ago x Boilie Long
190-20-040 Ago x Boilie NSB

Magic Tools
New extremely strong stainless steel needles se-
ries  for making heavy rigs. In this series there 
is  also  a very strong drill with a 1,5mm  point to 
perforate pellets, tiger nut and other particularly 
hard baits. 

Code Description
190-20-080 Magic Tool Set

Magic Tool seT
A special K-KARP set, composing a universal 
handle and the  necessary key for fixing the 3 
different needle points. All the components are  
in stainless steel and extremely resistant. The 
handle is soft rubber coated with a special ergo-
nomic shape.

Code Description Pcs
190-20-400 Heavy 2
190-20-410 Fine 2
190-20-420 Splice 2
190-20-430 Braid 2
190-20-440 Drill 2

New needle series with specially bright colors, as usual for all 
the latest series of needle there is a different color for each 
model, to detect immediately the type of needle you need inside 
your tackle box. Special ergonomic and non slip handle.

XTR Fluo
Needle
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Braid Scissor

Specially bladed scissors 
for cleanly cutting 
braided line. 

Black handle Scissor

These stainless steel scissors are 
able to easily cut every type
of braid, the tapered points 
guarantee the maximum 
precision. 

XTR Back Lead System
XTR Back Leads has been designed to “pin” down 
your line to the bottom, whilst the line gate releases 
just on the strike, simply ideal if you want to use a 
back lead system but do not want any extra weight 
on the line whilst playing a fish. The cord and the 
winder are designed to attach to the pod and aid  
the recovery.  Just set clip tension by twisting the 
barrel, clip to the line and allow the XTR Back Lead 
to slide down the mainline until the lead reaches the 
bottom at required distance. The XTR Back Leads 
enables tight lines to be fished from the margins 
to rig, it can even be fished off the bottom to avoid 
weed and detach instantly when you receive a bite.

Code Description Weight
195-68-000 XTR Back Lead System 2oz / 56g

Code Description Pcs
190-00-070 Extra Back Lead Ring 3

Back Lead Rings
Practical rings for the con-
nection of the Back Leads to 
the main line. Every blister 
contains 3 rings and 3 soft 
rubber sleeves. Blister pack. 

Flying Back Lead
The XTr Flying Back Lead allows 
to pin down and concealing your 
mainline on the bottom,reducing 
the chance of the line spooking 
fish. Our Flying Back Lead in-
cludes a plastic inner which pro-
tects the mainline and feature a 
concave nose to ensure it slides 
effortlessly up your line during 
the casts. Designed to be eas-
ily added or removed from your 
mainline without the need to 
break down your tackle, finished 
in non-reflective black and non-
toxic material.

Code Weight Pcs
195-68-100 6g 5
195-68-110 9g 5
195-68-120 15g 5

Set containing all the necessary tools to tie all the principal 
rigs used in  carp fishing. The sets include: Hair Stops, Hair 
Stops Comb., Ledger Booms (10cm), Nut drill, Stringer needle, 
Boilie stops, Hair rigs, Helicopter set, Rubber beads, Swivel 
beads, Antitangle flexi and stiff, Deluxe helicopter and Soft 
ledger stops.

Carp Accessories seT

Code Weight
190-20-110 Set Carp Accessories
190-20-100 Kit Boilies Rig & Tools

Code Description
190-20-210 Braid Scissor

Code Description
190-20-220 Black Handle Scissor

Back Leads
Sinkers to sink the line and keep 
it on the lake bed; used on windy 
days or in case of  dirty surface film.  

Code Weight Pcs
195-66-015 15g 3
195-66-025 25g 3
195-66-040 40g 3
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One of the most popular profiles used by 
anglers from all over Europe. Its shape is 
the best possible compromise between 
casting performance and stablehold in 
every type of lakebed. We recommend 
their use in still water.

D-pear
Probably one of the best lead available 
to fish with blocked rigs. Even though the 
round shape is not the best for long cast, 
with our disk is possible to reach long dis-
tance, thanks to the decentralized weight 
on the front, this feature improve also 
the stability of the lead on the bottom of 
lakes or rivers.

inline
Disk 

Our new Drop lead is perfect to be 
used in connection with semi-blocked 
rigs. The wide surface allows to set the 
hooks easily, ideal solution for soft bot-
toms.

Drop

If you are looking for stability on the bot-
tom and casting performance, this lead 
suit perfectly your requirement. The 
shape allow this lead to fly like a bullet, 
while the small studs on the sides give 
maximum stability on the bottom.

The best solution for all the angler who 
need to reach important casting dis-
tance using in-line leads. The special 
decentralized shape of this lead give 
good stability on cast. We recommend 
this lead on rocky or hard bottoms.

inline
pyramid

This lead is made to be used in medium 
and long range fishing. The shape of 
the Total Grip give maximum stability 
in slippery bottoms or when fishing in 
river with strong courrent. Thanks to the 
small hole can be used also with small 
quantity of method.

Total 
Grip

Code Weight
195-70-025 2.5oz

195-70-030 3.0oz

195-70-035 3.5oz

195-70-040 4.0oz

195-70-050 5.0oz

One of the most well known shape from 
the European carp angler. The smaller 
sizes are suitable for marginal fishing, 
while the heavier sizes can be used in 
river fishing. Optimal self-hooking per-
formance.

Flat pear

Code Weight
195-75-025 2.5oz

195-75-030 3.0oz

195-75-035 3.5oz

195-75-040 4.0oz

195-75-050 5.0oz

One of the best lead available to fish with 
blocked rigs. Even though the round shape 
is not the best for long cast, with our disk 
is possible to reach long distance, thanks 
to the decentralized weight on the front, 
this feature improve also the stability of 
the lead on the bottom of lakes or rivers.

Code Weight
195-72-030 3.0oz

195-72-040 4.0oz

195-72-050 5.0oz

195-72-060 6.0oz

Code Weight
195-76-090 90g

195-76-120 120g

195-76-140 140g

195-76-170 170g

Code Weight
195-74-030 3.0oz

195-74-040 4.0oz

195-74-050 5.0oz

195-74-060 6.0oz

Code Weight
195-71-030 3.0oz

195-71-040 4.0oz

195-71-050 5.0oz

Code Weight
195-73-030 3.0oz

195-73-040 4.0oz

195-73-050 5.0oz

Code Weight
195-77-110 110g

195-77-130 130g

195-77-150 150g

Swivel
Disk

Distance
Grip
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•	ADVANCE	DISSOLVING
•	TOTAL	MELTING
•	ANTI	LADDER
•	NO	RESIDUE
•	FISH	FRIENDLY
•	4	SEASON

PVA Mini Bags

PVA String

PVA Refill

Bags

PVA Funnel

Thanks to the wide selection of sizes available 
this series of PVA bags can be used for any kind of 
fishing situation, from light marginal to long range 
or big river fishing, where you need to put a lot of 
baits in the bags. We have used premium choice 
PVA which is really strong but in the meantime 
keep really good dissolving performance even in 
cold water.

Bags

Code Size Pcs
190-71-400 85x175mm 15
190-71-410 60x220mm 15
190-71-420 100x140mm 15
190-71-430 85x120mm 20

Three different size available for this PVA Funnel re-
fill. 5 meters spool, it can be used for any kind of dry 
baits, such as boilies, pellets and paste.

PVA Refill

Code Size Mtrs
190-71-350 25mm 5
190-71-360 37mm 5
190-71-370 44mm 5

Available in two sizes, cover a moltitude of uses 
and can hold any different type of dry baits like 
pellet, boilies or method. Sold with protective tube 
case, 5 meters lenght.

PVA Funnel

Code Size Mtrs
190-71-310 37mm 5
190-71-320 44mm 5

The best solution possible to make small and com-
pact PVA bag that can be attached directly to the 
hook, perfect to be used with pellets, crushed boilies 
or method. This small bags feature a PVA string in 
the upper part to ensure easy and safe closure of the 
bag. Perfect to be used in high pressured water or in 
any situation where accuracy is needed.

PVA Mini Bags

Code Size Pcs
190-71-440 6x5cm 25

This PVA string can be used in many different way, 
like to make few boilies stringer or to close PVA bags. 
The premium quality PVA used give to this product 
good melting performance even in cold water.

PVA String

Code Mtrs Pcs
190-71-450 20 6 Strends
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The Bait Crusher has been developped to crush the hardest 
baits. It’s the perfect tool for blending PVA Bag Mixes, Spod 
Mix ingredients or handfuls of boilies, the Bait Crusher does 
the job quickly and efficiently thanks to the stainless steel 
studs. Simple to use, you just fill to the level with pellets or 
particles of your choice and grind away until you get them to 

the size you want them down to, more you grind, more the bait 
becomes smaller.

Code Description
190-71-200 XTR Bait Crusher

Code Size
190-70-240 Dynamic Spod XL

XTR Dynamic Spod features large profile holes making it just as 
quick to empty, and as easy to retrieve, suitable for pellet, larger 
particle and small or crushed boilies. The reverse taper, weight 
forward design with large fins makes spodding easy even at great 
distance and ensures stable flight and accurate casting  in eve-
ry conditions. The solid base to the body retains liquids, adding 
weight and improving casting performances.

xtR Dynamic Spod

Code Size
190-70-250 XTR Spod Medium
190-70-260 XTR Spod Large

A high capacity, aerodynamic long distance  spod for fast, heavy 
baiting with mixes of pellet, particle and small boilies. The reverse 
taper, weight forward design with large fins makes spodding easy 
even at great distance and ensures stable flight and accurate 
casting  in every conditions. The solid base to the body retains 
liquids, adding weight and improving casting performances. With 
heavy spod  rods and shock leaders the K-Karp XTR Spod can be 
cast well in excess of 100m.

xtR Spod

xtR Bait Crusher
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Code Size
190-70-200 Small
190-70-210 Medium
190-70-220 Large

Stick for ensuring the correct immersion of the boilies inside a 
dip. This simple operation will radically increase the attracting 
power of the bait.

Code Description
190-20-160 Dip Stick

Method Blaster
The XTR Method Blaster have been de-
signed to convert your spod rod into a cat-
apult, baiting up with big balls of method 
or groundbait at distance with ease. Sim-
ply tie the  the Method Blaster to your line 
and cast, if you clip your line-up 20 yds 
from the rod tip you dont have to retrive 
the whole cast as you would spodding, 
making it a very fast way too!

xtR Method Feeder
The lead at the back end allows you to have long cast, more 
accurate and avoids the main line injuries. Its shape makes the 
bait stay always on top for a perfect presentation. Plastic parts 
perfectly preserve the groundbait and it can’t be lost during the 
casting. This new Method is perfectly suited to the full range of 
rigs accessories K-Karp. 

Code Size
190-70-850 40g
190-70-860 60g

A 4 cable Rocket usable with  your 
rod  for launching your bait onto ex-
actly the right spot -  for accurate 
baiting with any bait type. The float-
ing head helps you to deliver the bait 
perfectly.

Spod Rockets

A boilie maintenance box. It guarantees the maintenance of 
the original aroma, therefore we advise  adding some dip to 
the inside.

Dip Box

Code Description
190-10-000 Boilies Dip Box

Dip Stick

Code Description
190-70-030 Method Blaster XL
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Code Description Pcs
190-10-060 Weedy Marker Set 3
190-10-070 Sensitive Marker Set 3

Code Peso
195-78-085 85g
195-78-110 110g

Code Description
190-10-050 Marker Float

Marker Feature Finder

Marker Float

Excellent hollow  transparent PVC marker with 3 higly visible 
coloured tops even at a great distance  -  three different colors: 
yellow, red and luminous.  Simple to use with a wide spectrum 
of useages.  Can be used to survey the swims for normal depth 
plumbing or to find fish that are cruising off the bottom  - also 
to identify weed, gravel or sandy bottom areas.

Code Description
190-10-080 Marker Float MD 
190-10-090 Marker Float LR 

xtR Marker Float
These two new marker float offer unrivalled durability, buoyancy 
and performance. Made using high impact and ultra-buoyant 
material,  that helps to get an accurate reading of the depth and 
underwater features. The ultra-large fletching is easy to spot at 
great distances and improve the stability during the flight, to get 
longer and more accurate casts all the way. 

Marker float made entirely by plastic, virtually unbreakable. 
The aerodynamic shape allows long and smooth casts, keeping 
a perfect asset during the flights. The set includes the Marker 
Float and 3 fluorescent fletching.

Code Description
190-70-300 Groundbait Catapult
190-70-400 Spare elastics * 2pz

Groundbait Catapult
Catapult designed to allow easy and smooth feeding at me-
dium and long range with a large selection of baits. The handle 
is shaped to deliver the maximum grip in all conditions, while 
the frame is made by strong aluminum for accuracy. Fitted with 
5mm elastics.

explorer leads
Explorer leads have been purposely 
designed to be used in conjuction 
with our marker floats, getting 
as much information as possible 
about your swim. The particular 
shape will help you to precisely lo-
cate any bottom configuration, and 
to detect any weed, snags or gravel 
bars. The rigid wire stem helps the 
float to rise to the surface as the 
marker is held above the weed and 
cannot became snarled, it prevents 
damage on the marker float and 
prevents tangles during the cast as 
well. The extra large eye allows the 
line to slide through it easily.
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Composite throwing stick handle designed to be used with 
the groundbaiter spoons for feeding at medium and long dis-
tances. The handle feature an ergonomic grip made by from 
high density EVA to guarantee the maximum performance in 
all conditions. The 180cm size can also be used as a sturdy 
landing net handle.

Boilie Gun spare nozzle with 
graduated scale to cut the 
point at the required diameter.

throwing Stick

Boilie Gun Nozzle

Boilie Rolling table
Boilies and Pop-Ups rolling tables available in five different di-
ameters. They are dedicated to those who like to build their 
own bait with precision. Tables are extremely robust, easy to 
clean, user friendly, and above all show no signs of pipe extrud-
ers construction that cause annoying imperfections in boilies 
and problems while rolling. Can be fixed using the holes on the 
side to the table.

Code Description
190-70-930 Boilie Rolling Table * 16mm
190-70-940 Boilie Rolling Table * 18mm
190-70-950 Boilie Rolling Table * 20mm
190-70-960 Boilie Rolling Table * 24mm
190-70-970 Boilie Rolling Table * 28mm

Full aluminum made boilie gun for your home made baits. 
The size of the pipe is 39 cm, and diameter of 5,5 cm. It 
contains about 750 grams of mix for each refill. The tube 
can be removed from both sides to be cleaned and main-
tained in good condition. It comes with a extrusion funnel.  

Boilie Gun

Code Description
190-70-910 Boilie Gum Nozzle

Code Description
190-70-900 Boilie Gun

Code Description
190-70-050 Throwing Stick  90cm
190-70-100 Throwing Stick 180cm

This strong resin spoon is developed for long distance bait 
throwing. The shape has been designed to contain a large 
quantity of baits, such as boilies, pellets, grains, and to give 
the maximum throwing distance. The brass made screw is un-
assailable from rust.

Groundbaiter Spoon

Code Description
190-70-000 Groundbaiter Spoon

Throwing handle to be used in conjunction with Aero Cups, but 
it can be well employed with other groundbaiter spoon. Aero 
Cup Handle features an ergonomic and non slip handle, allow-
ing a perfect grip in cold and wet conditions.

Aero Cup Handle

Code Description
190-70-060 Aero Cup Handle * 25cm 

Aero Cup

Code Description
190-70-010 Large
190-70-020 X-Large

Aero Cups are designed for feeding with boilies, pellets or parti-
cles at short or medium distances. The shape and the holes allow 
the maximum accuracy. Available in two different sizes.
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The conical shape of the Drake Bait Caster imparts a large 
acceleration to the boilies allowing you to reach long distanc-
es with ease. The carbon fibre model is extremely lightweight 
allowing prolonged baiting without excessive effort. For maxi-
mum results, we recommend drying boilies for 48 hours with 

the appropriate K-Karp Dry Boilies before making throws.

Code Description
190-69-020 Drake Bait Caster FS

Drake Bait Caster

Code Description
190-71-100 Large - Inner 23mm
190-71-110 X-Large - Inner 28mm

xtR throwing Stick

They are currently among the highest performing metal throw-
ing sticks on the market with their innovative features. The 
excellent bending, the holes distributed along the length to re-
duce air friction and weight, and loading zone on the bottom 
allow you to achieve incredible casting distances with minimal 
effort. Fitted with a comfortable non-slip handle for a secure 

grip. They are available in two sizes able to cast boilies up to 
22mm or 28mm, depending on your choice. 

Code Description
190-71-150 XTR Throwing Stick * 22mm
190-71-160 XTR Throwing Stick * 28mm

Boilie Shooter

With this tube boilies can be launched exceptional distanc-
es thanks to this particular curve which gives the boilies a 
high exit speed. The lightness ensures simplicity of use and 
the ergonomic handle ensures a firm grip in all circumstanc-
es. They are available in two sizes of different diameters. 
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The K-KARP XTR Hooded Fleece is made from a soft, 
breathable and wind-resistant non-pilling polar fleece. 
The hood can be adjusted through a drawstring.  XTR 
fleece is ideal to wear under waterproofs for extra 
warmth or as a top layer in its own right.

xtR Polar Fleece

Code Size
043-30-100 M
043-30-200 L
043-30-300 XL
043-30-400 XXL

Code Size
043-25-100 M
043-25-200 L
043-25-300 XL
043-25-400 XXL

The K-KARP XTR Jacket is a three layered soft sheel jacket. The outer fabric 
is windproof and water resistant, the middle layer offers an high breathability 
whilst the inner polar fleece guarantees the maximum comfort and thermal 
insulation keeping you warm and dry. Soft sheel is extremely hard wearing 
and fantastically flexible fitting to your body without constricting.

xtR Soft Sheel Jacket

Code Size
043-00-200 Black / L
043-00-300 Black / XL
043-00-400 Black / XXL

043-05-200 Green / L
043-05-300 Green / XL
043-05-400 Green / XXL

Polo Shirt
Soft and cosy cotton Polo, with embroided K-Karp logo.
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Codice Description
043-18-015 Fleece Hat Black
043-18-025 Neck Warmer Black

Fleece hat available in one size but in two co-
lours: olive green and black, with K-Karp logo 
embroided.

No peeling fleece neck warmer. Soft and light, 
it gives an extra protection during the winter fi-
shing. Fitted with a drawcord, can be transfor-
med in a cosy hat. Available in one size in olive 
green or black with K-Karp logo.

Fleece Hat &  Neck Warmer

A unique thermo suit in breathable microfiber, totally waterpro-
of. It is composed by a jacket and a bib and brace. Weld and 
completely lined with soft fleece that keep your body warm and 
dry, also in extreme conditions. The jacket, equipped with hood, 
has a central reiforced zip and a double sealing with airtight but-
tons. The elasticated cuffs can be settled by the velcro tab. The 
bib and brace is equipped with heat cloth protecting the back 

and wide zip in the bottom of the trouser. The bracers can be 
removed to use the bib and brace as a normal trouser. 

K-Karp Thermo suit

Team Visor
K-Karp Visor, designed for those hot summer days.

Codice Size
043-05-400 XXL

K-Karp Caps
Cotton cap, suitable for mild or warm seasons. 
Equipped with a large peak and K-Karp logo em-
broided.

Codice Description
043-10-000 Olive Green
043-10-010 Black

Code Size
043-20-300 XL
043-20-400 XXL
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Distributed by: Trabucco Fishing Diffusion Co. Srl
Via Atene 7, 43010, Bianconese di Fontevivo (PR)
Tel.: (+39) 0521-618000 r.a. / Fax: (+39) 0521-617032
Email: info@trabucco.it / Web:  www.trabucco.it

K-Karp International reserve the right to modify 
prices or specifications without prior notice. 

All product information, weights and dimensions 
are approximate and may vary or be modified.

www.k-karp.com / info@k-karp.com
http://www.youtube.com/kkarpfishing
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